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Meet J. Andrew White, the Most
Famous Announcer in Radio
The Man Who Calmly Announces Knock-Out Blows When Fifty Thousand People are
Too Excited to Think How the First Fight Dempsey-Carpentier -was Broadcast

BY

MYRA MAY

EVERAL

years ago, a worried young
business executive sat in his office and

considered

his

hard

lot.

Business

was

rotten, the slump of 1921 had hit
the sales of every concern but had

been particularly hard on the few existing radio
companies. The worried young business executive, Major J. Andrew White, lit a cigarette
and idly picked up the morning newspaper.
His eye was immediately attracted to an
account of the forth-

phonograph music.
on the possibilities

phony

fight.

speculated often

event was needed for that introduction.
"This whole country has become interested
in the
Dempsey-Carpentier fight," Major
White reasoned. "Now why can't my radio
be tied up with it? Why can't send this fight
broadcast?"
I

There were onljy
about one thousand objections to this brilliant

Few dreamed the
broadcasting was possible.
Even if they did,
knew
that July, a
they

coming DempseyCarpentier

He had

of introducing radio teleto the nation at large
but an important

idea.

It

was the topic of conversation everywhere. As
Major White read the

month

preliminary story of
the bout, he had a

of bad static,
would be a dangerous
month to experiment on

sudden

a large scale. Everyone

idea.

for months, he

Nightly

who thought

had been

day-range

from the three low

was

all, felt

it

at

of

wireless

that the
signals would not travel

power pioneers which

were droning

"one,
two, three, four" and
grinding out scraps of

of

that the limited

experimenting with radio telephone reception

far

MAJOR WHITE AT THE MICROPHONE

so small

enough to

make

broadcasting then
And no

worth while.
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one would put up the money to try out his
At least $15,000 was necesquixotic scheme.
sary to build the high towers and install a station at Boyle's Thirty Acres in New Jersey,
where the fight was to take place.

"

had no transdifficulty was that
But such a little detail did not worry
In casting around among the electric

me.

I

Major White's friends
His enemies said the same
Nevertheless, entirely
thing behind his back.
on his own initiative, he began to work out
crazy,"

Then

I
hunted up a kind
a tug and he promised to
bring the General Electric set down the river

Schenectady.

who owned

friend

told him.
YOU'RE

I

located a continuous wave ship
companies,
transmitter at the General Electric Laboratory
in

BROADCASTING: A CRAZY IDEA

My next

mitter.

Hoboken.
J ust about this time when everything seemed
to be going nicely, some of our amateur operato

"

'

plans for transmitting
the fight round by

tors got

amateur s

At this time, Major
White was actingpresident of the National Amateur Wirepick up the

4

.

.

.

Mr. White
ing, over the receptive microphone.
has been active in radio since 1911.
During
most of that time, he was editor of the Wireless
Age, and an officer of the Wireless Press, Inc.,
a subsidiary of the Radio Corporation of America.
He was the chief, announcer for the Radio
Corporation group of stations, of the Democratic
National Convention in New York, and is in
great demand as announcer whenever there is a

To

Association.

3

diminished steadily and out

Sometimes they wish it were more," do the
thousands and thousands of radio listeners all
over the country who have heard Mr. White
broadcast one or all of the great sporting events
where he has presided, calm voiced and observ-

out the country.

less

2

"/

mostly
through-

Dempsey-

Carpentier encounter,

he selected certain
members of the association, perhaps two
hundred and fifty in
all, who would secure

sporting or oiher event of national prominence
to be broadcast.
THE EDITOR.

halls or theatres, hook
up their sets, install

'

an appropriation for my foolhardy plan', no one was particularly anxious to
be identified with my scheme, much less to contribute to it.
But there was one man, David

confides.

me

a chance.

my

"With that precious
started

I

willing to give

influence, the company
for
gamble," Major

his

me $1500
red,

for

who was

Sarnoff,

Through

on

a

career

fifteen

of

gave

White
hund-

frenzied

You've heard of that farmer who
made two blades of grass grow where one
grew before? Well, his work was child's play
next to mine; my simple little task was to
make $15,000 grow where $1500 had grown.
"In reconnoitering Boyle's Thirty Acres for
the best place to build my station,
saw the

finance.

I

towers of the Lackawanna Railroad
reared high over the surrounding country.
In
a flash,
saw my station.
finally secured perradio

I

two hundred and

fifty prospective
agents, our loyal band
had shrunk to about
ninety.

Thedayofthe

was only about
ten days off.
had
been working night
and day since April,
fight

I

getting everything in
readiness.

with

me,

Associated
were four

men who devoted

much time

to

as

my

'foolhardy plan' as

was

I

America

of

I

among them
O. Smith, now

did, chief

loud speakers and give the crowds the chance
of hearing the fight direct from the ringside.
"When approached the Radio Corporation
of

;

number

the

round to skilled receiving operators

'

stage fright

I

mission from the railroad company to use their
towers on July the second.

J.

of the sales force of the Radio Corporation.
"
Interest in the broadcasting of the fight had
at last been awakened.

Our

office force

was

swamped with telephone calls, and a steady
stream of telegrams. We were still in doubt as
to whether we would even get the space for our
transmitter, but we proceeded along the supposition that we would.
Fortunately about
a week before the fight, the railroad company
turned over to us the end of a hallway in a railroad yard building and there we installed our

improvised station.

PUTTING DEMPSEY AND CARPENTIER ON THE AIR

amateur receiving operators were
scattered in different cities from Maine to

OUR

Washington (D.C.) and as
burgh. These men showed

far

West

as Pitts-

fine courage;

they
took large assembly halls and secured loud
At that time, phonograph horns
speakers.
were our most up-to-date loud speakers.
Smith and
worked after office hours until
about two or three in the morning, testing our
set.
Announcements were sent to our operaI

Meet

J.

Andrew White,

Tors to be in readiness for the tests

the

Most Famous Announcer

and then to

Our

did.

set

I

bouts and the big fight round by round.
It
boiling hot day, the hottest day in history,
was right out in the glare, with
think, and
the sun beating mercilessly on me for more
than four hours.
My.throat was hot and dusty
my voice was tired, but talked on and on,

was a
I

began to work

the night before the fight.
"
Smith and were worn out from lack of sleep
and worry over the
event. It had seemed
that every imagina-

I

I

giving minute details of each blow.

I

ble

in

Hoboken
whether

our path.

hour,
however, brought the
final objection that
to

my

station

they

were

getting the

fight

clearly, I simply
droned on and on,

The eleventh

threatened

had no

I

time to ask

objection had

been put

449

my

audible and indicated that our fight broadBut
casting would be equally unsatisfactory.
things couldn't continue this way, our luck
It

Radio

was placed next to the press box,
right at the ringside.
Putting up
equipment, I proceeded to describe the preliminary
thought.

The results
telegraph us what they heard.
were discouraging. Their return messages told
us of the few scattered words that had been

must change!

in

trusting to luck that
the transmission was

ruin

distinct.

our whole project and
send it into failure.

"At length came
Carpentier's knock-

The American

out.

1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-

9-10.

With a

Tele-

phone and Telegraph
refused to
allow us to connect

Company

our radio

to

set

terrific

bang, the four hundred telegraph operators at the ringside,
flashed the news to

a

land wire from
Boyle's Thirty Acres
to Hoboken where

their home papers.

our station was

every sport writer at

That was too
This was the

cated.

much.

I

the

JACK DEMPSEY AND MAJOR WHITE

thought. Then
took fresh courage.

end,
1

Sim ultaneously,

lo-

I

couldn't back

The champion is being initiated into the mysteries of radio at
his training camp before h'is fight with Carpentier which Major

down

White announced

the

first

at the last minute
and disappoint the operators who were counting on my support. After some frantic scram-

bling around,

I

at last secured a high speed

telegrapher.

"We

was to describe the
arranged that
blow
from
the
by blow; my telefight
ringside,
grapher was to take it down on the typewriter
and give it to Smith to repeat into the radio
Our operators
transmitter at Hoboken.
then receive
would
the
throughout
country,
from the Hoboken station and give the account
I

to the crowds, through the loud speakers.

A GONG MOVED THE RINGSIDE TO HOBOKEN

THE

minute, in a very pessimistic
frame of mind,
decided to put a gong
in our Hoboken station.
'At least the gong
will be audible and the operators will know
when a round ends and another begins/ I

AT

last

I

fight

ever

be

to

broadcast

field

frantically

phoned his office the
news that Dempsey
retained his title. Our
current was nearly

used up.
calmly
knockout and then remarked
I

described

the

'

'

Tired
but satisfied with my afternoon's work,
tried
to communicate with my Hoboken station to
get a check-up on the audibility of the transmission.
The line was dead!

Dempsey is

still

champion

of the world.

I

"There

I

was.

For four hours,

I

had talked

steadily under that hot sun, in the fight arena
And now
dust, giving the best that was in me.
when I tried to find out the results of
work,

my

the line was dead.
I
had visions of having
spent the afternoon in vain, of having worked
night and day from April to July and then

having my whole 'foolhardy plan' come to
nothing, of having to face my cynical friends
with their

'

told you so's', of having to admit
was licked and of having to break the unpleasant news to the Radio Corportaion that
Mr. Sarnoff had lost his gamble.

that

I

I
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"My

whole afternoon's description had been
had won the gamble!
"Then came a stream of telegrams and more
than four thousand letters. The receiving
operators were wildly enthusiastic; they had
heard everything. Functioning indifferently

"Utterly discouraged, I tried once more.
and it seemed
After several minutes' wait
hours an answer finally came back from the

Hoboken

station.

'"What',
last

heard.

demanded

I

breathlessly, 'was the

thing you heard?'

DEMPSEY

STILL CHAMPION OF

IS

had brought the blowby-blow account clearly to the auditoriums.
The crowds who heard the radio descriptions
knew the outcome sooner than those who had
depended on any other means of communicawell, the loud speakers
u
U1

11

THE WORLD

casual, the telegraph op-

erator replied, Dempsey
THOROUGHLY
'

of the world.

The

is still

1

champion

'

Vision of Better Americanism that Sports Broadcasting

Has Given
By

to

Me

ANDREW WHITE

J.
(Written especially for RADIO BROADCAST)

AM

often asked

why

I

specialize in sports.

The answer is
don't.
The Democratic Convention
I

I
is a notable exception, and
good-time myself occasionally by directing informal programs of the midnight frolic variety.
But the descriptive broadcasting
do for the sport classics is of a distinctive character, and that makes these
events linger longer in the minds of listeners.
The pleasantest recollections of radio I hold, too, center upon reporting athleIncidentally, that goes two ways.
1

I

not so much because of enjoyment of the thrill of combat
really don't get much pleasure out of
viewing the events themselves, the work is hard and the concentration a terrific strain but because of the sense
that something has been accomplished when it's all over.
It means a whole lot more than entertaining the public.
Opinion is moulded, and with it, character, and even
spiritual betterment, along with the physical.
Sounds funny to deal with sport broadcasting that way, but let me show you
This morning's mail, for instance, held two letters which particularly caught my attention.
One bears the signature of a nationally known banker, and his message to me is, that he used my fight description
tic conflict,

I

of the night before as an object lesson for his twelve-year-old son

public one "must be uncompromisingly conscientious and that this
standards of impartiality and lack of prejudice.

to impress upon him how in dealing with the
was an example of observance of the most rigid

The other letter was written by the head of the greatest industrial enterprise in America. It is just a note of
congratulation and approbation, but there is much to be read between the lines.
Now I don't know either of these men, probably never will meet them. But when an industrial giant who controls a billion dollar business takes time out of a busy life to listen to my description of a sporting event and is
impressed sufficiently by it to write me in complimentary vein, certainly it is a fair assumption that he will turn a
sympathetic ear to any proposals for athletic recreation among his thousands of employes. And that is good for
industry and humanity.
As for the banker-father who used the sport broadcasting to impress upon his son the principles of square dealing
and integrity, that certainly needs no comment.
could multiply these examples a hundred times.
See what
mean?
Entertainment of course is the primary
object of tying-up radio to sporting events, but it can be seen from these two instances that the thing goes much
Never in the wildest flights of imagination could have anticipated, at the inaugural of broadcasting, the
deeper.
tremendous power for good which radio has become in this field alone.
My correspondence is filled with letters from old folks and those of gentle nature a high percentage of them wofeel that I have
men, and there are many clergymen, too but the letters I like best are from the youngsters.
done something when arouse their enthusiasm over sports, for am just old enough to have escaped the current
conception of jazz, petting and hip flasks as requisites to recreation, and young enough to appreciate the greater
joys we found in the cultivation of athletic skill and how the girls of my time shared these views with us and found
I

I

I

I

I

I

plenty of vent for their enthusiasms.
Mature people enjoy a thrill to younger ones excitement is a necessity. And somehow I can't get over the idea
that those thrills which accompany a contest for athletic supremacy are the real ones, after all.
If radio reawakens
that idea, and I am instrumental in putting over the revival in interest
well, that is a big enough broadcasting
mission for me.

Meet
The

tion.

first

J.

Andrew White,

the

Most Famous Announcer

time radio had been used for

news, it had justified itself.
met Tex Rickard,
"Several days later,
who had promoted the fight.
"'
I've been wanting to see you,' Tex began,
I
understand your description of the fight
was the sensation of the afternoon. They tell
me even the gong was audible.
"Considering that the gong had been right
I

'

'

in the Hoboken station, I was much amused
that he should have commented on it."

in

Radio
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"

was
plunged into the water and when
near the little group, shouted my warning.
Four of them immediately turned back; the
other two, a man and a girl were winded. They
were being swept steadily out to sea.
had not
the
life
or
a
belt
with
me.
was
brought
rope
not equipped to cope with drowning persons.
Nevertheless made a grab at the girl. Turning hysterical in this perilous moment, she threw
her arms around my neck, nearly choking me
and dragging us both down. When we came
I

I

I

I

I

Major White

is always experimenting with
He is an explorer at heart.
new.
something
He loves adventure. He likes the thick of the
A picturesque figure he is, who even in
fight.

this

mundane, placid world, manages
and hair-breadth escapes.

to inject

thrills

His escapes began 'way back in his 'teens.

Most young boys climb trees and play baseball
and get their thrills vicariously from their readThey are always following the dauntless
ing.
hero of a "series" who goes to the North Pole
to drape an American flag over his discovery,
or

who fights

in the

lions in Africa, or

Wild West, or who

something

fierce

seizes the telegraph

when the ship is sinking, sends out a s o s
which saves the lives of the passengers and
crew.
But Andrew White had scant time for
reading about rescues; he made them.
AN OFTEN-HEARD-OF, SELDOM-MET

NEW YORKER

one of those often-heard-of but
Born
real New Yorkers.
and bred in the Metropolis, he has spent most of
In spite of the charge
his life in Manhattan.
that big town boys can not enjoy the youthful
IS

HEseldom-met

pleasures that the country lads have, Andrew
White managed to crowd every variety of sport
into his childhood.
He was an expert swimmer.

During the summer at Long Beach, Long Island,
It was not
he helped the volunteer life corps.
until he was twenty that he had his first

narrow escape.

"As I patroled the beach," he relates, "I
noticed six people swimming out toward a dangerous section of the ocean bed. At this point
about three hundred yards from shore, the
ground sloped abruptly; there was a strong surf
and an undertow powerful enough to drag a
I hallooed to the
hapless swimmer out to sea.
people to warn them, but they only saw me
wave and did not hear my message so they
was simply sending a friendly
supposed
greeting.
They waved back and swam lazily
toward the danger zone.
I

A CHOIR BOY
Was Andrew White in the days

of his

youth

ungallantly shook her until she
up again,
was limp and then slung her over my shoulder.
Thus impeded, battled the surf and undertow
Her companion, a big
as
slowly swam in.
man of about two hundred pounds, swam beThe water, never very calm, was
side us.
I

I

I
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day and with a great
To add to my difficulties, the girl over my shoulder fainted and
her dead weight was an additional burden.
"We had gone perhaps fifty yards when the
particularly rough that
effort,

I

pushed forward.

man

suddenly gasped, 'I'm all in'. By
one of my assistants who had seen
our plight, had hooked his belt to the life line
and was swimming toward us.
shifted the
hoisted the
girl over to one shoulder, then
swam a few yards
big man onto the other.
until
was exhausted; then we all went down
After a few seconds,
would again
together.
big

this time,

I

I

I

turned to

jelly,

they no longer functioned, and

the sand.
Then someone
the bad news that no one knew
how to resuscitate the girl I had rescued.
spent the next quarter hour bringing this girl
back to life. When she was once more conscious, she threw her arms around my neck and

wearily

brought

1

lay on

me

I

kissed me.
Can you imagine anything more
embarrassing to a young man of twenty than
to be kissed right in sight of thousands of
visitors

swarming on a beach?"

I

AUTOMOBILES, MINING, AND RADIO

I

adjust my pack and the three of us would drift
ahead.
My assistant was swimming steadily
closer.
The huge holiday crowd on the beach,
watched our little drama with breathless interest.

just within about one hundred
of
I
had the doubtful pleasure of
shore,
yards
assistant wave a distress signal, turn
seeing

"Suddenly

my

seemed to me that for
hours,
struggled through the undertow and
surf, fighting my way every inch.
Repeatedly
when was exhausted, the three of us would go
back and swim

in.

It

I

I

down together; then, struggling to the
we would progress a little further.

surface,
All the

while the big crowd on the beach watched us as
dispassionately as though they were witnessing

an exciting moving picture.
"
have no idea how long
I

I

wrestled with the

was thoroughly
surf, but at a moment when
exhausted and felt that
could go no farther,
the amateur life guards swam out with the
I

I

At

help was in sight. With the
clinging to my shoulders, I
grabbed the rope and scores of people on the
beach began pulling us in. Their enthusiasm
rope.

last,

man and woman

overbalanced their judgment, for so vigorously
did they pull, that they sent us to the bottom.
would struggle to the top and just as
was
about to breathe, the crowd would give another
would go to the
mighty heave and down
bottom again. The man was exhausted and
I

I

I

woman had

fainted.
Four times, worked
to the top only to sink to the bottom.
Finally I left the man and girl safely clinging to
the rope, while made for shore.
I
had ceased

the

I

my way

I

any feeling; numb, swam on, when out
of the crowd on the shore, a young man in
flannels jumped into the water and swam out
to help me.
found out later that he was Tom
Thorp, the famous Columbia football player.
"As
had only one
staggered to shore,
ambition rest.
My legs seemed to have
to have

I

I

I

I

WHEN Major
work
started

White completed school, he
in an automobile factory.

He was helping build Vanderbilt Cup racers.
Next to the draughting board where the designs
for the engines were made, White had a cot.
Day and night, he slaved over his blue prints
and when he was too weary to work more, he
a

slept

few hours.

The young automobile

engineer hoped to establish his reputation by
the wonders this racer would accomplish.
He

had devoted

all his energy, all his enthusiasm to
building this engine; he had sacrificed his rest,
his recreation, but he was content.
He was
confident that the racer would win the cup.
On the morning of the race, Major White was
feverish with excitement.
His engine was

going to win the race and establish him as a
master builder. The automobile was proudly
driven out to the speedway and then the unexpected happened! A loud noise. Three cylinders blew out.
That afternoon, Major
White, haggard from lack of sleep, saw another
automobile race on to victory while his car, the
repository of so

much work and

ful ambitions, lay
"

abandoned

so

many

youth-

in a ditch.

was disappointed but not discouraged,"
he says. "The very next year, I was on the
job, determined this time to design a winning
We can't expect a lucky break the
engine.
very first time and after a defeat it is up to us,
to show twice as much spirit, added to the
experience our failure has brought us."
I

Several years later,

we

find

Major White

mining machinery. He is still injecting
thrills and hair-breadth escapes into his life.
Let him tell you about his fall down a mine shaft
selling

in Arizona.
"
I

was examining a safety device on a bucket

for hoisting ore out of the mine," he narrates.
"The hoist force had all knocked off for lunch

and only a group of curious Mexicans were
gathered around the entrance to the mine

Meet

J.

Andrew White, the Most Famous Announcer

My Spanish was sketchy yet when
bucket,

flattered myself that

I

I

I

in
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got into the
had told a

Mexican laborer very correctly and distinctly
wanted to see how the catch worked.
Evidently my Spanish was not up to specifications for the Mexican misunderstand.
Releasing the winch drum, he sent me hurtling
down the mine shaft. Down and down that
endless shaft
fell.
was
Strangely enough,
that

I

I

I

very calm.
'

What an odd way for a man to end his life,
thought. And philosophized over life's vagaries. 'There may be an obituary paragraph back
'

'

I

in a

1

New

York paper,

who would

'

I

decided.

I

wondered

recall that I
my mother.
shoulders and murmured, 'Well,

tell

I

shrugged my
goodbye, old world.'
"Then the bucket stopped. It dropped into
a pool of very dirty, black mine water. That
water undoubtedly, saved my life. Very much
shaken and a little bruised,
cautiously crept
out of the bucket. Up top, hubbub reigned.
The Mexican, frightened at what he had done
rushed for help. The mine foreman believed
that
lay dead at the bottom of the mine.
Nevertheless a relief expedition was organized
I

NEAR A MINE-SHAFT
In Arizona, where Major White had
at least one exciting experience

1

and came down to collect my remains.
was
chilled from lying in the water but very much
alive, which considerably surprised the relief
I

workers."
Attracted by the new science of wireless,
Major White had been studying the subject.
He believed that it .was the coming electrical
marvel and wrote some articles, amplifying his
These came to the notice of the
opinion.
British Marconi Company.
When one of
their

representatives,

Mr.

Isaacs,

Godfrey

brother of Lord Reading, came to the United
States, he felt the need of institutional publicity
and arranged that Major White should enter
the employ of radio to convince the world of
Since 1911,
wireless' limitless possibilities.
the major has been associated with the radio
world.
While he was vice-president of a Radio
Corporation subsidiary The Wireless Press,

he conceived the plan for the first broadknow it, that was ever attempted.
His success with the Dempsey-Carpentier fight
convinced the big electrical companies that
radio broadcasting was the coming means of
communication. They decided to build permanent stations with regular program schedInc.

casting, as we

ules.

In the fall of that same year (1921) Major
White, meanwhile, again experimented with
the wonderful new broadcasting.
He fitted

Show and transconcerts and the World
Series being played at the Polo Grounds.
Since that time, he has been a necessary adjunct to sports. A big prize fight, a World
Series, a football game is not complete without
up a

station at the Electrical

mitted a

series

Major White

to describe the event in his

delightful style.

broadcasting,

of

The

he

is

still

relative.

THE STORY OF A GREAT SUCCESS
thai of

/Shas made

Powel
his

Crosley,

name one

who
to

in several short years

conjure with

among

the

Myra May has
manufacturers of things radio.
written an interesting story about this interesting man,
which will appear in an early number of this magazine.

many

own

father of practical radio
its

most prominent

Radio Making America Musical?

Is

Good Music
Revolution

is

Heard Near and Far How a Bloodless
Occuring in Musical Taste and Appreciation

is

BY CHARLES ORCHARD,
has Europe more musical

JR.

been contended that the comparison of a child's
accomplishments with those of a finished musi-

1

appreciation than America?"
Time and again we hear this
query the answer is simple.
Musicians are not made

WHY
by a few years

of study, but are created only

by

generations of intimate association with good
For generations, Europeans have been
music.
intimately accustomed to the best of music
in homes, the schools, in the churches and the
theatres.
Even in the smaller towns there are
excellent bands and orchestras, choral societies,

and

even operatic organizations organizations which are supported in only the larger
America. The European hears on
good music intelligently played he

cities in

sides

fairly steeped in

all
is

it.

Heretofore, Americans, except those living
have been denied the privi-

in the larger cities,

ledge of hearing the best in music performed by

accomplished musicians because worthwhile
productions cost an enormous amount. Thousands of earnest students of music and music
lovers in small

towns and

rural districts

have

cian are so discouraging that the child should
I
never be allowed to hear a virtuoso play.

remember that, when I had studied the piano
for about four years, I was very anxious to go
to one of John Powell's recitals.
father

My

laughed at the idea. "Why, boy," he cried,
"you'll be so discouraged that you'll never
touch a piano again." But
went, and I
I

learned that there was something in playing a
piano other than merely striking the right key
There
with the right finger at the right time.
were sensations to be .aroused, stories to be
and, executed in
told, pictures to be painted
the subtle language of tones, they were much
more appealing than in the more obvious language of the story-teller or the painter. I learned
that pleasing sounds were merely a means and
not an end in music.
Music took on an entirely different aspect;

far

more

interest

;

equal the musical attainments of Europe.
For years musical educators have been striving toward this end; but because of the inaccessibility of those most needful of assistance,
no marked progress has been made.
a theory of long standing; for ages people
have contended that, if music is available
without physical and mental effort and exertion, children will refuse to practise the technical exercises so necessary to a finished perIt is

formance on a musical instrument.

It

has

and

I

went to work with

intelligence.

BROADCASTING CAN BRING THE BEST TO YOUR
FIRESIDE

never had an opportunity of enjoying the advantages to be had in the large cities.

There are traveling organizations which perform some of the better class of musical works
and many of the foremost artists appear as
but
soloists in many of the very small towns
these appearance are few and far between, and
they fail utterly to reach the rank and file.
Unfortunately, it is this element that must be
reached and converted before America can

and

by means

of radio,

symphony

TO-DAY,
and

orchestras, operas, oratorios, vocal recitals,
performances on all the solo instruments

are accessible to those in even the most remote
rural districts.
Broadcasting stations scattered
over the entire continent nightly offer much of

the best in music in

all its

forms, performed, in

by very good musicians.
There is no longer any reason why there
should be a drought of musical knowledge and
appreciation in America since radio has developed into its present state. Such artists as
Anna Case, Freda Hempel, Fritz Kreisler.
general,

Claudia Muzio, Mary Garden, Mengelberg,
Friedman, Zimbalist, and many others, have
used radio as a means of promulgating their
art,
recognizing the unusual opportunities
offered

by

this

vehicle.

The

well

known

Walter Damrosch on the
Beethoven symphonies have been given, by

lecture-recitals

of

Is

means

Radio Making America Musical?

of radio, to thousands of interested

lis-

who

otherwise would probably never
have had that privilege. Instructions in vocal
teners,

and instrumental
music even, have
been given over the
radio.

Theodore Thomas,
one of the most potent forces in musical

development

i

n

has
America,
said,
"
music
is faPopular
miliar music." America's

wholesale lack of

interest in

good music

is due primarily to its
astonishing lack of fa-

with good
And radio, by

miliarity

music.

stand the subtle language of tones and feel the
emotions they delineated, than to have him
perform on some musical instrument in an
uncomprehending, un-

"

Theodore Thomas, one of the
most potent forces in musical development in America, has said,
'Popular music is familiar music.'
America's wholesale lack of interest in good music is due primarily
to its astonishing lack of familiarAnd radio,
ity with good music.
by making good music familiar,

do more to popularize good
music and make America a truly
musical nation than any other
known means."
will

making good music
familiar, will do more to popularize good music
and make America a truly musical nation than
any other known means.
WHERE RADIO HELPS CHILDREN
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intelligent

Let

that

manner.
child

hear

good music, surround
him with good music
everywhere he goes
in

the home, and

the schools and
churches.
If there is
latent musical ability
within him, it will
in

surely manifest itself.
least, by close and

At

constant association
with good music, eventually there will be de-

veloped within the
child a love, appreciation,

and understanding of good music which

otherwise would never have existed.
As an educational force, radio stands preeminent, for it offers to all a simple, inexpen-

and thorough means of accomplishing this
Radio sets may be had at a price that
makes them prohibitive to none; they bring the
music of the world into the most inaccessible
rural districts and to your very fireside; and
offer a constant source of benefit and pleasure.
sive,

A

musical America 1 do not mean a
nation of performers on musical instruments, but rather a nation of music lovers who

BY

have an

understanding and appreciThere are already far too
Helens and Sams who merely hammer
intelligent

ation of good music.

many

a piano, sawon a violin, or blowthrough
a cornet; possibly with mechanical proficiency,

away on

but usually quite without musical understandIt would be far better to have a child
ing.
understand and appreciate good music, under-

end.

For the parent who wishes to leave his child
a worthwhile legacy, a love and appreciation of
good music, let him buy a radio-receiving set,
allow his child free use of it, and he will be well
repaid in the development of that child's
interest in and appreciation of good music.

by Walter
an early nunv
ber of RADIO BKOADCAST, which no radio conexceptionally interesting article

ANVan

B.

Koberts

structor should miss.

will

appear

in

How

Seven-Tube
Super-Heterodyne

to Build a Portable

A

Real Super, of Perfected Design, Using UV-199's and Dry Cells,
Portable, and of Simplified Construction so that the Average Builder

BY

is

Decidedly

Can Make

It

McMURDO SILVER

months, we have waited for a truly portable super-heterodyne that we conMany designs have been offered to us, and refused. This article,
which we believe, is the most complete one on the super-heterodyne ever published in any
radio periodical, describes a receiver which we have compared with a mighty good five"
The super " described below
tube radio frequency receiver using an outdoor antenna.
from
more
in
near
volume
every way except
by stations. Mr. Silver
proved
satisfactory
came on from Chicago to show his receiver to us. He assembled and wired one in our
which is no mean
laboratory in two hours, hooked it up, and it worked right off the bat
THE EDITOR.
feat for a super-heterodyne.
It is an excellent receiver.

many
FOR
sidered practical.

problem of reducing a standard
super-heterodyne receiver to portable
form without sacrificing selectivity,

THE

sensitivity, or quality of reproduction

and at the same time without produc-

ing a receiver which could only be built in a
laboratory, has occupied the writer for some

months.

In this article

is

described the final

a permanent installation.
The set had to be
laid out so that no gymnastic feats would be

involved in wiring or assembling it, and after
assembly the average builder must be saved
from entering into a correspondence course
with the editor to find out how to make it work
or to find out why certain things had been overThese last conditions automatically
looked.
eliminated reflexing, which at best is not to be

recommended, and small assemblies involving
specially made parts. Few builders are machinists
and engineers combined.
Therefore,
standard parts were used
throughout, with the smallest

result of long experiments
with supers, large and small,
some so disguised that even

Major Armstrong

himself

wouldn't recognize them.
The cost of a superheterodyne receiver is such
that the average builder can
hardly own more than one,
FIG.

and

it was therefore necessary
designing a set to provide one
which would give results equal
to a large outfit when used in

in

I

One

of the early models in Mr. Silver's series of super-heterodynes using
air-core transformers, which were later abandoned.
This experimental
method of assembly is excellent for testing circuits, since no large panels

are wasted on the

first trial
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FIG. 2

Another early model, using iron-core transformers and a
filter or output transformer.
The arrangement is sixteen inches long, six inches wide, and four inches high.
No audio-frequency amplifiers were used in this test set

practical assembly possible
without

sacri-

ficing results or

ease of construction.

A DRY-CELL

SUPER
size and
BATTERY
current consumption were of very great importance, and to some extent determined the size of
the set. It was possible, by the use of 99 tubes
1

and an ultra-efficient circuit todecrease the B battery current consumption to approximately sixteen milliamperes, as against the average forty
milliamperes for an eight-tube 201 -A set. This
increased the battery life, and permitted the

use of four of the small size 22^-volt batteries
together with three dry cells for the filaments,
which were placed directly behind the set in its
cabinet
In a set of this type, the efficiency must be as
high as possible, and the possibilities of trouble
very remote. Reflexing being out of the question, it was necessary to use a standard circuit.
That circuit was so improved that fewer tubes
could be made to do the work of the eight
These tubes
generally considered necessary.

had

to operate from dry cells, which meant
that a real step ahead had to be made to get
approximately the same results out of seven
i99's that had been previously obtained from
seven or eight 2oi-A's.

WHY

IRON-CORE TRANSFORMERS ARE USED

formers was used

in a specially built circuit,

was variation which rendered the amplifier insensitive, broad in tuning and generally
In the few cases where it was
unsatisfactory.
possible, with specially designed and tuned
there

transformers, to get the amplifier to operate at
only one peak instead of the usual two or three,
the amplification obtained was only slightly superior to that obtained with iron-core transformers operating at about six thousand meters.
This slight gain, so hard to realize dependably, was not worth while when the lack of
stability

of the

when used with

air-core amplifier,
199'$,

especially

was considered.

The

battery consumption of the 'air-core amplifier
was from 50 to 70 per cent, higher than
with the iron-core amplifier, due to the use of
a positive grid bias obtained by a potentiometer
across the A battery.
This positive bias was
rendered necessary in order to stabilize the
circuit, and is necessary with all practical aircore transformers now made.
Its use is contrary to best operating practice, and is unIn the
necessary with iron-core transformers.
set herein described, a negative C battery of
from 1 to 3 or even 4^ volts is used in con1

the portable was
development
started with air-core transformers in the
intermediate amplifier operating at between
two and three thousand meters. These were
later abandoned, since it was found that even

junction with a potentiometer.

when

a

THE

of

the most carefully matched set of trans-

WHY THE POTENTIOMETER HAS BEEN RETAINED

THE

potentiometer

C

is

not an unmitigated

often pictured, and when used with
battery to get a fine voltage adjustment,

evil, as

Radio Broadcast
see a circuit using a fixed tickler, unless it is a
freak, yet often where a
battery is used in a

C

radio-frequency amplifier, no potentiometer

is

included.
"

HOW THE STANDARD

SUPER" CIRCUIT WAS
IMPROVED

TN IMPROVING
1

things

The

first

ative,

of

a

major

standard

importance

The Rice

permits adjusting the amplifier to its most
Often builders do not use
sensitive condition.
the potentiometer in order to eliminate one
control.
Omitting it is like omitting the ticka large
ler control on a regenerative set

percentage of amplification is thrown away for
simplicity of control; a fixed tickler adjustment
Never do we
is substantially the same thing.

FIG.

satisfactory for

The

next step was to improve
the amplifier. After considerable experiment,
an R.F. transformer unit was developed which
eliminated practically all possibility of trouble,
and gave amplification with two intermediate
stages equal to that which had previously been
obtained with three stages. The sensitivity of
the set was such that it would still go down to
the noise level in nine out of ten locations, and
the absence of the third stage eliminated a tube
and its battery drain, saved some space, simplified the construction of the set, and, most
important, cut out a good deal of noise previously experienced with three-stage amplifiers.
The desirable amplifier is one that will go
down to the lowest seasonal noise-level, and
this type of set.

matched

4

eight-tube portable super-heterodyne using iron core transformers sealed in a can
below the eight-gang socket. Tests proved the third radio tube to be unnecessary

An

up the loopmethod

split-loop

was used, which proved most

formers, which were especially designed and

two
done.

detector circuit was made regenergave considerable increase in

tuning condenser.

FIG. 3
experimental set-ups. Notice the two C batteries, one being used even with the air core trans-

were

which

amplification, as well as sharpening

Two

circuit,
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FIG. 5
Rear view of the sixteen-inch super. The wiring of this set is too complicated for
general construction.
A far simpler and just as effective assembly is described in the text of this article

amplify any signal as loud as, or louder than the
noise.
Extra amplification will only bring out
more noise, and can not possibly bring out a

weaker

bound to be drowned
the atmospheric rumble, which is louder
station, for

out in
than it.
distance

This

is

reception

The two-stage

it

is

the real limiting factor in

and

receiver

amplifier got

down

sensitivity.

as low as

was

Why use more tubes?
Grid condensers and leaks were used on both

desirable.

rectifier tubes,

as they were found

somewhat

preferable to C batteries, from the standpoints
of sensitivity, ease of assembly and current-

consumption,

despite

general

belief

to

the

contrary.

DESIGN OF THE AUDIO AMPLIFIER

/^AREFUL

consideration

was given

to the

audio amplifier, and the Jefferson No. 41
audio transformer was chosen for its remark\^_j

able curve, the extremely good reproduction
obtained with it, and its generally satisfactory

operating characteristics.
The seven tubes in the set surely "do their
stuff" to
use a popular expression, for

coast-to-coast reception is quite common with
the set during the summer months in Chicago,
in

many

cases with loud-speaker volume.
Its
such that when located three

selectivity is
hundred feet

from WGN'S antenna, in a Ford
could be entirely eliminated with a sixdegree oscillator-dial movement, and any other
Chicago stations, and several within a fiftymile radius, brought in with sufficient volume
to be heard above traffic noise at seven in the
The same thing happened near
evening.
WEBH and WMAQ, so the results were not at all
Five miles away from local stations,
freaky.
they could be eliminated with a four-degree
oscillator-dial movement, and a five- to tencar t

WGN

degree loop-dial movement. Two stations
in the same direction, each about fifteen miles
away, operating at 283 and 286 meters were
tuned in, with a dead spot between them where
neither could be heard.
These results bore out
the writer's belief that two stages of intermediate amplification were sufficient, for the results
were almost up to those of an eight-tube 201 -A
set, and better on distance in every respect
than a standard five-tube neutrodyne using five

Radio Broadcast
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20 -A tubes and a i5O-foot antenna. When it
8-inch loop
is realized that the super used an
and seven igg's, the full significance of these
results will be appreciated.
1

2 .0005

Photographs are given showing several
types of supers built, the first using air-core
transformers, later abandoned for fifty kilocycle iron-core types in conjunction with a
special filter.
12 and 13,

The

final

model, shown in Figs.

entirely contained in a standard 7 x 8 cabinet, with all parts mounted on
the panel or on two small sub-bases. All

8,

is

1

batteries are placed behind the set, in the same
cabinet, or if a permanent installation is to be

made, leads may be brought out to larger type
B's and six A's in series-parallel, or a small storage battery. The only additional equipment
needed, aside from the tubes and batteries, is a
loop with a center-tap and a pair of phones or a
loud speaker.
Following is a list of material
needed, which should cost about $55.00, without the cabinet.

low-loss

such

condensers,

Duplex, General Radio,

1

as

New York

Cardwell,

Coil Co., or

Silver
2

i

3" or 4" dials, preferably moulded (vernier types
may be used if desired)
Allen-Bradley, Howard, or Pacent six- or seven-

ohm
i

3
i

i

i

rheostat

or similar 50- to 400- ohm potentiometer
Binding posts, insulated type
Carter three-spring No. IO2A jack, or similar
Carter one-spring No. 101 jack or similar
Carter on-off switch or similar, if desired (not

Howard

shown
i

1

1

in set.)

RF

transformer unit (specifications
substitution in this article)
Silver oscillator coupler (can be constructed
Silver

for

see

text)
2

General Radio, Silver, or Benjamin, Na-ald 199
sockets

2 Jefferson
1

2
2

No. 41 audio transformers

Silver five-gang 199 socket, or five single General
Radio, Silver, or similar sockets

Mfd. bypass condensers, large type preferably
.00025 Micadons, Daven, Meuter, or New York
Coil Co., mica condensers with leak clips
2 .002
Micadons, Daven,

.5

Meuter, or New York Coil
i

Co., mica condensers
.005 Micadon or similar

mica condenser
Chelton midget or similar
.000025 m fd- condenser

Any

low-loss small vernier

type

may be used
megohm grid

3- to 5-

leak,

good quality
i-

to 2-

megohm

grid leak,

good quality
8 x T\ Bakelite cr
Condensite panel
7 x

1

17x18
wire,

FIG.

An

early

C

batteries

6

model of the portable super,
completely equipped with A, B, and
in

the

carrying

case

cabinet
spaghetti,

screws,
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FIG. 7
Rear view of the set shown in Fig. 6. Notice the method of construction and how the flexible battery leads are fastened to the set
wiring
solder flat lugs, flexible

wire and base-

lead

board 7 x 4j x ^
Tools needed:
screwpair side-cutting pliers,
driver, hand-drill with drills,
soldering-iron with
i

i

tained will not be as satisfactory, the assembly
and wiring more complicated, and a filter will
be necessary.

i

rosin core solder

SUBSTITUTING OTHER PARTS IN THE
AMPLIFIER AND FILTER

advisable not to deviate from the rather
list given above, as all the
material is of first-class manufacture and was

out a
SUCH

chosen carefully.

Three

It is

flexible material

jacks,

rheostat

Small parts, such as sockets,

and potentiometer may be

substituted, although trouble may be encountered fitting other parts into the available
space, aside from the question of results.

HOW TO

BUILD THE OSCILLATOR COUPLER

oscillator coupler

THE
winding

may

be made by

two sections separated

inch
-re
apart on a 2|-inch bakelite or condensite tube,
each section containing twenty-eight turns of

No. 28

D.S.C. wire.

The

rotor

coil,

shown

in

9 as Li, consists of twenty turns of the
same wire on a i^-inch tube, rotatable within
the stator tube carrying coils L2 and L/}. The
range of this oscillator, with a .0005 mfd. condenser is about 150 to 550 meters more than
sufficient for broadcast reception.
The transformer unit may be replaced by
two General Radio, Acme, All American
Fig.

or other types of iron-core, long-wave
transformers and a filter. The results

RF
ob-

a

filter

may

wood form

be

made by

I.

F.

turning

i| inches in diameter.

slots j-inch wide and f^-'mch deep are
turned in the form, each separated by a f-inch

In the two outside slots are
600 turns each of No. 36 single-silk
enameled wire, connected in series aiding. The
center slot is wound with 800 turns of the same
wire, and when shunted by a .003 mfd. condenser will tune the transformer to about 30

wall of wood.

placed

i,

The outside coils are the seconkilocycles.
This substidary, and the inside the primary.
tution is not recommended, and is mentioned
merely for those who want to experiment with
equipment they already

possess.

HOW TO GO ABOUT THE CONSTRUCTION
construction of the set may now be
by laying out the panel with a rule
and scriber following the dimensions of Fig. 10.
The dimensions are correct, but the drawing
is not to scale.
Mounting holes are indicated
for Silver low-loss condensers and Howard
rheostat and potentiometer. If different equip-

THE

started
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The

final

of dials.

ment

is

design of the seven-tube portable super-heterodyne. The panel is quite simple and free from a multiplicity
The A, B, and C batteries are placed on top of the cabinet to show just how they fit in the case when inserted

used, the shaft-hole locations should

remain the same, with screw holes located from
the templates supplied with the parts by the
manufacturers. The two holes for the gang"
socket marked
X " on the drawing will have
to be relocated on a line 3^ inches down from
the top, if single sockets on a wood support are
used here. The support would be \ inch thick,
9 inches long, and no wider than necessary to
accommodate the sockets. The panel should
be grained with fine sand-paper and oil and
cleaned with alcohol, if desired.
The baseboard may be laid out in accordance
with Fig. IO-A, although it is best arranged by
fastening it to the panel with the condensers on
and fitting the coupler and two sockets on it
for best position
then screwing them down.
All wood screw holes should be started with a
No. 45 drill, and No. 4 or No. 5 screws used,
f-inch length being satisfactory throughout.
Size 3%- machine screws and nuts are used,

either flat or round head, about f-inch long
to fasten the parts to the panel and lugs to the

condensers, etc.

A WISE PRECAUTION

mounting any

BEFORE
nuts, etc.,

parts,

all

screws,

should be inspected and tightened, and socket-springs bent up.
Lugs should
be put on binding posts and tinned. All filament terminal lugs on one side of the gangsocket should be joined together, the lugs on
the opposite side also being joined together
by bus wire. The base-board with its coupler,
by-pass condensers and sockets mounted,
should be placed in position, then the gangsocket, followed by the transformer can, audio
transformers, binding-posts, jacks, rheostat
and potentiometer and filament switch if
desired.
All wiring that can be done should
now be put in place, tinning the wire before

endeavoring to make a

joint.

No

soldering
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UNIT.

FIG. 9
Circuit diagram of the seven-tube portable super.
Note the split loop and
center tap as well as the regeneration employed in the first detector tube

paste should be necessary if a well tinned iron
is used, and remember that a pound of solder
does not make a good joint, if it isn't hot and
the joint clean. All mica condensers have lugs
fastened to them with machine screws, and are
fastened on the wiring, which makes short
leads possible, and permits easy assembly.

In the photographs of the set, the engraving
over the two condensers is reversed the lefthand one is the oscillator condenser, and the
In the photo
right-hand the loop condenser.
showing the unwired set, the Chelton dial has
been placed on the wrong condenser, but in the
view of the wired set it is correctly located.

The wiring

is strong enough to support the
condensers easily. The Chelton midget condenser is fastened to the rotary plate section of
the right hand, or loop condenser, with two

lugs soldered together.

The support

is

A

NO

WORD ABOUT WIRING

BATTERY

binding posts are provided,

in accordance with the present trend of
Battery leads, soldered directly to the
design.

suf-

wiring, are used.

ficiently strong for all ordinary use.

This simplifies wiring, and

ZX
PANEL

4%:*

-IX

\%"-

i

LI

BY- PASS CONDENSER

SCREWS

\N

BASEBOARD

SOLDERED TO CAN.

*45

^
FIG.

Layout

IO-A

for the

baseboard

U
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B90+ AFC- B4-5+
FIG.

Complete layout

for the portable super-heterodyne.

In duplicating this
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4 66

FIG.

I

I

Dimensions for the panel.
The dimensions are given for the apparatus which was used by Mr. Silver, and but
very minor changes will have to be made by those constructors who uses other and similar makes of parts

posts, which are generally unnecessary, since when once connected, the
batteries are seldom changed.
If
desired,
posts may be located on the panel, or on a sub

eliminates

The battery
panel, but are not recommended.
leads, of flexible lamp cord, about three to four
feet long, are, soldered to the wiring where it
terminates in instrument binding posts, in

order to relieve the wiring of any direct strain.
This is shown in the view of the wired set.
These leads may be tagged and braided together if desired, and should be long enough to
connect with permanent batteries outside the
set when used in a permanent or semi-

permanent

The

set

installation.

may

be wired

with bus-bar, or

No. 18 or No. 20 magnet wire

in

spaghetti.

bus-bar is used, as little spaghetti as possible
should be used and all wiring run as direct as
If

In wiring a set, it is best to start by
putting in the filament lines, then following
with the grid and plate leads, and the balance
of the wiring, bearing in mind that all inaccessible connections should be made before
the balance of the set wiring covers it.
If
desired, and it is somewhat of a help to do so,
the variable condensers may be left off the
panel until as much wiring as possible has been
done without them.
possible.

THE LOOP
has been wired, the batteries and loop, described below, should
be connected to it.
The loop may be any standard type now
the

AFTER

set

on the market, the small folding type being
recommended for portable use. With any
standard loop, a tap must be taken at approximately the center. This tap may be one turn
either side of the center, but should be no
farther out.
consist of

1

If the loop is to be built, it may
8 turns of wire on a 24-inch form,

winding, or squirrel-cage type.
it may consist of 14 turns on a
3O-inch form, spaced f-inch between turns for
best results.
The wire used may be standard
or
No.
18 lamp cord, or even solid
wire,
loop
If a
wire, No. 18, or larger being preferable.
spiral loop is used, the outside end should go
to the^ binding post on the set leading to the
fixed plates of the loop condenser and the
The center tap goes
oscillator coupling coil.
to the binding post connected to the negative
filament line, and the other end to the post
connected to the rotary plates of the loop condenser and the Chelton midget condenser.
either
If

spiral

made

larger,

THE BATTERIES
batteries required are four small 22^volt B's, two 4^-volt C's, although only
from i^ to 3 volts are used from one, and three
If a permanent installation
standard dry cells.

THE

to be made, four large 22^- or two large 45B batteries should be used, with six dry
These batteries should
cells in series-parallel.
is

volt

be connected to the set, and when the 9o-volt
plus lead is connected, assuming all other
connections to be made, a slight spark should
be noticed, indicating that the bypass condensers are charging up. This is entirely

How

to Build a Portable

correct, but any other sparking noticed
due to short circuits in the set.

will

Seven-Tube Super-Heterodyne

be

TESTING THE COMPLETED SET
set is

now ready

tube should be
THE
at the right

hand

for test.

A

single

inserted in the audio socket
end of the set, and the rheo-

The phone plug being
stat just turned on.
inserted, a slight click should be heard as it
If the grid post of the
goes into the last jack.
socket is touched, a slight click will also be
heard. The second detector and first audio
tube should now be inserted in their sockets and
the rheostat adjustment left unchanged. A
click or squeal should be heard when the grid
terminals of these tubes, or their sockets, are

touched.
inserted,
its

C

The two RF tubes may now be
and the potentiometer moved from

positive to its negative end, with i^ volts
battery on the RF tubes.
scraping noise

should be heard as the arm

A

is

moved over the

resistance sector, which becomes slightly louder
If the grid
as the negative end is reached.

terminals of the RF sockets are touched, a
squeal or click as before should be heard.
The oscillator tube, at the left end, and the
first detector should now be inserted in their
All seven tubes are now in place.
sockets.
The oscillator coupler should be set full in, the
Chelton midget, or balancing condenser all out,
and the five-megohm leak put in the clips of
the first condenser, the two- megohm leak being
in the second detector grid condenser clips.

FIG.
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The

loop condenser should be set at about
twenty or thirty degrees, and the oscillator
condenser adjusted. At some point a sharp
click should be heard, indicating that the
oscillator is in resonance with the loop circuit.
At this point no signal can be heard, but if an
outdoor antenna is used, the set is radiating
This click adjustment is the only
slightly.
setting of the set where radiation is likely to
occur, and it is practically negligible, especially
on a loop.
An oscillator adjustment about five to ten

degrees either side of this click is proper for a
given loop condenser setting, and is where a
station can be heard.
These two points, one
either side of the click, will hold over the entire
wavelength range of the set, which is from
about 200 to 600 meters. This means that each
station may be heard at two oscillator adjustments, which is often a convenience, as if
interference is noticed on one point, the other
may be resorted to.
This click may be reduced in strength, or
eliminated, by loosening the oscillator coupling.
This should be done on a very weak signal,
resetting both loop, oscillator, and possibly
balancing condensers for each adjustment of
the oscillator coupler. The coupling should be

as loose as possible for good signal strength, and
when once adjusted, should be left permanently
set, as any change in its setting throws of? the
loop and oscillator condenser logging for stations heard.

12

Rear view of the seven-tube set unwired. This clearly shows how the parts are mounted. The small balancing condenser is shown located on the right hand or oscillator condenser, whereas it should be on the left hand or loop condenser
The .5 mfd. bypass condensers are placed beneath the two tuning condensers
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After a weak station has been heard, the
potentiometer arm should be moved from the
The signal will
positive to the negative end.
increase in strength until the amplifier goes into
thud or until it squeals. If

oscillation with a

the amplifier is oscillating, signals will be heard
as a squeal, as on a regenerative set, although
the same is true if the balancing condenser is

the signal is strongest at the
negative end, increase the RF C battery to 3
volts, and adjust the potentiometer for best
set

too far

in.

The balancing condenser should now be
adjusted. A weak station is tuned-in on the
condenser
oscillator

and loop
increased

dials,

and the balancing
resetting the
for each change.

slightly,

and loop condensers

The limit of capacity that may be used here is
when the first tube begins to oscillate, indicated by the signal changing to a squeal or
the entire set squealing. This condenser, once
set at the highest value possible without
rendering the set unstable, should be left set,
as it, like the oscillator coupling, reacts on the

tuning control calibration.

MORE

TIPS

ON OPERATION

OPERATING the set, always
INuse the same rheostat setting

endeavor to
about half

to two-thirds on, with 4^ volts, or three drycells in

series.

capacity

effect

This may be overcome by grounding the
negative filament lead (center tap of loop) and
checking all bypass condensers.
Bypass condensers must not be omitted as they are very
important.
Squealing

If

signals.

oscillator

Hand

The potentiometer should be

used to control the volume of the received
signal, loud-speaker volume being obtained in
the second jack, sometimes in the first, with

head-phone volume from the

first

jack.

POSSIBLE TROUBLES AND

was

meter

and

adjustment

simpli-

HOW TO REMEDY THEM

Broad Tuning
to too tight oscillator coupling, imsetting of balancing condenser,
potentiometer too far positive, defective grid

DUEproper

condensers, or improper tuning condenser connected across can terminals Nos. 7 and 8.
Check in order given. The output tuning condenser must be quite accurate, and if the set
tunes broadly, it should be adjusted by adding
.0005 mfd. condensers in parallel with it, starting with a value .002 mfd. less than recom-

mended, and adding them until maximum
signal strength and selectivity are obtained.

improper

possibly

Defective
balancing condenser adjustment.
tubes in radio stages may cause squealing.
If
the same trouble is found in the audio stages
it may be overcome by switching tubes, or
reversing the leads to primaries of audio transfd. condensers
formers.
Connecting .00025
across audio secondaries and grounding the RF
transformer unit can and audio transformer
mounting brackets to +he negative filament line
will help.
Audio amplifier squealing should
not be experienced, however.

m

Noise

Noise may be due to defective tubes, batteries,
condensers, or wiring. To locate, remove tubes
one at a time beginning at left end of set until
noise stops, which will indicate in which tube circuit

it

Check connections,

is.

of socket springs, rheostat arm,

tubes, contact

and

batteries.

Batteries should not be below 80 per cent, of
rated voltage.
Defective leaks may cause

noise or blocking of entire set.

No

detector jack was incorporated, as the volume
control (potentiometer) will take care of any

reduction necessary, and the wiring
fied by leaving it out.

squealing occurs in radio stages, it indicates improper filament rheostat and potentionIf

Tubes

Tubes should be

shifted in the set for best

Microphonic noises are
operating positions.
generally due to the second detector and audio
amplifier tubes.
Shifting them should over-

The mo3t critical
this type of noise.
tubes in set in order are: first RF stage, second
RF stage, oscillator, first detector, second
detector and audio amplifiers.
come

Preliminary Testing Circuit

The

split-loop circuit

may

be

left

out in the

by connecting one end of
the loop to the grid or top binding post on the

first tests if

desired,

panel as usual, short-circuiting the lower two
posts which then run to the other end of the
loop, and ignoring the center tap on the loop.
This gives a standard non-regenerative detector
circuit, and its use will be helpful where it is
found difficult to tune the set at first due to its

How

to Build a Portable Seven-Tube
Super-Heterodyne
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FIG. 13
completely wired, with all tubes in place. Note how the mica condensers are hung on the wirThe simplicity of this wiring and its accessibility is one of the strongest recommendations for this receiver. It is
ing.
not advisable to copy the exact wiring as shown in this photograph, for it is preferable to follow that shown in Figs. 9 or
1.
Keep the leads as short as possible. In this particular wiring job, six lengths of bus bar and one of spaghetti were
used

Rear view of the

final set,

1

This type of conexceptional selectivity.
nection will render the loop tuning condenser
quite broad, and will help in locating stations
which may not be heard because of the selectivity of the split loop circuit, which would
cause the operator to pass over them when
unfamiliar with the tuning of the set.
Filament Voltmeter
This

a very desirable addition to the set,
use permits setting the tubes at the
proper operating voltage each time the set is
operated, and eliminates the possibility of
damaging the tubes by overloading their
since

is

its

r

I

*

^HE

Any standard type of meter may
be put on the panel in the space between the
loop condenser dial and the potentiometer. A
better way would be to put in an open circuit
jack connected directly across the filament
leads of the gang-socket, into which a voltmeter connected to a plug and cord could be
plugged. This arrangement would not tie up
the meter in one set, but would leave it free
to be plugged into as many sets so arranged as
the builder might wish.
It is of course unnecessary to say that 199 tubes should never be
operated with over three volts across their filaments, and they need not be when the set is
filaments.

operating properly.
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ON THE ISLAND OF OAHU, HAWAII
the transpacific radio receiving station of the Radio Corporation of America. The photograph was taken from the
dead volcano crater at Koko Head. Sixty per cent, of the transpacific message traffic is said to be handled by radio
Is
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Who

Will Pay for the Campaign Broadcasting?

Bell Company's intention gradually to build up a group of highclass

THE

broadcasting

modulated

when the

from

one

stations,

all

microphone

occasion warrants,

is

gradu-

worked out. On special occasions,
large parts of the company's country-wide network of wires has been tied up for broadcasting
control, but the arrangement has been temporary only. The connection between WEAF
and WCAP is of course a practically permanent
installation, and now we hear that six stations,
WEAF, WCAP, WJAR, WGR, WCAE, and WGN, are
ally being

to be tied together in a semi-permanent net-

be only a matter of a year or
will have available a
nation-wide service for those who have something worthwhile saying, and money enough to

work.

It

may

so before this

company

rent the broadcasting system.

A very large investment is tied up in such
a wire and broadcasting chain. The stockholders have a right to a reasonable return on
Therefore
their money on this investment.
the question of cost of broadcasting must necessarily be met in some fashion by those using it.
How are the political campaigns to be carried
on by radio? These radio campaigns sound
logical and reasonable in so far as conserving

The March
the candidates' strength is concerned, but who
is going to foot the bill?
Someone is going to
find out that it costs money, a lot of it, for
the privilege of addressing a million or more
listeners.

The

telephone

company

cannot

afford to give the service for less than cost,
the cost will be pretty high, if the present
bitious plans of

and
am-

some campaigners are carried

out.

One thing is sure; when a campaign manager
has paid Si 0,000 or more for the use of the radio
channel for. an hour he is going to be careful
who uses up his time the days of the cheap
ranter and phrase maker are
over.
For such a costly
channel the manager will
have to
brains

select

who can

of Radio
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is about to
begin in Europe, and one has just
ended in Mexico City.
It is really a
question whether or not some
extra government bureau is not
necessary
which would take care of government interests
in the entire communication field.
Shouldn't
there be some office in
Washington where all

activities of this

ed by a

kind are centralized, head-

man who knows communications?

Wouldn't a communications portfolio, or at
least a separate division in the
Department of

Commerce, headed by an Assistant Secretary,
(who should know the economic side of com-

men with

present their

arguments clearly and forceRadio will probably
fully.
do much good in improving
the quality of pre-election
and so give the
people a better understanding of what the political

oratory,

issues really are.

We

Need

a

Government

Department of Communications

HOOVER
is

planning to

SECRETARY
general radio

call

a

confer-

ence in Washington sometime in September, according to a press despatch.
Representatives from every
branch of the radio industry
will be invited to the conference and it is hoped that
some of the complications

about wavelengths and interference which now exist
will be straightened out.
We wonder whether this
conference can accomplish
any more than have its predecessors, which was not
very much. Can conferences
of this

kind

satisfactorily

solve the radio problems as
they arise? Radio conferences are always being held

somewhere nowadays; one

<

AND

IN

BERLIN

Street vendors are selling radio apparatus.
Using the loop at the top of the wagon,
receivers can be demonstrated under actual operating conditions.
The natives
appear interested
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munication) do more good and develop a more
consistent policy than these conferences, which
will
apparently be called annually? The
trouble with these conferences is that they lack
continuity and of necessity have very little
connection with the preceding ones.

New

Privileges for the

Radio Amateur

radio service of the

Department

Commerce made an announcement

THE

of
re-

cently which should be of great importance to radio experimenting in the United
Official ruling was made that four
States.
new wave bands could be used by amateur
operators.
Wavelengths between 75 and 80
meters, 40 and 43 meters, 20 and 22 meters,
and 4 to 5 meters may be used. This means
that an amateur may use any or all of these

waves, providing his application has been apIt
proved by his local Supervisor of Radio.
was further arranged, that amateurs who use
this new group of wave frequencies do not have
to conform to the present quiet hours for the
protection of the broadcast listeners, since it
will not be possible for them to create any
interference.

Special

amateur

stations

will

not hereafter .use wavelengths above 200 meters, the Department has ordered, but they
may use a special band between 105 and no
meters.
This new ruling of the Department seems to
show that the able officials of the American
Radio Relay League, that active and representative amateur association, have been successful in securing the intelligent cooperation
of the Government.
The quiet hours which
have been enforced on the amateur have un-

doubtedly greatly limited
tivities

and

this

ruling

his
will

legitimate acopen a new

experiment on short waves where
experiment is now most interesting and most

field

for

There are now some 15,500
amateur transmitting stations in the

productive.
licensed

United States. With a good proportion of
these carrying on daily tests in short wave
transmission it is entirely reasonable to expect
that some productive results will follow.
Observers of radio progress during the last
ten or twelve years are quite unanimous in
agreeing that amateurs, in America particuTheir conlarly, have done much for the art.
tributions have been in the improvement of apparatus, in training many operators who are

T-oger

A FIVE-FOOT LOUD SPEAKER CONCEALED
Lee De Forest at Spuyten Duyvil, New York. The

ii.

Whitman,

Staff

Photographer

soft travertine-stone walls, broken
In the wall at the home of Dr.
hint of a radio set.
Music seems actually to float in the room when the set is in use,
grill near the ceiling, give no
is used in an average
giving a totally different effect than the usual one of positive impact when an average loud speaker

by the

room
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now working and improving radio for the
Government and for many commercial com
Trained amateurs are to be found
panics.
operating and managing broadcasting stations,
and in many, many parts of the country
selling,
explaining, maintaining, and repairing broadcast receivers.
It is only because there was a
force of well trained amateurs

upon which to

THE

"BOSTON"

s.s.

Immediately after her recent collision
with the S.S. Swift Arrow, in a thick fog off
Point Judith.

The Boston

of the Eastern

Steamship Company, a ship newly placed
in

com.nission, was

with a

bound

for

New York

Radio in this
passenger list.
disaster again proved its value in the
rapid

fv:ll

and

efficient

summoning

of

aid

By process of elimination, the
trouble was generally located in the
tubes which, although purchased in
cartons marked Radio Corporation
were not manufactured
that
by
company. The bootlegger
dealer was located and summoned to court and
of America,

draw that so many good radio shops have
come into being in the last few busy radio
years.
In the field of short

wave

transmission, the

American amateur has almost been a pioneer.
Who knows but that the great interest the
amateur has shown is not pretty directly
allied with the trend of present broadcast and
code transmission on those wavelengths, both
in this country and abroad?
good to see that the present disposition
of the Government is, as it has been during the
last twelve years, to allow the American amateur freedom and liberty of experiment. It is
a typical American policy, and the experience
of the last decade has shown that policy
It is

eminently to be

justified.

Tube Bootlegger Caught
from recent information, radio
tubes bought from bootleggers are no more
reliable than certain other goods purchased from those in a similar relation to
the law.
A newspaper account tells that most
of the broadcast listeners in a certain district
reported more or less trouble with their sets,
sets which should have given no trouble at all.

JUDGING

he will undoubtedly suffer the law's penalty, as
he should.
We believe that if these tubes were sold at
a reasonable price, there would be no incentive
to engage in this illegal traffic.
The Radio
Corporation, on August 5, announced a reductioi in price of all tubes to four dollars.
Probably

i.

much

greater reduction

is

necessary be-

fore the tube bootleggers' business will
sufficiently

unremunerative that

become

his tubes are

no longer to be had.

The Dry

Cell

B Battery and

its

Cost

the major item of expense in
the operation of radio receivers has
been the cost of B batteries, we all
welcome the reductions in list prices recently
announced by National Carbon Company,
the manufacturers of Eveready batInc.,
B energy was never so inexpensive or
teries.
That this is so is due in
reliable as it is to-day.
great part to the ability of the dry battery

BECAUSE

makers.

So rapidly did the demand grow for B batterthat only the best-equipped organizations
could hope to keep up with it. That they have
done so, and not only preserved the high quality
ies
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of their product but improved it, is little short
That the largest of them now
of marvelous.
finds it possible to pass on to the user a large

share of the saving of quantity production is,
the announcer says, "Worthy of much
applause from the radio audience."
In addition to all this, dry battery research
has been continued energetically, and those of
as

sets now can buy special
that are as economical
batteries
heavy duty dry
under heavy current drains as were the smaller
What trebatteries on sets using less tubes.

us

who have multi-tube

mendous economies the vast growth
have made possible
fact that the

may

of radio

be guessed from the

new Eveready heavy duty

45-

volt battery actually can be purchased for less
than the previous cost of the customary large

THE RADIO BANK

45-volt battery.

With the

different sizes of

B

batteries

now

in

the market, or more accurately with B batteries
small, medium, large,
and with sets whose current
to 30 milliamthe way from

of different size cells

and extra

large

i
drains vary all
peres or more, the time has come when it is
necessary to fit the battery to the set in order
to obtain the maximum of economy and satisfaction.
Having chosen the right size dry B

a crystal receiver and a small coin bank, all in
a space three and a half inches in diameter. The lower
half of the device is a detachable bank which can be
It is distributed
taken to the bank offices for opening.
by the Harris Trust and Savings Bank of Chicago

Combining

battery of reputable manufacture, the user
has a mighty efficient and economical source of
For many of them it is the
electrical energy.

only possible one.

The Inventor

of Bakelite

Honored

in

His

Native Land

M

ANY
the

have probably wondered where
of Bakelite came from;

name

they merely

know

the material as a

very useful radio product, but not
called Bakelite.

why

it

is

Dr. L. H. Baekeland of Yonkers, New York,
(the same town that claims Armstrong), Presi-

dent of the American Chemical Society, who invented Velox paper many years ago, and after
performing that very useful task succeeded in
producing this "material of a thousand uses."
Bakelite therefore is named after its inventor,
has just received from King Albert of Belgium (of which country Baekeland is a native),
the honor of being made Commander of the

who

Order of Leopold.

Help Eliminate the Whistle
Underwood & Underwood

DR.

L.

H.

BAEKELAND

Of Yonkers, New York. Dr. Baekeland, president of the
American Chemical Society, produced bakelite so generHe was recently decorated with
ally used inradio work.
the Order of Leopold by King Albert of Belgium

WE

HAVE

a bulletin from the De-

partment of Commerce regarding

the whistling beat notes heard in receiving sets, asking the assistance of the listenIf one's own
ing public in locating their cause.
set is oscillating, of course whistles will occur
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quencies

it

should not occur.

Any

one having definite
knowledge of
the occurrence of such beat notes is
asked to advise the nearest government Radio Supervisor that steps
may be taken to put an end to it.

Good Work Well Done

M

ANY

radio societies

and

as-

sociations are

coming into
being daily, some good and
some bad. Few of them can be of
any real service to the radio public.
It is

the

Radio Association, a

BROADCASTING THE OLYMPIC GAMES
At the Colombes Stadium, near Paris.
Four years ago, at the last
Olympiad, radio broadcasting had just begun in this country, and there
was no broadcasting at all on the Continent

every time the

set is tuned to a station; there is
no trouble here with the radio transmitter, it is
in one's own receiver.
But whistles are heard
when a set is not oscillating, whistles, whose

does

not

change as one's condenser
These whistles are due
setting is changed.
to something outside of the receiving set.
One's neighbor may have an oscillating receiver which is sending out energy
pitch

with pleasure then that we note
bulletin of the American

first

nation-wide
organization of listeners-in, which
is
Alfred M.
really functioning.
Caddell, the secretary of the American Radio Association is the active

behind this organization.
This association pledges itself to support any
movement for the betterment of broadcasting.
spirit

The Association will further movements which
while not perhaps contributing directly to
the good of the isolated listener-in, are movements which he should not hesitate to support,
Among activities of this kind which the

i

at nearly the same frequency as the
station to which we are listening.

That will cause a whistle. Such a
whistle does not stay fixed in pitch
very long, as the man with an oscillating receiver is just the kind that
is continually
changing his adjustments. Possibly two neighbors have
oscillating receivers and each is try"
"
ing to get the other, thinking it is
a distant station. It's amusing sometimes to note the patience with
which each of them waits for the
other to say what distant station
he is!

A

third source of whistling

is

that

caused by two bona fide transmitting stations sending on frequencies
sufficiently close together to give an
audible beat note. This note stays
constant in pitch as long as the
stations are operating.
This is the
condition which the Department
wants to remedy. If the various
stations are

on

their assigned fre-

RADIO COACH 6 ZZ
Attached to the Scottish Express from London on the London and Northeastern Railway.
Tests in receiving broadcast and amateur signals
were made by members of the Radio Society of Great Britain. Several
receivers and a transmitter on a wavelength of 185 meters were used, all
operating on the inside antenna shown in the photograph. Signals weie
copied from 6 zz 270 miles away

Radio Broadcast

Another Milestone

Radio Progress.
announcement was recently

WHEN

in

made from Chicago

that

E.

T.

Flewelling of that city had received
an English station using merely a loop and a
single-tube receiver, there was much interest
radio circles.
When an experimenter re-

in

ceives signals with so little apparatus over so
great a distance as that, everyone will agree

that an extraordinary radio feat
RADIO BROADCAST
accomplished.

Harris and Ewing

ROBERT

M.

LAFOLLETTE

United States Senator from Wisconsin"

This

is

the first national political

campaign in

which radio has played its part as a medium of public
In millions of homes, the proceedings
information.
of the two old party conventions were heard as plainly

has

been

congratulates Mr. Flewelling on his remarkable work.
This reception is an interesting and informative example of the work now going on in
short waves.
Intelligent and active experimenters in most parts of the world are busy
finding out just what can be done in this in-

Most of these tests are taking
teresting field.
place between England, France, and America.
Broadcast listeners who cannot tune down to
waves below

50 meters have not the slightest
of
the
conception
experimental activity in that
1

"

almost untried band.
When Hertz first sent a wireless signal in his
experiments in 1887, he used a small transmitIt is
ting loop radiating very short waves.

the people

worth observing that now, practically

as in the convention halls. Throughout the campaign,
more people will catch the voices of various candidates
and their spokesmen than have ever before been heard
from the platform in American history.

The consequences of this great stride toward giving
a first band knowledge of political debate
can hardly be estimated.
Undoubtedly, it will serve
to minimise misrepresentation in the news columns of
the press.
The most reactionary newspapers will
fear to twist facts which thousands of its readers receive directly by radio."

sets to the blind, a

is

that to furnish radio

movement which has the

hearty cooperation of the American Foundation for the Blind.
Helen Keller, who recently
requested sets for the blind children of New
York in furtherance of a scheme fathered
by the Lions Club, is going to help the A.R.A/s
radio-for-the-blind movement.
This is something well worth while doing.
The A.R.A. has also been active in coordinating the efforts of radio listeners and electric

power companies
lems

in so far as

to clear

up interference probthey originate from lighting

has given its hearty support to Roxie's
campaign for the disabled soldier sets, and is
now starting a campaign to maintain the broadcast channels free from advertising propaganda
It is
put forth in the guise of entertainment.
well worth while to give your support to an
lines.

It

association of this kind, for every one of its
activities are directed toward the improve-

ment

of the radio broadcasting situation.

of the

known

theory and fact that superthe unique advantage of
amplifying even more than inversely as the square of
This means that our amplithe incoming wave.
fication at 100 meters, or 10 meters is really tremenIt

A.R.A. has inaugurated

all

revolutionary radio work is being done on
short waves.
So the radio cycle moves.
the
editor's letter of inquiry about
Answering
his experiments, Mr. Flewelling wrote:
is

well

regeneration

in

possesses

dous.
I

believe that

we

are going to enter a

new

era of

radio that will combine such things as short waves,
super-regeneration, and better design of apparatus.
We cannot help then coming closer to other na-

and I think that this increase in long distance
reception between experimenters in various nations
will do much toward a praiseworthy and desirable
tions,

exchange of international thought.

Mr. Flewelling who is a designing radio engineer, is also an American amateur of the best
type, and an active member of the American
Radio Relay League.
"From what know of radio," he said, "I
believe that the developments now under way
in several countries are such as to make one
I

gasp about the future."
Well, workers like Mr. Flewelling are helping
bring the future to the present.

fairly
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Interesting Things Interesting People

Say

C

R.

HELMS

(Monroe, North Carolina; writing to
WGY): "I am one patient that a doctor
prescribed a radio outfit for, and it was the greatest
It has done me more
prescription he ever made.
good than specialists and sanatoriums.
sincerely
wish that every shut-in could have a radio set."
.

*J

station

I

among

V. L.

HOGAN

(New York City; consulting
engineer; speaking of a radio vote taken
listeners to his talks at WEAF): "A tabulation

JOHN
J radio

of the returns from

morethan 5,000 listeners, as to the
source of the radio interference they encountered
in their receivers was:
First place:

Spark

39

Whistles
Crosstalks
.

.

.

Second place:
Whistles

43
37
20

Spark
Cross talk

Third place:
Cross talk
Whistles

percent.

4 per cent.
29. 6 per cent.
3 1.

Spark

Broadcasting the proceedings of the Senate is hardly
The spontaneity of debate
would be ruined by the installation of a broadcasting
device.
Consideration would be paid only fo the
political effects of what would be said on a given subSubstance would yield to expediency. Our
feet.
practicable.

per cent.

22.

5

17.

5

per cent.
per cent.
per cent.

.

.

aim must

be to limit the activities of the Government
Washington and get more interest among the
people in their community life and government.
Radio is a great thing. It has done much for us already, and in the future will do much more as its pro-

here at

This summary came from the reports of listeners
from practically the entire Eastern half of the
United States."

and equipments are perfected. I do not think
broadcasting the proceedings of the Senate will contribute anything toward a better
understanding of
cesses

what

\A/
"
V

.

D.

TERRELL

visor of Radio, Department of Commerce):
is not far off when there will not be the

two

vessels colliding at sea.

Fog,
the age-old terror of the mariner, need no longer be
feared.
With the help of the radio compass and
ability to pick up either shore radio compass stations, or other vessels, the modern ship can keep
true to her course through the densest fog as well as
in clear

the most wonderful aid to
those who go down to the sea in ships since the invention of the mariner's compass itself."

weather.

It

going on"

is

particularly to furnish an economic and easy method
overcoming this growing lack of political faith.

in

In the present campaign, the Republican candidate
be listened to by Democratic voters and vice
versa.
very general and fair minded exchange of
will

A

thought will be possible without the heat
of political passion.
believe that radio, the greatest of all scientific developments, was brought forth
political

I

largely to furnish the means of preserving our political
structures through easy methods of wide

and easy distribution of

D. G. HUBBELL

is

(Washington; Chief Super-

"The day

slightest excuse for

Ewing

"

percentper cent-

60
.

Harris and

JAMES W. WADSWORTH, JR.
United States Senator from New York

political

knowledge.

(Buffalo; President, Federal Tele-

*-*

O'HARA (New

phone and Telegraph Company): "In my opinion,
Democracy can live only through the most exacting

City;
NEAL
writer, in the New York Evening World, apropos

publicity and clear understanding of the country's
There must be general accord. Al-

of the new New York Municipal broadcasting station
WNYC): "That broadcasting plant comes under the

necessities.

ready, there are signs of the breaking

down

of our

form of government, largely because of this lack of
believe that this new radio
understanding, and
science was projected into the world's necessities
I

York

humorous

municipal head of unnecessary noises.
charge of a City Static-Stician
.

Hylan gave
will give

It will
.

his constituents Civic Virtue.

them

static violence.

.

.

."

.

be

in

Mayor

Now

he

The Case Against

the Radiating

Receiver
Some Interesting Statements by Those Prominent in Radio About a Serious Menace to ReceivingWhy Sentiment is so Strong Against the Radiator What the Future is Likely to Be

BY WILLIS K.

M
r

Y RECEIVER

will

most nothing but

ment
and

bring

in

al-

a grand assort-

of squeals, howls, groanings,
manner of other sounds

all

not of this world. What is the
certain radio enthusiast asked us
And there
this question not so very long ago.
are enough radio fans who are daily encountering the same trouble that it is decidedly worth
"
Is the
while discovering what is the matter.
trouble with me, or is the trouble with the set,
"
Sometimes
or what?" he went on to ask.

matter?"

A

I

can get programs beautifully complete and unspoiled, and then suddenly, these unearthly
noises begin, and there seems no possible
way to get rid of them. Is it all static?"
Radio is a God-given science, and at times
involves apparently God-given interference
which everyone is powerless to control. Static
is more than a name to most radio listeners.
"
I'll tell you one thing," remarked our voluble
these unearthly squeals,
howls, groanings, etc., are static and can't be
stopped, I am going to quit radio until God
takes the static away."
Well, we told him that all that "squealed" or
radio friend, "if

"scratched"

all

wasn't

necessarily

static.

We

him that practically all the interference
he was complaining about came from thoughtThen he
less or unknowing radio neighbors.
was interested. His "What, when, where,
how?" engulfed us. We told him the trouble
was caused by oscillating or radiating receivers.
That was a new idea to him.
While everyone grants that radio receivers
told

most
cast

now

in their final stage of development,
of them in present use will bring in broad-

are not

programs in good style. But let us qualify
There is one type which has been
bit.

WING

that the single-circuit set isn't a good
It is, as a matter of fact, quite sensitive, and has been known to bring in much distance, but its general use has gotten us radio
It isn't

receiver.

folk into

all

In the main, the

sorts of trouble.

single-circuit set, operated

by the Jones, the

Browns, the Smiths, and the Whites, in every
city and town in this country, has brought us
to a point where the radio life isn't very liveable
for

any

of us.

The Joneses

are interfering with the Smiths,

and the Browns with the Whites and no one is
There was a recurrent senreally enjoying it.
tence in "The Tavern" which played on Broadway not so long ago. "What's all the shootin'
Substitute "blooping" for "shootin"',
same question could well be asked
about the present radio situation. Can't
something be done about it?
What has been done? What is the situa-

fer?"

and

this

tion, technically?
What, indeed, can be done?
And, most important of all, what is likely to be
done?

FOUR YEARS OF THE SINGLE-CIRCUIT

AMERICA
J~\ And

was the pioneer

in broadcasting.

has made her
When the public, realizing that it
mistakes.
could hear voices out of the air by installing a
receiver, started to buy radio apparatus, there
wasn't a radio manufacturer in the country
prepared for the business that flooded him.
Back in 1920, when broadcasting began, the
simplest and most sensitive receiver then in use
like all pioneers, she

was the Armstrong single-circuit regenerative
It was cheap, comparatively easy to
receiver.
and
sensitive.
So, naturally enough,
operate,
great quantities of this type of receiving set

that a

were made and

with us since the very inception of broadcasting, now nearly four years ago, that is responsi-

Most people then owned either a crystal set
whose range was not more than 25 or 50 miles,
or they owned one of these single-circuit things
(although some three-circuit regeneratives were
But this single-circuit affair, by its
in use).

ble

And

much of this radio unpleasantness.
that receiver is the single-circuit regenera-

for

tive receiver.

sold.

The Case Against
construction and connection,

the Radiating Receiver

an excellent

is

transmitting set. The purchaser, who
innocently thought he was buying merely a
indeed he was soon told
receiver, found out
that his was a sending as well as a receiving set.
Paul F. Godley, one of the best-known radio
amateurs, testifying at the Department of
little

Commerce
at

hearing on radio telegraphy, called
for the purpose of decreasing

Washington

radio interference, in February, 1922, said:

The

single-circuit receiver requires the

adjustment
of but one control, and on that account can be
operated by a four-yearold child, or the twoDoes the Golden
year-old for that matter

and these companies

the

we

two-year-old

are in

A

class.

ture

receiver requires the ad-

justment of three or four
controls (and that is not
difficult to get on to) to
the end that one may
provide himself far bet-

than

.

.

has been considered.

after

all,

only

simpler

possible with one
of these sets to telegraph
It is

in

try,

and

The particular merit
of the receiver is that it

Rule Apply

in

out that human nanature They

human

mak-

And

for the situation

is

really in public opinion,

And the thing is only starting.
yesterday.
I should like to call the attention of the Technical
Committee for consideration some sort of legislation
or regulation which would make it impossible for
any one to sell or promote receivers which eventually
might nullify the benefits to be obtained from broadcast programs.

ARMSTRONG SPEAKS OUT

IN

MEETING

what the inventor

of the regenerahimself has to say on this
moot question of radiation from receivers.
Edwin H. Armstrong, in whose name the
tive circuit

ington hearings
(H. R. 7357) held

WashWhite Radio Bill
March, 1924.

is

on
in

issued, said at the

the

which

interfere

with every other receiver
within a radius of a few
In the early days of
broadcasting that was
not serious; the receiving stations were too far
apart; but at the present

you are going to have a
terrible "mess."
In
Newark, that exists now. One goes to listen to broadcast programs and one encounters this vast number of
"canary birds" that was mentioned in this hearing

regenerative patent

signals

take one of the most prominent in radio, seems
to think it makes a good deal of difference, as
The cure
this article by Mr. Wing brings out.

won't be a radiating receiver to be found anywhere outside the museums. THE EDITOR.

us see

Technically speaking, it
is this: just as you approach the most sensitive
adjustment, the receiver
begins to oscillate, becomes a miniature transmitter, and it sends out

hundred yards.

type, particularly along
the Atlantic seaboard,

ET

enables you to build very
cheaply a sensitive and
selective receiver, but it
has one bad property.

some

when sentiment grows strong enough

L/

the radiation from

tions.

25 or 30 miles with ease.
Obviously, if you are going to cover the country
with receivers of this

T

mean

every such transmitting station in the counin about 80 per cent, of the receiving sta-

used

are growling to themselves, "Aw, what
Mr. Armstrong, to
difference does it make?"

.

I

I
might as well identify myself as the inventor of
the circuit which causes this interference. That
circuit, on the other hand, has created radio broadIt is the basis of radio broadcasting, and is
casting.

lot of folk are finding
is,

Committee

regenerative receivers.

discarding their oscillating receivers, or
ing them over so they don't oscillate.

selectivity

with the

type.

to the attention of this

technical

have found that the squealing, single-circuit
receiver "owned and operated" by the neighbor across the street can cause them quite as
much mental anguish as Willie Jones's saxophone next door did, in the days before radio
became a household word. Well, some of the
neighbors are being good fellows about it, and

The more complicated

ter results in

want to bring

matter, one relating to interference,
which, in my estimation, is just as serious for the
future of radio as any question of monopoly which
a

Radio?

(manufacturing this type
of set) feel that

I
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and

there

time,

where you

have

dozens of antennas on
the same roof (we have
that situation right along
York City),
in

New

broadcast reception from any distance is becoming
It's getting worse every day.
impossible.

Now

have no hesitation whatever in saying if
thing go on for another year, nobody will
hear anything. What you have got to do in some
do
way, is to prevent the increase of these sets.
not think there is anything you can do with the sets
already out. There is no remedy you can propose
But if you stop adding to
that will be practicable.
the number of these sets, and provide the new ones
with mufflers and by mufflers I mean something
very similar to the muffler you put on an automobile
to stop the noise of the exhaust
you will stop and
If you do that, then the
prevent this radiation.
sets which are out will gradually disappear, just as

you

I

let this

I

the automobiles of five years ago disappeared. The
newer models of sets will be in demand because
they will be more selective, and sensitive, and these
radiating sets will gradually die out.
The manufacturers of radio apparatus would be

Radio Broadcast
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very glad to put these mufflers on, but they can't do
it as long as the other fellow who is competing with
them does not put them on, because then the other
fellow would undersell him.

we come

At

had told the House
on the radio bill, that
if a "muffler tube" were included ahead of these
radiating sets, there would be no radiating, and
no further trouble. He meant, of course, that
a radio-frequency transformer and amplifier
tube should be connected to the antenna cirHe
cuit, ahead of the regenerative detector.
estimated the cost at about $10 per set.
Mr. Clay S. Briggs,

this point in the hearings, Representative
"
Mr. Armstrong, in that
said,

White, of Maine

connection, 1 do not suppose there is a mail
that comes to me which does not contain comsusplaints against these regenerative sets.
pect that is true of all the members of the House
who have any correspondence relating to
I

radio."

Every owner
there

deed, is

of a radio set

and who,

in-

who

to remedies,

ARMSTRONG

MR.Committee,

sitting

The Radiating Receiver

complaints are about
the radiating receiver.
That point is one that

"It is possible with one of these sets
to telegraph 25 or 30 miles with ease.
Obviously, if you are going to cover the

Last November,

when

the editors of this
magazine conducted
the transatlantic

broadcasting

tests

with England, they
found in reading the
hundreds and hundreds of letters which

poured into the office,
how widespread was
the curse of this oscilWhen the
lating set.

American

broad-

of the

PILING UP THE EVIDENCE

doesn't own one?
knows how widespread

requires no emphasis.

and a forecast

future.

of the

country with receivers of this type, particularly along the Atlantic seaboard, you
are going to have a terrible "mess."
In Newark, that exists now.
One goes to
listen to broadcast programs and one encounters a vast number of 'canary birds.'
And the thing is only starting.
should

Committee,

asked Mr. Armstrong
if he
did not think
public was
interested in

the

that

vitally

buying and using apparatus which will not

radiate, and

that,
therefore, the company

which made apparatus
not

that

to

subject

criticism

would be able

some sort of legislation, or
regulation, which would make it impossible
for any one to sell or promote receivers

to

to the exclu-

which might eventually nullify the benefits to be obtained from broadcast programs." PAUL F. GODLEY, of the American Radio Relay League.

sets.

I

like to suggest

casters were quiet,
to let American listeners hear the English
stations, the air was made positively hideous

by the squeals of the little single-circuiters,
searching up and down the scale for the
English voices. Those tests provided a highly
dramatic proof to the great body of American
had to go.
or
2ZY
or
to
when
list
some of
2LO,
5NO,
Just
the English stations which were best heard on
this side, were about to be tuned-in, the whole
show would be broken up by the noise of some
nearby single-circuit set. More work was then
out of the question. This report came, without variation, from hundreds. The editors
wanted to prove to the radio nation how serious the menace of the radiating receiver was,
and there are few who listened then who did
listeners that the single-circuit sets

not agree.
Let us pile up a bit more evidence evidence
from authority as the logicians say before

sell it

which

sion of the firm

made

the

radiating

Mr. Armstrong

re-

plied that he did not
think that was ex-

actly the

And

case.

added

"It
that
only takes one man in a group of a hundred
to spoil the whole business for everybody.
That is where the difficulty is. If ninety-nine
fellows say 'Well, I will expend the extra money
and not interfere with my neighbors', one fellow

he

can

by getting the cheaper (radiaafraid you are up against the
human element. When you have whistling
interference, there is no enjoyment for any-

spoil
ting) set.

all

it

I

am

body."
Mr. Briggs then remarked, "Of course
appreciate that clear reception

is

I

desired

can

by

have known people who have
sat down to listen-in on high priced sets, some
of them running up as high as $150.
have
heard all sorts of groanings, whistlings, and
moanings, and they told me one of the reasons
everybody, but

I

I

it is, the more powerful
more they reach out."
"

for

Let

me correct

set

they

get, the

a false impression here,"

Mr.

The Case Against

the Radiating Receiver

Armstrong answered, "The mere

fact that a
has spent a thousand dollars for a receiving set is not going to prevent a fellow who
has spent $25 for one of these radiating receivers from putting him out of business.
There is no amount of money you can invest in
a receiving set which will insure you against

man

It is a physical impossibility
to guard against that."
The bewildered radio enthusiast must be

this interference.

asking himself by this time, "Well, what is to
be done?" What, indeed, is to be done?
Several solutions, besides those indicated in
the quotations made

above were made
the

hearings

and

1922,
in the

of

March,

broadcast reception.

licensing

said,

is

...

a transmitter, and therefore
Government)
(the
DAVID
has a right to license it.
and
GenVice-President
SARNOFF,
air, it is

type.

.

The Govern-

.

.

Manager Radio Corporation of
America.
eral

now has the
to license trans-

mitting stations, and
it was argued that since the
single-circuit rea
was
the
Government's
transmitter,
generator
course was clear.
That, however, has not yet
been done.

ATTITUDE OF THE RADIO CORPORATION

DAVID SARNOFF,

MR.and General Manager

Vice-President

Radio Corporation of America made a suggestion which
attempted to solve the difficulty in another
way. Mr. Sarnoffs statement is especially
of the

interesting, because it indicates the policy of
his very large and very powerful organization.

For a number of years, it should be recalled,
the Radio Corporation sold several types of
inexpensive receivers which radiated very de-

tion

of

ceivers,

regarded as desirable,
and the Radio Corporation of
America is sympathetic toward
that end.
I
think that
when a receiver radiates into the

This has been done in
England with what
seem to be excellent

ment
power

:

Position of the Radio

receivers

system which should
list and license every
receiver, prohibiting

results.

That on and after June 30, 1925, it shall be unlawful to
manufacture or sell a radiating receiver (a radiating receiver is defined as one which produces audible interference
with reception by others in close proximity)
That two years thereafter, or June 30, 1927, it shall be
unlawful to use a radiating receiver as above defined, for

'The elimination of radiating

was suggested
that the Government

the radiating

be used in a radio station.
elimination of radiating receivers is
regarded as desirable, and the Radio Corporation is sympathetic toward this end.
If legislation in radio is to ensue, we favor a clause
therein reading substantially as follows:

may

"The

Corporation

It

a

which

Taking up the ques-

The

1924.

institute

rapidly developing and changing an art as
radio, to prescribe the "kinds of instruments"

in

February,

hearings,
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when
ates
is

a

re-

licensing

Mr.

"I

Sarnoff

think

that

a receiver radiinto the air, it
transmitter,

and

therefore you (the
Government) have a
right to license it."

Mr. Stephen B.
Davis, solicitor for the

Department

of

Com-

merce, then told the

Committee that he
thought the prohibiMr. Sarnoff suggested "would be a
tion

prohibition

against

set which

emitted electrical energy
in such a way as to interfere with interstate comam not trying to give the exact wordmerce.
ing, but I think Congress could control the use

any receiving
I

from that standpoint, and quite as

effectively

as to control the manufacture."

How

this very real problem going to be
H. R. 7357 did not pass at the last
session of Congress, but the next Congress may
quite possibly pass a measure which will
legislate the interfering receiver out of exisis

solved?

What

is the owner of a radiating redo with the set he already has? And
what, and most important, perhaps, is the
prospect for the present radio listener, and for

tence.

ceiver to

the prospective radio listener?

cidedly.

AN IMMEDIATE REMEDY

"...

with Major Armstrong's suggestions, looking to the avoidance of unnecessary
radiation in the air which interferes with the
am in accord. Aside from
listening public,

should be able to show the owner of a
radiating receiver how to reconstruct it by the

undesirable, in so

addition of a radio-frequency muffling tube,

I

this,

however,

I

believe

it

TH

E

technical staff of a reliable radio store
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which

discussion of the radiating receiver than direct
quotation of Mr. David Sarnoff's remarks at

If
will effectively prevent radiation.
this appeal is not successful, the technical staff
of RADIO BROADCAST will give the information

mail.

said:
1

prospective purchaser should be certain
It is a
the set he purchases does not radiate.
small matter to get
reliable technical advice

on this score.

own

which radiate.
The most casual glance
at the circuit

to

be

"The
ceivers

...

of

monopoly.

...

I

as

any question
have no hesitation what-

built will satisfy him
As a
score.

ever in saying that if you let this thing
go on for another year, nobody will hear

kind of parenthetical
remark, no receivers

anything.

which radiate are de-

sets.

on this

scribed or
in

illustrated

RADIO BROADCAST

pages.

For the layman, be
it

said that the tide

is

The realizaturning.
tion is growing that
single-circuit sets are
Multinot desirable.
tube receivers, using
sensitive, non-radiating circuits, are be-

coming

What you have got to do in
some way is to prevent the increase of these

...

only takes one man in a
group of a hundred to spoil the whole busiThat is where the
ness for everybody.
difficulty is.
'Well, I will

It

ninety-nine fellows say
expend the extra money and
If

not interfere with

neighbors,'

one

it

I

enjoyment

for

anybody."

ARMSTRONG, Inventor

EDWIN

H.

of the Regenerative

Circuit.

increasingly

popular.

tube reflex set has answered the radio prayers
many who could afford only an inexpensive receiver, but still wanted a sensitive
one which does not radiate. The force of
guided public opinion is growing stronger
constantly and no one who has given much
thought to the subject has any doubts that the
"blooper" is gradually going out. But that
does not mean the campaign should be relaxed.
If it is relaxed, stern measures may be taken.
If the Government is forced to step in with a
licensing scheme for all receivers, as has been
suggested from more than one source, the radio

would undoubtedly lose much of his
And the freedom of radio has been

freedom.

one of its greatest charms.
There can be no better conclusion to

this

But

in this

business, as in other lines
of business, there
are

manufac-

irresponsible
there

are

turers,

sponsible

people,

irre-

whose

concern for the art extends merely to knocking
but never contributing
anything, and they are
going to be making these
radiating types of receiver so long as they

make money
I

am

in

doing

it.

do not know, and
not

certain

mind that

it is

in

I

my

necessary

to write a definite provision in a bill about it;
it

may be a matter of reg-

ulation

ment
I

of

by the DepartCommerce. But

should even go so far as

to say that, if the properly constituted authorities of

The one-

of

listener

my

by getting the cheaper
am afraid you are up
set.
(radiating)
element. When you
the
human
against
have whistling interference there is no

fellow can spoil

is

it

a non-radiating type

is,

of receiver.

radiation from regenerative reis just as serious for the

future of radio

sooner or later,

recognize that

important to bring out a Golden Rule receiver,
which does not do anything to your neighbor, which
you would not have your
neighbor do to you, that

inveterate

sets

will,

self-protection,

What Major Armstrong Thinks

constructor should build

no

think the manufacturers

for their

The

The

He

the Washington radio hearing last March.

Much

information, indeed, has alin
these pages.
Other radio
ready appeared
magazines will doubtless aid, as well.

by

the Government

having to do with radio
subject sympathetic consider-

would give this
ation, and state to the public that a radiating receiver is a transmitter, and therefore subject to
license, that they would rapidly disappear.
Let's

hope they

will!

Meanwhile this interference goeth merrily on.
Mr. Smith still swears because he gets a
sqawk or a squeal, which may come from Mr.
White, just across the street. And Mr. Smith
himself may be doing some interfering on his
own account and not know it. The condition
is less humorous and far worse than that fabled
one where the bootleggers were so thick they
were selling to each other.
But after all, it is a matter of good radio
citizenship.

**<^&**ak^^

Ho\v Valuable

is

any one whose

work

adaptable to radio

is

should

performance

WHETHER
cast this

work

broad-

free of charge

a question that will be the
of
lively controversy as long as broadsubject
is

cast directors refuse to

pay

for this service.

The

position having previously been taken in
this department that, as every laborer is worthy
of his hire, those who broadcast should be paid

Radio Publicity?
hearings are well worth while, and, what is more
important, deserving of financial reward, such an
artist need not hesitate to broadcast freely and confidently, with an assurance of an
demand for personal appearances.

ever increasing

In my own case, the radio has been helpful in
bringing before the average American citizen the
title of my new book, Common Sense of Music, and
that is just the sort of person I want to reach.
I
am not trying to reach the musicians and established
music-lovers of the country, for they are taking very

provided they have an established professional
standing, it would seem upon first thought that
exception could not be taken to the attitude of
Heywood Broun of the New York World when,
in his daily column in that paper, he recently
expressed indignation that any one should so
far forget his commercial value as to dispense

good care of themselves. The radio audience represents brand new material, full of interest and
curiosity, and I am convinced that thousands of
these listeners will eventually have The Common

But the advisabil-

frequent requests for popular talks on music in
various clubs, schools, and colleges, even occasionally
in a private home, and such engagements, naturally,
imply the payment of my regular fee. It is impossible to give one's entire message over the radio,
if that message is at all worth while, and all that is
necessary is the confidence that a part of the message will create the desire to hear the whole.

talents free in this fashion.

ity of broadcast directors depending on free
talent for the presentation of their programs,

and the advisability

of

any one possessed

of

play or
be, for nothing, are two

artistic self-respect agreeing to sing or

lecture, as the case
distinct questions.

may

Mr. Broun, it would seem,
was dealing with the latter one.
Dr. Sigmund Spaeth, one of the most authoritative and constructive living writers and
lecturers on music, has taken issue with
Mr. Broun on his position in this matter, and
he speaks from experience as he has for some
time been lecturing on music through station
WOR, at Newark. He states:
The artist who "has the goods," who requires only
a hearing to convince a huge public that further

Sense of Music in their libraries.
In fact, a great
many of the letters which I receive contain direct
orders for the book, which is something that might
In addition, there are
appeal even to Mr. Broun.

Dr. Spaeth seems to have made out a pretty
good case for himself by frankly stating that
if he chooses to use the radio as a means of
publicity it is in no way beneath his dignity to

do

so.

Mr. Broun,

in his writings, has

proved him-

to be fair-minded, with a healthy outlook
on life. He is a critic who does not himself
He
resent criticism, genial and constructive.
self
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not object to being asked why, if
he so resents any one dispensing his talents
free, he should have allowed complimentary
copies of his two books to be sent to newspapers
and magazines all over the country in order
that he might obtain notices of the books in
these publications in other words, free publicwill surely

ity.

Assuredly this was "dispensing his talents

freely."

What

the difference, then, between this
and that employed by Dr.
Spaeth when he uses the radio? What is the
is

sort of publicity

difference

All of this, as we have said, has nothing to do
with the question as to whether or not the
broadcast directors should ask people to broadcast for nothing.
We have taken an unequivocal stand on this question by asserting that

the people of professional standing who give
performances over the radio should be paid for
their services.
And we are convinced that
as soon as the broadcast directors have had
sufficient experience in putting forth programs

they

will

begin to change their policy in this
it is, they have met and solved

As

respect.

between

tremendous technical
problems that, a few
years ago, were undreamed of, and it can

the public
one's writof
samples

giving to

through newspaper quotations made
from a free copy of the
book, and through a
personal talk over the
radio which is given
ings

scarcely be expected
that during the short

period broadcasting
has been in operation
they could solve their

free of charge?

program problems
with equal ability.
Any one who listens-

Having spent many
years behind the
scenes of this country's
musical life, the pres-

in

night

after

night

soon comes to the
Morris Rosenfeld, New York
conclusion that this
ent writer can say with
WINIFRED T. BARR
problem will be solved
emphasis that any
Miss Barr is frequently heard through WEAF.
artist, no matter how
She is the official pianist at this station
by the listeners rather
than by the directors.
great, who uses the
But as long as the present system exists, it is a
radio for publicity purposes is employing a more
than
the
man or woman who, needing publicity,
end
wise
to
this
means
large prodignified
takes
the opportunity, as does Dr. Spaeth, to
of
means
the
employed
constantly
along
portion
It is more dignified to keep
less obvious lines.
get it through the radio.
yourself in the minds of the public through
occasional free presentations of your work than
When Debussy Was Introduced to the
through paying a press agent to concoct sensaRadio Audience
tional stories about your personal tastes or
NE can scarcely estimate the value of
habits of life.
such a broadcast feature as the half-

Public

Men Need

Broadcasting

people of integrity who are heard
over the radio do not claim that they are

THE

broadcasting for their health, or from
purposes.
They state frankly, as
does Dr. Spaeth, that they want the publicity.
And, as long as the radio offers opportunity for
free publicity, then all power to those who take
advantage of it! They are not only enjoying
a big opportunity, but they are playing the
game with the cards on the table. Those who
say they do not need such publicity are simply
bandying words. Every one who depends on
public patronage needs publicity unceasingly.
altruistic

o

"

Claude Debussy
hour program on
and His Music," given at station WGY by
It
Vladimir Karapetoff, of Cornell University.
is interesting to observe that Mr. Karapetoff
is

Professor of Electrical Engineering at that
Even those who during this pro-

institution.

gram may have been somewhat confused by
trying with so brief an opportunity to understand something of this French composer's
individual style, must have listened with interest and, it is hoped, with a desire to hear more

about the

Some
toff's

man and

his

musk.

of us can scarcely uphold

attempt to

compositions

in

give,

played,

a

Mr. Karape-

his analysis of the
specific

meaning to

The

Listeners' Point of

View
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Miller,

Pasadena

YVONNE FARR
Really an alias, as her name before she left her parental Philadelphia home was Edna Hudson.
Her friends still call her
that, but the public knows her only by her stage name.
She prefers stage life to society life and is here seen as she
appeared in the prologue to the motion picture version of "The White Sister." She was recently heard over the radio at
station WIP, Philadelphia

the various

themes or episodes or phrases.
Debussy was the first of the musical impressionists, portraying tone moods instead of

that would come to a sensitive spirit by
seeing
a cathedral through the mist.
"What the

His "Cathedral in the Mist"

KarapetoflT s selections, while having a more
easily sensed contour than the majority of

definite scenes.

not supposed to portray an actual cathedral,
but rather to inspire in the listener the mood

is

West Wind Saw," which was another

Debussy's works, can

still

of

Mr.

be interpreted from
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HILDA

RAMON AND
CHARLES
BRYDEN

Among

the
musical programs heard
from WEAF during the last few

the

months,

\ joint recitals of

Miss Ra'mon,
mezzo-soprano,
and Mr. Charles

Bryd]en,

tenor,

lyric

have

proved a popular feature with
discriminating
listeners

as

many

hear

points of view as there are listeners to

it.

An impression existed for a time that Debussy invented the whole-tone scale which is
so prevalent in his music, whereas in fact he
iile
became interested in this musical mode
in Russia, where it seems to have originated in
But it was Debussy
that country's folk songs.
it to the recognition of the musical world.
With this scale, he produced the

who brought

mystic intangible effects which soon placed
him as the first great master of musical impressionism. This composer has as yet had no comThe whole-tone scale, let
petitive successor.
it be explained, is simply a scale without semitones made up simply of whole tones.

Even the brief glimpse of Debussy's genius
given through Mr. Karapetoffs well-executed
program at WGY must have aroused curiosity
as to this composer among many who hitherto
had known little if anything of him. And
once you are curious about a subject you are in
a fair way to learn something about it on your
own initiative. Debussy was first brought to
the general public's attention in this country

when Oscar Hammerstein produced in New
"
York his opera Pelleas and Melisande" at the
Manhattan Opera House, with Mary Garden

Philharmonic Orchestra at the Lewisohn Stadium, and of Goldman's Band at Central Park
in New York, and broadcast frequently by
wjz and WGY, came second only to the interest
excited by the proceedings of the Democratic
convention. And that, so far as the success of
a musical broadcasting feature is concerned, is,
in the vernacular, "going some."
Whenever the telephone rang on the day one
of these concerts was to be broadcast the
present writer knew some one was about to ask,
"
Would it be convenient for me to drop in tonight and hear the Philharmonic (or Goldman's Band)?" Until the capacity of the
seating space available was exhausted the
answer was always, "Yes. Delighted."
And, wonder of wonders, even on the hottest nights the music was heard, sometimes
with even greater clarity, so far as strings and
wood wind were concerned, than if one had been
seated, listening at the concert.

But, alas, for
that aggravating daylight saving time! Eightthirty in New York is seven-thirty in Ohio, and
seven-thirty in Ohio during July and August is
too light for good radio reception from such a
distance.

But after

of

A

New York

the

Goldman Band

Are Popular

feature of eager interest in the locality in which the conductor of this
is at present
sojourning
the concerts of the New York

department

what joy!

listening to the first broadcast

A

Toledo, Ohio

became dusk

Real Artists from the Virgin Islands

in the role of Melisande.

The Philharmonic and

it

WHEN

performance ever given by the

Navy

Band of the Virgin Islands, we made
a note on a handy writing pad, "Very smooth
Not quite as much zip as the Ameriplaying.
can bands, but a good deal more sentiment."

We
Virgin

were not cognizant at the time that the
Islands are inhabited mostly by the

The

colored race, and we are still a bit hazy about
But there is no
just where they are situated.
haziness in the impression made by that band,

and we know now that the members, who are all
colored men, were true to their race when they
showed somewhat less aggressiveness and more
sentiment in their playing than do American
bandsmen. Their performance at station WCAP
immediately followed their serenading of President Coolidge on the White House lawn. We
hope the President enjoyed their performance
as much as did those who later heard them over

stations

who

Here are some of

are hit hard.

Mrs. Haynes's comments:
There are people who have stood out in past programs to such an extent that they are not easily forgotten. Some of them were women. And, of course,
some were pleasant and others were not. Among
the pet peeves Mr. Haynes and I have is
of
station

.

listen to her.

When we feel like throwing things, we
And when her horribly affected voice

comes over the

air,

we

"Yah!

Yah!

Yah!"

throwing the whole
then both say,
hunt something else

feel like

thing out of the window.

We

and

listen,

quick.

the radio.

there is that
man who has begun
"Radiocasting." Of all the silly words!
It reminds me of a piece of machinery.
Of
the speakers, it is a rule that if they are talking
about W. C. T. U. their voices are unpleasant.
have never yet heard a W. C. T. U. woman who was

Then

to

What Do

View

Listeners' Point of

Broadcasters

Know

of

Adverse

Opinion?

say,

...

I

the expressions of opinion received on a recent editorial in this department relative to broadcast speakers

A.ONG

and announcers in general and women in
particular, comes one from Dorothy Doane
Haynes of Winfield, Kansas, from whose letter
we are moved to quote some paragraphs, omitting, in charity, the names of those people or

pleasant to listen to.
Preachers are generally too sanctimonious sound1
wonder why they do it. They sound so
ing.
pained, and yet resigned to the awful wickedness of
the world.
I
always like to hear Mrs.
Poehler of WLAG.
Her lovely voice no doubt has its

...

It is a pleasure
explanation in her vocal training.
to listen to her talks.
And the Story Lady at KDKA

ONONDAGA INDIANS
Those who listened-in had no difin the studio of WGY, Schenectady.
provided they possessed a fragment of imagination, in visualizing the scene, for the whoops of the dancers and the
drum beats were highly realistic real "Injun" stuff

As they looked when broadcasting a war dance
ficulty,
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(I

at

hope she is there again next winter), and the one
WFAA, Mary Tooney, and the announcer at WFAA.

men announcers try to be funny,
He would be good if he would
the slapstick.
Graham McNamee is a
announcer. And so is the one at KHJ.

Too many
as the

cut

of the

one at

out

splendid

.

announcer who informed his listening
that the "Gavotte" by John Sebastien Bach, about to be played, had been
dedicated by Mr. Bach to Mr. So-and-So of
world
THE

Can't you just hear him? This is K-H-J
Los
California.
Angeles
Oh, there are heaps of pleasant voices that come to
us both speaking and singing, and I for one have
never thought that the men, as a rule, were more
There are
delightful to listen to than the women.

good and bad of both.

Copious quotations have been made from
only because it is entertaining
and discriminating, but also because when
opinions are expressed with no idea of their
this letter not

reaching the persons discussed, their value is
We have a rather fixed idea that
letters sent to broadcast stations are mostly of a

augmented.

complimentary character. Those who would
criticize unfavorably seldom trouble to write.
They say, "Yah! Yah! Yah!" and "hunt something else quick." So we look upon Mrs.
Haynes's derogatory comments as of even
greater value than the praise, although that is
of no small value.

HOWARD
Or,

"H. M."

I.

as he

MILHOLLAND

is

known over

the radio.

Mr. Milholland is studio director and chief
announcer at station KGO, Oakland, California

Vermont, had his dates somewhat mixed,
John Sebastien Bach died in 1750.

as

THINGS

keep on as they are going it will
long before "The Star Spangled
Banner" will be known as the National Requiem. Not a day passes without its being
heard over the radio, slow-paced, wishy-washy,

IFnot

be

That

sickly, sentimental, drooling.

well

a typewriter

full.

But

let it

is

saying

stand.

And,

can stand alone.
Is there no one
band conductor, orchestra
conductor, singer who can send this song out
over the radio with at least some vestige of
As it is now played, one is
stirring vitality?
"
tempted to shout back, Yes We have no star
spangled banners to-day!"
like all truths,

it

!

could be more fitting than to send,
via air mail, an advance announcement of
a program to be heard on the air? This was

WHAT

Thomas Coke Knight. New York

ALICE WILLIAMSON
M."

of the "C. N. and A. M. Williamson," two
names long since famous among people who have enjoyed
the writings of these joint authors.
Since the death of
Mr. Williamson at their home near London, Mrs.
Williamson has "carried on" alone. She is now in this
country and a short time ago delighted many of her admirers with a radio address given through station wjz

the "A.

the progressive course adopted by .station KGO,
at Oakland, California,

and one

recipient of

the program can vouch for the strange sensation, half thrill, half

received
its

wonder, with which

it

was

more than two thousand miles from

starting point.
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THE CAMPUS SERENADERS
The personnel

of this dance orchestra

drawn from students

of the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute at Troy, N. Y.
Their monthly programs, given through the Institute's broadcasting station, WHAZ, have been heard in every state in
the Union, every province of Canada, from Alaska to Panama, from Hawaii to Bermuda and in New Zealand.
According
to the director of WHAZ, these players have received more than 10,000 letters of appreciation.
A tribute well deserved,
as you will agree if you have heard them

A NUMBER,

of

inquiries

received asking

who

is

have also been

next winter and

is

already booked to conduct

of our leading

Igor Stravinsky,
two of whose compositions were played at the
New York Philharmonic Stadium concerts referred to elsewhere in this department.
To

many

describe this Russian in a sentence one might
say that if any one can take from Richard

God's power in the creation of man, awakens feelcannot describe, and which are too holy
ings

Strauss the honor of being the greatest living
In
composer, that person is Igor Stravinsky.

for expression

is

THIS
quiet

symphony

orchestras.

stupendous human miracle, in its
suggestiveness of the majesty of

I

offended

by any language of this world."
According to the Atlantic Monthly, George E.
Waring, Jr., of New York, wrote thus to his
wife regarding the latest stupendous achievement of man. The radio? No, for the year
was 1858. He referred to the then just comWhat would he write
pleted Atlantic cable.
about broadcasting were he living to-day?

Symphony Orchestra

999th inquiry, "Are you any relation
Mix, radio operator of the
McMillan expedition?" arrived by mail some

methods he

is the most extreme of iconomastery of orchestra, supreme; in
imagination, superbly gifted.
People have
been known to leave a concert hall during a
performance of one of his works, dismayed and

his'

clasts; in his

by such amazing discords, such
unexampled freedom of utterance. But the history of music shows that the discords of yesterday are the harmonies of to-day. The Boston
created a profound sensawinter in Boston and New York
through the first presentation in this country of
Mr.
Stravinsky's "Sacre du Printemps."
first
American
visit
will
make
his
Stravinsky
tion

last

THE Donald
to

days ago. Until we know for sure that we are
not, we have decided to claim relationship to
this gloriously adventurous radio expert.
It
one
such
a
of
adventurous
gives
feeling
prestige.

Efficiency Plus
The Roberts Knock-Out

Set

With Resistance-Coupled Amplification

BOUCK

BY ZEH

Tuned radio-frequency

in the criterion of the
broadcast fan is quite removed from
abstruse theoretical considerations,
and is expressed in the most simple
arithmetic as "results per dollar."

EFFICIENCY

of

is

distant transmitter will give a greater response
to signals from that station than an untuned or
poorly tuned receiver. Thus in the Roberts

might say, a little more technically,
results per tube, which is much the same
From the point of view of the enthusithing.
ast, and even by the more abstract calculations
Perhaps

I

set

we have

through the

carried the picked-up radio signal
first

tube with probably the high-

the engineer, the

radio

est practical efficiency.

This

frequency-

Do You

regeneration-reflex
Roberts circuit is the
most efficient receiving system employing
more than one tube.

Radio -frequency
amplification has been
introduced into all

modern and
receivers.

efficient

No

truly
high class receiver, as

determined by the advanced standards of
to-day, can be designed that does not
incorporate one or
more stages of such
amplification. Within
certain

limits,

frequency
tion

than

is

more

audio

cation,

radio-

amplificaeffective
intensifi-

such

amplification,

employed in the circuit we are discussing,
is far more effective than untuned systems for
the same reason that a receiver tuned to a
as

Coupled Amplification?

cuit

Mr. Bouck has applied an

excellent

re-

the Roberts
with splendid
This article continues the practical
results.
experiment and research of this author in the
inviting realm of the RADIO BROADCAST
sistance-coupled

amplifier

Two-Tube Knock-Out

Knock-Out

series.

The

to

circuit

The

those of Mr. Bouck's,

is

article, like

most of

two

articles.

really

part consists of an able discussion of
the technical "why and how" of what thecircuit
is and does, and the second part is a clear
presentation of how to do it. Walter Van B.
first

Roberts himself described
circuit in this

magazine

his

extraordinary

for April

and May.

In July, J. E. Roberts described the Roberts

with an additional stage of audio, and
Mr. Bouck told how to use the arrangement
In September, J.
for short-wave reception.
B. Brennan's article told how to build the
Roberts circuit with a push-pull amplifier.
THE EDITOR.
circuit

because the

output of a detector
tube varies approximately as the square of the

A little reflection will
applied input voltage.
demonstrate the advantage which R. F. amplification takes of this squaring. For instance: If
we have

a signal coming down the antenna with
an intensity of 2, and amplify it ten times through
one stage of R. F. (10 x 2) the output of the
detector immediately following will be 400.
However, if such a signal is first detected
(with an audio output of 4) and then amplified
(10 x 4) our final achievement will represent

a total amplification of only twenty times.

efficiency

is

maintained throughout the detector cir-

Believe in Resistance-

by regeneration,

which in effect is a form
of radio-frequency
plification.

am-

Regenera-

tion has the additional
function of reducing
the apparent resistance in the detecting

compensating
and
resistances often found
in inexpert design and

circuit,

for

inefficiencies

construction.
(However, the writer desires

to

that this

emphasize
phenomenon

of negative resistance
isonly an "effect," and,
contrary to a some-

what prevalent

belief,

does not actually
eliminate the grid resistance, norpermit the builder to omit the usual
precautions and radio finesse. The output of
the detector remains inversely proportional to
In other words,
the resistance of the circuit.
reducing the resistance of the system by using
it

large size wires, perfectly soldered joints,

and

eliminating metals and dielectrics from the
electro-magnetic and electro-static fields, will
still increase the signal strength even when

This apparent
regeneration is employed.)
reduction of resistance results in greater signal
These
intensity and increased se'.ectivity.
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are very interesting and merit the
student's serious attention.
For an admirable

ous mechanical refinements that are equally

non-technical discussion of their operation,
the reader is referred to The Outline of Radio,
by John V. L. Hogan.
Lastly, the signal so efficiently maintained
and strengthened, is reflexed through the first

of the set.

amplifying tube as one

This
coupled amplification is shown in Fig.
primary arrangement permits a number of variations according to the desires and originality
of the
Filament
individual experimenter.

phenomena

quency amplification.

An

stage of audio-freadditional tube and

expenses are thus eliminated and, in
consideration of our opening paragraph, a
very decided jump in efficiency is achieved.
The output of this two-tube receiver, arrived
at with so close an approach to engineering
ideals, is capable of operating a loud speaker
on signals from fairly distant stations. The
volume, however, is somewhat limited for conits

cert

and dance purposes.

This

is

partly due

to the inadvisability of overloading the first
tube which does the double duty of radio- and

The possibilities
audio-frequency amplifier.
Roberts receiver may be multiplied,
making it ideal for almost every purpose, by
the addition of an external audio-frequency
amplifier, operated by the output of the re-

justified

by the excellence and

over-all efficiency

THE FUNDAMENTAL CIRCUIT

THE

fundamental

receiver

plus

two

circuit

Roberts

of the

stages

of

resistance
i

.

control

jacks for inter-stage reception, baland other mechanical facilities
can be added to the circuit or dispensed with
according to individual desire.
Ti and T2 are radio-frequency couplers.
These coils can be purchased, and the experimenter is advised to avail himself of the
manufactured inductances rather than attempt the winding of them. However, if
desired, the coils may be wound according to the
last resistances,

of the

following directions:

flexed stage.

or similar winding forms
have an odd number, about 17
spokes, and a first-turn-diameter of 2\ inches.
Both secondaries, S, are wound with 44 turns
of No. 20 or 22 wire.
The secondaries are
wound "over three under three." When wiring, the outer or upper lead of S in Ti, and the

The author has devoted considerable research to the capabilities of the resistancecoupled amplifier, and the unequaled quality
of reproduction and the genuine economy of
first

cost

and maintenance suggest

the

logical

this

system

continuation.
Likewise, in
am describing in this
designing the receiver
article, 1 have endeavored to incorporate varias

I

FIG.

The pasteboard

should

inner lead of the secondary of T2 connect to
their respective grids.
The primary, P, of Ti has forty turns of
about No. 22 wire, wound over one under one.
The primary is tapped at the 2nd, 3rd, 5th,

I

The fundamental circuit. This is the starting point for readers who desire to express
their own originality in the choice and arrangement of filament control jacks, etc.
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UJ
FIG.

The
the

ioth, 2oth, 3Oth and 4Oth turns, the
leading to the switch arm.

Filaments and amplifispecific circuit employed by Mr. Bouck.
tube at the extreme left, is the amplifier and the next one-

ground

N

Coils
and P, of T2, are wound with 20
turns of No. 26 wire in the following manner:
The two wires of sufficient length, or run from
separate spools, are wound simultaneously
over one under one, to the required number of
turns.
This will result in two separate coils
very closely coupled to one another. The end
of one coil is connected to the beginning of the

common

be necessary (a fifty-fifty chance) to reverse the connections to the tickler.
The relative position of the tickler and S
of T2 represents the only variable coupling.
In both Ti and T2 the primaries and secondar-

may

are mounted concentrically and permanently separated one half inch.
T3 is an audio-frequency amplifying transies

former connected according to the initialed
terminals.

C

is

a

bias

battery,

negative

terminal running through
the coupling resistance, Ri, to the plus B
The remaining two terminals are
battery.

through to the grid, of from i| to 6 volts.
This bias potential should be varied and per-

and

ments on the first tube.
C and Ci are .0005 mfd. variable con-

other, this

led, indiscriminately,

one to condenser

4,

one to the plate of the first tube. P functions
as the primary of the radio-frequency transformer, and N is the stabilizing winding that

makes possible the highly efficient radio-frequency amplifier.
Coil T is the tickler by which regeneration is
effected and controlled.
This inductance consists of

wire.

from eleven to twenty turns of No. 26
correct winding is best determined

The

by experiment.
erly

and

when

it is

circuit regenerates prop-

possible to control regeneration

over the full tuning range.
uses a tickler of fifteen turns.
It

oscillation

The author

The

haps reversed during the stabilization experi-

densers.
reliable

It is important that they be of a
make, capable of attaining this maxi-

mum

In wiring, the stationary
capacity.
plates of the condensers should be connected
to the grids of the tubes.
C2 and C3 are bypass condensers of about

For the best control of
.002 mfd, capacities.
regeneration, and for the stabilization of the
first tube, it may be advisable to experiment
with these fixed capacities.

C4
easily

is

the neutralizing condenser. This is
wire over two

made by winding bare

Efficiency Plus

2
-cation are controlled by the anti-capacity switch S. In this drawing,
-is the detector, which is the only change from
the photographs

inches of spaghetti tubing, slipping the winding
bit of bus bar wire left projecting from the
grid terminal on the amplifying socket.
By

on a

adjusting the tube farther on and off the
bus bar, the capacity is varied until the tube is
properly stabilized i. e., does not oscillate
regardless of condenser C
settings and the

magnitude of incoming signals.
C5 and C6 are the isolating (or coupling, if
you prefer) condensers of the resistancecoupled amplifier, having capacities of .006 mfd.

7-',24-"

CR

the grid condenser and shunt grid
having respective values of
fd- an d 2,000,000 ohms.
.00025
Again experimentation with other values may improve
the regeneration control.
Ri and R2 are the coupling resistors of
100,000 ohms each.
R3 and R4 are grid leaks
leak,

is

generally

m

having respective resistances of 250,000 ohms
and 50,000 ohms.

The usual open circuit jack
plugging in the output.

is

employed for

Radio Broadcast
tically controlled by anti-capacity switch S,
which is in effect two double-pole doublethrow switches. When the blades are up, the
first two tubes (R. F. and detector) are lighted
and the output connected in the plate circuit

the reflex tube.
In the center position
filaments are "off." When the blades are
down (the control handle on the panel up) all
tubes are lighted, the external amplifier connected and the output transferred to the plate
of

all

circuit of the last tube.

MATERIALS AND PARTS

WE HAVE

determined to build a truly
and we can only achieve
this end by using the very best of parts.
Not
an item of inferior material should go into the
makeup of the receiver. While the future
builder need not confine himself to the trade
products selected by the writer, he should be
efficient set,

sure that his substitutes are equally efficient
FIG.

and

4

Showing the manner of mounting T2 and the tickler.
The commercial type of inductances have been used.
The condenser mountings are also shown

THE SPECIFIC CIRCUIT
2 shows the circuit arrangement
by the writer. The values

FIG.
ployed

emand

constants are in every case those designated
in the fundamental circuit.
The current through the amplifying filaments is adjusted by a single ten ohm rheostat
and that through the detector filament by a
thirty

ohm

rheostat.

Amplification

and

filaments

are

automa-

reliable.

The new type Duplex

variable condensers,

which represent condenser efficiency rarely attained in the commercial product, were used by
the author.

A

Accuratune

dials.

Micadon

vernier action

fixed

is

supplied by

condensers have been em-

ployed throughout the circuit excepting in the
These condensers can be obtained
case of 04.
in all the designated capacities, and clip into
the Daven mountings which permit the experimental variations advised in the description

fundamental arrangement.
Five Daven mountings are used Two condenser mountings for C2 and C3, one combina-

of the

FIG.

5

The inductances have been reskeleton set ready for the first bit of wire and solder.
moved, but allowance should be made, when wiring, for the space they will occupy
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FIG.
Front view of the completed receiver. Truly a de luxe appearance worthy of
the efficient principles which have been embodied in the design and construction

tion

mounting

for

CR, and two

CONSTRUCTION

resisto-cou-

These mountplers in the external amplifier.
ings may be seen in photographs Figs. 4 and 5.

The Daven Improved Coupling Resistors and
Daven grid leaks were also employed. These
with the isolating condensers
5
and C6 clip into the resisto-coupler. (Other
equally efficient coupling resistances will be
found listed in THE R. B. LAB for August.)
The audio-frequency amplifying transformer
is an Amertran.
Switch S is a Federal anti-capacity switch,
resistances,

type 1424, made by the Federal Telegraph and
Telephone Company. Looking at the back of
the switch, the connections should be made
exactly as indicated in Fig. 2.
Na-ald sockets and General Radio rheostats

maintain efficiency in their respective departA Carter jack and Eby bindingments.
posts are the final touch to the deluxe equipment.

FIG.

first

step in building is the drilling and
of the
Consistent
panel.

THE
preparation

with our determination to use nothing but the
best, bakelite is the selected material and is
laid out according to Fig. 3.
All holes, excepting those otherwise designated, are drilled to pass a number eight
screw.
This permits a slight leeway in case of

The

holes for the taps are drilled
and tapped for a six thirtytwo thread. The taps are screwed in, no
nuts being necessary behind the panel.

inaccuracy.

with a No. 35

drill

The rectangular hole for the anti-capacity
switch is laid out according to the template
furnished with the switch. The center of the
switch should be | inch below the center of the
The hole is cut out by drilling with the
panel.
No. 35 drill and breaking through with a knife.
The edges

are filed smooth.

7

are wired.
job half finished. The filaments, amplifier, and control switches
After testing the filaments, the remainder of the instruments are mounted and wired

The
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After the panel
beautiful

linen

is

drilled, it is

finish

and

grained to a

have
an article on a

oiled.

described this process in detail in

1

short-wave receiver appearing in the August
The line markers
issue of RADIO BROADCAST.
for dial settings are engraved with the ordinary
square and a scriber. The lines commence one
inch below the top of the panel and continue
down until covered by the dial. The lines are
filled in with white crayon or tailors' chalk.
The dimensions of the base are 21" x 6" x

The binding-posts are disposed along
the edges as shown in the photographs. The
posts in the middle of the board are the A and
B battery terminals, and those placed conveniently at the end are for C battery, an\"

.

tenna, and ground. No minus B battery post is
provided, for in the author's laboratory the connection is made between the A and B batteries
beneath the operating table. The leads from
the A and C battery posts and from the an-

tenna and ground posts are run in grooves,
beneath the base board, to directly under the
instruments to which they connect. This
eliminates several feet of awkward exposed
wiring, and the binding-posts present a more
clean-cut appearance.
The mounting of the coils

is

a problem that

the experimenter can best solve himself. The
commercial inductances, though electrically
efficient, are not very well designed in respect to
mounting mechanics. The close-up in Fig. 4
shows the manner in which the writer has disposed of the fixed windings and variable tickTi presents less of a problem and
ler of T2.

FIG.

From

the rear.

easily mounted as suggested in the photographs of the completed receiver.

is

The first actual work of construction is the
joining of panel and base and the mounting of
all instruments and parts.
The inductances
Ti and T2 are then removed and the appara-

tus, Fig.

ready for the wiring of filaments,

and amplifier. As this wiring
proceeds, it may be advisable also to remove
the audio-frequency transformer, always bearing in mind, however, the positions of the
missing instruments and making allowances
them when wiring in their neighborhood.
Fig. 6 shows this wiring completed, and the
filaments should be tested before proceeding
further.
The set is now ready for the per-

for

of Ti, T2 and Tj, and
the final lap in wiring. Spaghetti insulation
should be used sparingly and only when there
exists a probable chance of wires touching.
Figs. 7, 8, and 9 are photographs of the
finished receiver.
Looking at the set from the
rear, the tubes from right to left are: detector,
R. F. reflex tube, and the two resistance-couFor the most convenient wirpled amplifiers.
the
external
amplifying sockets are
ing,
mounted with filament posts toward the panel.
The R. F. reflex socket has "P" and plus filament toward the panel, while the detector
socket is mounted with minus and grid to the

manent mounting

panel.

a front view, running likewise from
left, are the amplifier rheostat, the
detector rheostat, the C dial, Ci dial and the

With

right to

tickler control.

8

The wiring has been kept

and several long stretches wired

5, is

control switch

in

close to the base,
grooves beneath the base

Efficiency Plus
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9

Top view

of the completed set.
The positions of the sockets are arranged to permit the
shortest possible wiring.
The resisto-couplers are shown to the left of the amplifying sockets

OPERATION

1

determine the regeneration adjustments. Any
six volt detector-amplifier tube will work satisThe author uses the uv-2Oi-A in
factorily.

operation of any receiver is a knack
acquired through experience rather than

by following any

specific instructions.

sockets.
The detector plate voltage, the
grid leak and grid condenser and the capacity
of the bypass condenser Cj should be varied
all

It is,

however, possible to point out a few principles
which, if followed, may make it easier to ac-

until the receiver regenerates, and on closer
tickler coupling goes into oscillation without

quire this ability.
The preliminary experiments should be
those affecting stabilization of the R. F. tube

squealing

and regeneration. These have been touched
upon in our description of the fundamental
circuit, and have been treated at greater
length in the author's article already mentioned on the short-wave receiver.

The

individual detector tube will

TJOWARD

* *

same

PYLE

it

goes into

it.

quite similar to that of
three-circuit regenerator.
In
is

receiving different stations, that tap on the an-

tenna inductance should be used which permits
"
the two condensers to tune alike" or nearly so.

has

Mitten

wor\ and

an

interesting

activities of the radio

Department of Commerce, those

who are doing

their best to

"Sha^e Hands With
an early number.

family.

actual tuning

standard

the

over point. The
of oscillation at the

spilling

come out

tickler dial reading as

The

greatly

story telling of the

inspectors of the

men

S.

the

at

circuit should

tireless

keep peace in the radio

the

R. I." will appear in

WH

B

Wireless Station of a Famous Newspaper A Now-It-Can-Be-Told Story by
an Old Timer Thrilling Days at the New York Herald Station, Days when the Titanic
Sank, and Days when Neutrality was Violated and Thousands of Lives were Saved

The Famous

BY

R.

ERNEST DUPUY

Captain, Field Artillery, United States
A

T

C

winter, sitting cozily in my quarters
down at Fort Sill, in the heart of

heard blizzard-swathed
Oklahoma,
Chicago groping for the outside world.
Gripped in the clutches of the most
1

severe storm of years, with land lines down
not a wheel turning, the city was

and

completely cut

off

until

radio took a hand.

Even that seemed for a time useless. KYW at
Chicago was reaching vainly east and west.
Atmospheric conditions, however, were blockThen out from Nebraska came
ing its efforts.
the voice of

KFKX

at Hastings, acknowledging
at Pittsburgh, relaying

KYW and working KDKA

press dispatches by voice and
ing Chicago's business both

Morse and cleareast and west.

And, by the way, have you ever heard prettier
Morse than that chap at KFKX pounds out?
It was just one of those queer quirks of
radio,

from

way

that

blocked

Chicago

communication,

direct

Army

Herald radio station at the Battery in New
York City that first made intimate acquaintance with the wireless. WHB it was really OHX
then, as old time radio operators will remember
reposed in a little wooden shack that squatted
on the end of the Staten Island ferry slip. I
was on the Herald then and a short time later
I

was placed on duty

license

and never operated a transmitting

HOW JAMES GORDON BENNETT USED WIRELESS
the benefit of present day fans I must
some details of the old Herald sta-

FOR
give
tion.

The

late

of the Herald,

either

When

and south

reaching
down to far-off Oklahoma; one of those
freaks that give the
listener-in a thrill from
time to time. And as
heard the voices of
the night, conquering
I

teresting history at that, has been made in
countless wireless telegraph stations ever since
the inception of the art. One of the famous

American wireless stations was WHB,
whose musical spark for years crashed out from
Battery,

to the heart
throbs of the world.
It was at the famous old New York
listen

Drawn

to radio, who are fast learning
the lore of telephone broadcasting, should
know that history, and extraordinarily in-

had given me, directly
and indirectly, since
first rubbed up against
the ether waves in
1909, and began to
1

is

Newcomers

old

1

the Curtain

James Gordon Bennett, owner
saw the possibilities of radio
from the very first. He
had a Marconi set installed on the steamship Grande Ducbesse

From past events in radio, which is so full
of intensely interesting happenings, it is immensely worth while to stop, look, and read.

bespace and storm,
gan recalling the many
other thrills that radio

towers near the ferry terminal at the
New York. WHB sent out press reports, and valuable weather forecasts, and
exchanged messages with ships in the North
Atlantic, making the name of the New York
Herald known far and wide. Here is a story
of inside history at that station
the crash
of the Titanic, the wreck of the United Fruiter
the

tall

Turrialba,

You

and

will like

it.

wartime experiences.
THE EDITOR.

stirring

sta-

tion.

across the conti-

nent but left a clear
belt to the southwest

News where from

at Ship

friendship with the operators at OHX grew
the desire for a receiving set of my own, which
I
soon satisfied. From that time on I have
been an amateur, although I never took out a

my

Plant line to
the DefenderValkyrie III races for

of

the

report

the America Cup,
working Sandy Hook.
Here was probably the
first

was

time that radio
used for news-

paper work.

Mr.

Bennett established a
radio station as an
adjunct to the Herald's
renowned Ship News
service not long afterward.
Some time prior to

coming on the
Mr. Bennett
had had a disagree-

my

Herald,

ment with Signor

WH
Marconi.

In 1909, the Herald set was a NaElectric Signalling Company outfit.
Later he switched to the Wireless

B
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up of the United Wireless Company had refused to take Marconi service and
had kept its own independent outfit. Their
at the breaking

tional

Specialty

Apparatus Company for his set and its 5 kw.
spark, sending news and baseball scores, was
for many years a comfort to mariners from
Nova Scotia to the Caribbean and well out to
sea.
In fact the station was copied down in
South America. Three operators kept a constant watch.
The station was hand in glove
with the Navy and was on particularly close
terms with the Coast Guard, clearing much

ships handled traffic with our station usually

when they were within range. Those were the
happy days when "wildcatting" was the rule
and an operator

called up any station he desired
to give his business to regardless of the International conventions.
The only requisite for
working was that both stations could hear
each other.

Then

there

was

my first

of their business be-

radio concert, which

took place one Sun-

tween the cutters and
Coast Guard head-

day afternoon in
1913, when the
Prince of Monaco's

quarters in the Barge
In 1912, the
call
letters of the
Office.

yacht

Hirondelle
Manhat-

startled all

Herald station were

tan's radio world

changed to WHB, and
WHB they remained
until the station was
taken out of our
hands by the Navy
at the outbreak of

small one then

war.

From time

to time

1
used to get thrills
listening to news of
the ships at sea

particularly

Brown Brothers

THE NEW YORK "HERALD"
Several years ago,
Building at Herald Square, New York.
the newspaper sold this building to a New York clothing store

and moved to another site. It is interesting to note the taxis
of an earlier, and perhaps less speedy era.
This office was
connected to their wireless station at the Battery by a direct

when

I

going on.

Hudson

river.

in

In

his yacht, the Prince
had installed a clever

arrangement of keys
which,

when

pressed,

changed frequencies,
and gave him a series
of notes whose range was more than an octave.
Using this system, he could and did broadcast a number of tunes.
This was considered
a remarkable performance at the time. The
Lackawanna Railroad some time later brought
some thrills to amateurs and professionals in
radio by sending out phonograph music by
means of the "flaming arc" with which the first
radiophone experimenters worked.
The first real telephony through the air,
however, that had anything practical about it,
and that
came in contact with, was the apof
a Pennsylvania inventor, whose
paratus
name I have unfortunately forgotten, who
received permission to use our station for some
I

THE HERALD STATION

A RADIO LANDMARK

instance, there was the smash of the TurFruit Company, out-

rialba of the United
FOR

New York

harbor, when old WHB handled
her business and directed the Coast Guard
cutter Seneca to the rescue.
All the while the
rescuers were taking off passengers, we in the
radio room of WHB were listening to the bulle-

WHB had

Club anchorage
the

wire

was understood that the Herald was welcome
to all matters of news value.
When the
Republic sank, we had our share of interesting messages and the Titanic disaster of
course kept our station busy. The outbreak
of the war in 1914, however, put all those events
in the shade.
But
must dwell on a few of
my most important pre-war radio thrills before

tins that

by

sending out music by
radio while lying at
the New York Yacht

the Coast Guard cutters would go out into
winter storms on rescue work. They cleared
their business through our station and it

side

a

came

flashing in, reporting each move.
always been on good terms with the

United Fruit Company, for that organization

of his experiments through his friendship with
the late Howard C. Hillegas, then day city
editor of the Herald.
He installed a trans-

mitting set on board the steamship Tyler of the
Old Dominion Line and one night, when the
We were
Tyler was off Hatteras, called WHB.

The skipper of the
tremendously surprised.
Tyler from his bridge talked to us so loudly that
by placing the

receiver against the transmitter

Radio Broadcast
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both code and clear mes-

THE GERMAN CRUISERS

sages to the German cruisers
Karlsruhe and Dresden,

KARLS-

RUHE" AND "DRESDEN"

which,

be remem-

will

it

\\hich were lying off the United States
coast in 1914 when war was declared.
The Dresden is in the upper photograph.
Many important messages from these
ships were intercepted at the Herald
station during the early months of the
war.
A French cruiser and several

bered, were somewhere off
our coasts at the time.
1

were also off Cape Hatteras at the same time, and much radio
drama was enacted between these ships,
which was heard by listening commercial
and amateur stations in the Eastern
United States

warships, those first four
nights of August and of

copied numberless messages from Sayville to vessels,

British cruisers

both merchantmen and

them
one

Underwood & Underwood

all,

not

only remember
addressed to a

I

German.

That was

to Sir

Thomas

Lipton's

yacht

then

the
the
America Cup races, informing her captain of the
Erin,

Shamrock

escorting

over

for

outbreak of war and

in-

him to leave the
Shamrock and proceed for
structing

British waters.

The code

man

vessels

that the Ger-

were receiv-

ing from Sayville at that
time was a ten letter affair.

For those of our readers
be interested in
code and cipher here is

who may
phone in the receiving office at
the Battery, the captain's voice came clear and
distinct to our city editor up in Herald Square.
This, the first practical demonstration of the
value of radio telephony that 1 have heard of,
made a great furore at the time in radio circles.

of the land line

NOW FOR THE WAR
war stuff. From August i,
war was declared two days
later, the German lines made the most strenuous efforts to warn all their vessels on the high
From Sayseas that a conflict was imminent.

NOW

for the

1914, until

WSL, the big Telefunken station after-

ville,

ward shut down by the Government, went
night after night a string of messages to ships
of the

Lloyd

Hamburg-American and North German
the same tenor:

lines, all of

WAR IMMINENT; MAKE FOR THE THREE
MILE LIMIT

These messages were either in plain English
or German, and mixed with them were all
sorts of code to passenger steamships, and

one long one that

I

caught, to the Dresden:

WDS 25
ADR ADR ADR DE WSL NR
GOVERNMENT BERLIN TO GERMAN CRUISER
DESAFACADA FRIABARDRESDEN WSL
I

IUM CAROTALECO HISOPIBEAS ASTYPEACUS
ALEGGISTA CUCUBEFANO EBUNDALLE ASI-

CADRAC SLAENAJIOR (word missing) IMEPACITY LAPIZAIGNE GLUAPATREZ PUERCEGUDI HOCESANDAM ORMUZOARAN IJORTEMHOF BYPABULANM KATUPATOTE EYUNAPLUS

Some melange of words, what? And a few
minutes after this was sent,
caught what
1

I

signal that war was deThe message came with the usual
clared.
preamble and the call letters of the Karlsruhe,
followed by the text:

believe

was the actual

GERMAN CRUISER KARLSRUHE
SOHN GEBORNEN DEUTSCHLAND
RAMIFOPINO GRYPHABARD

And

WSL
MODEL

out of the night in response came the
piping high frequency spark,
acknowledging. And that was the last time

Karlsruhe's

WH

B
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that the Karlsruhe was heard on
any American
radio set.

At this time, there were one French and two
British cruisers lying in the
vicinity of New
York. Up until the third of August,
they had
been carrying on animated conversation,
using
their regular call letters, and we had become
accustomed to the individualities of their

sparks.

With the outbreak

of

war they

Brown Brothers

The base of the steel tower supporting the antenna can be seen beyond the
Herald Ship News Office where the operating room was. The inserts show
the transmitting panel and the receiving table at this station.
As the photographs well show, styles in radio apparatus have changed quite as rapidly
as those in men's and women's dress.
WHB was of great assistance during
the disaster to the Titanic, the Turrialba, and other marine wrecks.
Valuable press and weather information was daily sent out from this historic
radio spot

changed their calls, and kept sending streams of messages in
a peculiar code that consisted mostly of punctuation marks.
The change in call letters meant nothing to the operators
who knew their sparks, and in a Sunday special story I
wrote at that time about radio and the war, I mentioned
this fact and gave the new call letters of the British ships.
About two weeks later, or after that particular number
of the Herald had had time to get overseas and be digested

Radio Broadcast
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in the British

War

came

Office, a frantic cable

from our London bureau, stating that the
British government was accusing the Herald
of violating neutrality and was making all
sorts of dire threats to our London office.
was called upon the carpet and solemnly told
I

the

(for

benefit

of

British

officialdom,

I

had comimagined,) what a heinous offense
mitted.
gave no more British secrets away.
I

1

However,

I

did violate neutrality later on,

time deliberately,
and thereby hangs a
"now it can be told"

gan Wright, my chief operator, when the flash
came. Across the sun-glinting waters of the
Battery could see in my mind's eye four great
steamships sinking and their thousands of men,
I

women, and children struggling like drowning
rats in a catastrophe that would make the
Lusitania disaster seem a mere incident.
looked at each other for an inWright and
I

stant.

"Wright,"

I

said;

if

t

story.

HUMANE VIOLATION OF
re-

iy to tfte lit

tbe vessel r;
eived from

l'h^sf!!ivit>3

nrJy (Bis morning:
X'nlted Fruit Coiftpany.'vlft

official

f

OHX

off

will

be too

do

it

She came into
Newport on a Saturday

tims.

Grab

key

(liEBAtp cireless station'

your

{DELAYED HOLIDAY ON
BOARD THE SENECA

and

this

GERMAN

AFTERNOON

THIS
J( "MtfUflf,"
ofracl*1 that tbey *

U-BOAT

NEWPORT

ARRIVED

AND LEFT AGAIN AT

I

ONCE.

DESTINATION

UNKNOWN.

Repeat
FROM THE NEW YORK "HERALD"
OHX was the call of
26, 1912.
the Herald station before the international conference
which allotted call letters to the stations of every nation
All the official business of
signatory to the conference.
the wreck of the Tunialba was handled by the Herald
station

Of Thursday, December

afternoon, a short time
a Cuafter four large passenger steamships
narder, a White Star, a French liner, and an
Italian
had left New York. A glance at the

afternoon papers, supplemented doubtless by
the reports of spies, gave her captain all the information he needed and so he quietly slipped
out again and lay off Nantucket Light waiting
patiently for the golden opportunity that would
doubtless shower him and his crew with Iron
Crosses.

When

the Herald main office got word from
Newport of the arrival of the U-^ it was
telephoned down to the Ship News Bureau as a
matter of course and we proceeded to get a
local end to the story, which created quite a

We

were working up
the story about the submarine, when over the
telephone came word of her departure. There
was out in the
was a horse of another color.
radio station discussing the U-boat with Morstir in shipping circles.

the
remine.

is

-Wrecliing tag Commissioner left 9:35 P.
jfcnpral cargo. Moved ship a few feet. 1
(Sisnet "DV-VXlN'ti, Port Captain. I

Nantucket

can destroyers stood by
and rescued her vic-

now

we
Let's

late.

sponsibility

out

lightship while Ameri-

violating

Also

bus

again, sinking the next
day a number of small
craft

be

will

neutrality.

,

shortly before our entry
into' the war the Ger-

promptly popped

United Fruit Cotnp

:ght to' the

i

members now,
EVERYONE

we

ANV, MA.XV THANKS!" This wa;

station for its service la handling
be strrsmlal Turrti!ba and tbe company sh><
msssage vcas the last r

*

man U-53 popped into
Newport, Rhode Island,
one afternoon, got the
latest papers and as

sends out news of
U-boat's depar-

ture in to-night's press,

OWNEPS OP THE TORPIAL6A
THANK The HERALD WIRELESS
">V

NEUTRALITY

,

WHB
that

this

I

every

it

thirty minutes until
press time and then
send out the full story
with your other news."
Within a minute WHB'S

was

spark

ripping

through the ether and,
within an hour, as
later learned, the four liners had turned tail
and were dashing for Bermuda and safety.
And that is why, after waiting fruitlessly
all night, the U-53 had to content herself
next morning with one of the Red Cross line
boats from Nova Scotia the Flori^el as
I

1

remember, and some other small

NEW YORK HERALD

s

O MUCH

VS.

fry.

UNITED STATES NAVY

for the actual happening.
I
said nothing

for the aftermath.

Now
about

the incident at the main office, for enjoyed at
the time the position peculiar for a Herald man
I

of being responsible to no one but Mr. Bennett
was 'supreme.
In
himself.
department

my

I

In a few days came word from the uptown
went up and found
office that I was wanted.
I

Commander

D. Jerrold Kelley,
U.S.N., Mr. Bennett's crony and advisor on
matters maritime now dead like his old
dear old

J.

WH
and with him was a gentleman

friend

whom

Commander

Kelley introduced as the director
of naval radio communications.
He broke the
news to me that the Herald had violated neutrality by sending out word of the departure of
the U-53 and announced that Mr. Secretary
Daniels had decided that he would close up
the Herald radio station unless we should show
I
cause why he shouldn't.
told the naval

would inform Mr. Bennett, who was
town at the time, of
Mr. Daniels' decision.
Pending defi-

officer

I

action he

nite

in

B
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WHB

on

So
Francisco.
could enlist their help.
1 asked Mr. David Sarnoff if he would obtain
the radio logs of all Marconi stations, ashore
and afloat that he could gather within the next
1

that

felt

I

NAA, the naval sta-

tion at Arlington,
had made any mention

I

at

to

the

time placing

U-boat too late for
to have done any

same

my

ignation in his
He said:

it

res-

hands.

United Fruit

"TURRIALBA"
Company. The New York

THE
Of the United

has it?"

and her passenge-s when she was wrecked

Fruit

WHB was

station

"No, sir."
"Good. Print the whole
Daniels' decision, and we will

1

story,
let

with Mr.

the American

known it."
much relieved,

for one could
Naturally
never know just what views Mr. Bennett would
After all, the fact was that one of his
take.
employees embroiled the Herald in an official
altercation.

The Herald played up the story the next
morning for all it was worth. And, in the
had a hunch. Our operators,
meantime,
found out, had been so busy that eventful night
that they had omitted to copy Arlington's nine
I

I

o'clock press

a matter of usual routine with

went to the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company of America. It was only a
had urged Mr.
few months previous that
Bennett to drop his feud with Signer Marconi
and had shown the Marconi Company in turn
that the Herald could provide them with a
better news service than that they had been

WHB.

in

December, 1912

good to any allied
vessels. But this
news was sent out
within
twenty-four
hours' of its occurring

which

ex-

is

pressly prohibited

That's been good
work, Dupuy; you did exactly what I should
felt

Herald wireless

practically responsible for saving this ship

people judge for themselves.

1

Company

ss.

"Nothing has been
printed about this,

have desired had

U-5j's

That very Saturday
night NAA had sent
out the news of the

Mr.
Bennett at once and
told him the whole
story,

the

Within a
week he had the information for me.

could only agree.

went

of

departure.

as a censor, to
of course

I

days and find
from them if

few
out

at

which

WHB

Cape Cod and San

stations at

said

duty

set at

obtained the furnishing of news service to
the Marconi company. This put New York
Herald news on Marconi vessels all over the
world through our own station and the Marconi
I

that it had been decided to place an
officer

Marconi

of the Herald's installing a

I

I

I

getting, with the result that in consideration

by

the laws of neutrality. The next morning in a
spread story the Herald announced that while
Mr. Daniels was so busy regulating others, one
of his own chief stations had been violating neuThe source of the information was not,
trality.

however,

made

public.

OFFICIAL FEARS AND THREATS IN WASHINGTON
ten o'clock that morning, Washme on the long distance teleIt was the director of naval radio comphone.
He informed me that the Herald
munications.

BEFORE
ington had

had

libelled the Navy Department in asserting
that it had violated neutrality, adding that Mr.
Daniels would immediately have an order issued
closing WHB so tight that it would never open
I asked him if a careful check had been
again.
made of Arlington's business that night and
he replied that he personally had inspected the

and that neither in the press
any other message was there any mention

station records

nor

in

made

of the U-53-

"Well,

make

Commander,"

said

a bargain with you.

A

I,

"suppose

bargain,

I

mind

Radio Broadcast
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you, not a threat.

York Herald

Close us up, and the
publish immediately

New

the
affidavits of approximately one hundred radio
operators on duty at ship and shore stations
within range of NAA all affirming that NAA in
its evening press that night mentioned the
will

V-53"
"Where

could you get any such informa-

tion?"
told you that you
"Well, Commander, if
would be as wise as
am. But nevertheless
it's true, and so sure as you close us up, so
I

I

run the story. On the other
Secretary Daniels
about closing our station, the Herald

surely will
if

forget

all

will

I

the

hand,

Navy and Mr.

accept the censorship and will forget

about the story of the

Navy Department

all

vio-

How about it?"
lating neutrality.
There was a silence on the line for so long that
1
began to think that Washington had rung
And then:
"All right: that's a bargain."
And the incident was closed. WHB continued
in service until at last the Navy took over all
radio upon the outbreak of war.
1 do not want
my readers to gather from this
that I am insinuating that the Navy Department, either directly or indirectly, was countenancing a violation of neutrality. Far from it.
What had happened, of course, was that someone at NAA had slipped that message into the
press stuff that night against orders, either in
ignorance or more probably from motives simi-

off.

mine, and had

lar to

dictated an immediate
compromise, particularly as the damage was
already done and the censorship of our station
by a naval officer would be a sure preventive of
any further trouble.

left

no record, so 'that

when they

sense

PLENTY OF ROMANCE STILL

and departure from Newport of the

arrival at

common

that

LKE

station at Tuckerton,

This
sages were doubtless flashed to Berlin.
code, as I remember was now a fifteen letter

At last, however, through the efforts
amateurs and government agents all listenIt
ing-in Sayville was caught and closed down.
was during this period that the Providence
Journal made its sensational news beats in revealing German activities here and radio had
From the nightly
a great deal to do with this.
affair.

of

messages sent by Sayville some cipher expert
discovered the Boche code and from the
threads thus revealed clever detectives made
short work of the rest.
have often thought of those old days of
radio, while listening in to the present routine of
broadcasting, and wondered if the romance
had gone out of the air. After the Shenandoab's
night adventure, however, when that stormtossed airship was guided to safety by radioI

my own experience in hearing
a storm-bound city telling its plight and linking
itself to the world again through the devious
channels of the ether, I have decided that the

have been so embarrassing to

romance

How

from
THE

article

the

That

1912.

which appears below

taken

is

was

full

of

photographs of the survivors of the disaster
to the United Fruit liner Turrialba and many

news

stories

Herald

dealing

station

WHB,

with
as

story brings out, had much
her passengers by radio.

the

is still

there for those

who search

for

it.

Radio Times Have Changed

New York Herald of December 26,
issue of the Herald

New

Jersey, for violating
neutrality, Sayville continued its work, sending
now to Cartagena, Colombia, whence the mes-

phone, and after

circles

RADIO

I

investigated the Herald's story from
that end, Arlington had, seemingly, a clean
bill.
Had the Herald pushed the matter and
published affidavits, however, the affair would
official

IN

most other amateurs in the vicinity of
New York
watched WSL, the Telefuncken station at Sayville. So did WHB. Sayville was sending continually code messages to
Nauen. Even after the closing by the Navy
Department of the Goldschmidt transatlantic

wreck.

The

Captain Dupuy's
to do with saving

This news story is especially interesting,
because it shows how radio conditions have
changed since "the law of 1912" (as it is always
referred to now), went into effect.
Especially
have conditions with regard to amateur operators changed.
With the formation of the

American Radio Relay League, that excellently
organized and managed association of amateur
radio operators, the amateur has come to be

WH
considered by those who know, as a sturdy aid
to radio development.
Where there have been
radio difficulties, the amateur, organized as
he now is, has never failed to offer his

B
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agreed to be by no means adequate to fit the
present radio situation, those that have been
in force since the unsettled days of 1912 and
before, have indeed been effective in curbing
many of the abuses that undoubtedly obtained
during the unregulated period. THE EDITOR.

help.

While the present radio laws are generally

D. Terrell, radio inspector of the New York
soon as the news of the disaster to the
Turrialba became known, sent out a wireless warning to all stations, notifying amateurs to keep out
entirely and commercial stations to minimize all
business as far as possible until all matters connected with the steamship were cleared up. A number of amateurs paid absolutely no attention to

W.

Irresponsible amateur wireless operators, the bane
of the commercial stations on all similar occasions,
interfered materially with the wireless work between
the Turrialba and the shore stations.
All Tuesday
afternoon and night the amateurs kept the air filled
with their messages, sometimes trying to call the
Turrialba and at others "jamming" the stations attempting to work by sending messages to each other.
The Herald wireless station cleared the Turrialba
business, handling all messages between the wrecked
vessel and the company's offices.
The operators
were severely handicapped by the interference of
the amateurs, finding it extremely hard at times to
do their work. The station at the New York navy
yard also suffered by the interference of amateurs.
Since the invention of the wireless, stations attempting to work with disabled vessels have always
been bothered more or less by these pirates of the
air, some of whom seem to jam the air out of malici-

district, as

Mr. Terrell's warning.
Mr. Abrahams, radio operator of the Seneca,

when

the revenue cutter landed here last night, said,
concerning the interference, "While we were alongside the Turrialba, and all Tuesday night, 1 could
hear several amateurs who have high power stations,
blocking the transmission of messages between the
steamship and the shore, and by the manner in
which the shore messages came out to us could tell
that they were being seriously bothered at the New
I

York end.

ous mischievousness.
This was in evidence more
than ever in the Turrialba 's case, and all of that
certain clique of amateurs who bother the commercial stations about New York City were heard
at work both Tuesday and last night.
So bad was
the interference on Tuesday, that the New York
Navy station was for three hours absolutely unable
to read one connected message from the disabled

Officers of the Seneca said that the interference

reminded them of the occasion that started the
On Christmas night,
lesiglation against amateurs.
1909, the Seneca was lying in Boston harbor with a
fierce northeast gale raging outside.
Suddenly a
call was received stating that two vessels had just
been in collision and asking for help. The message
said that the ships were some distance outside.
The Seneca at once started to get under way in the
teeth of the gale when the Boston navy yard station
called them, saying that the operator there knew
the spark, which was that of an amateur in the city.
This is only one of the many occasions when the SOS
call for help has been used by an amateur with de-

ship.

Under the new wireless law, which went into
December 13, all amateur wireless stations

effect

are limited to a wavelength of 200 meters.
A number of amateurs in the neighborhood of the city,
who have high powered stations, have made no
attempt to comply with the law, and some of them
have not applied for the license, which under the
law is necessary to operate a station.

liberate maliciousness.

New York
December

of radio supplies are work-

MANUFACTURERS
standardize
Mg hard
to

their equipment.

early number of RADIO BROADCAST an

article

In an
by G. Y.

Allen will appear, telling of the color standardization of
cords used in radio connections.

It will be illustrated

with complete plates showing the cords
tive colors.

and

their distinc-

Herald
26, 1912

DESIGNING SMALL TRANSFORMERS
All ERE are many instances where the
work of the experimenter and fan
would be greatly facilitated were it
within his capability to design and
build or rebuild small transformers.
The transformer is an important laboratory

T

current
It operates only from a
adjunct.
that provides the fluctuating magnetic field

necessary for its functioning. A
transformer has an output potential in excess of the line voltage from which
it is operated.
Such transformers are used
that

is

step-up

core.

Fig.

i

shows the manner of building up

a "core-type" core from strips of magnetic
This is the most practical design of
metal.
small transformers for the home construction.
The voltage of the secondary varies directly
with the ratio of the number of secondary turns
If the
over the number of primary turns.
turns
the
as
as
has
twice
many
secondary
that
double
will
be
its
applied
primary,
voltage
Stated in a formula, the
to the latter winding.
required number of secondary turns for a deNp

* Es

where
Ep
voltage will always equal
Es
the
of
to supply high potentials for spark transis
the
number
turns,
primary
Np
desired secondary voltage, and Ep the voltage
mission, high voltages for C. W. sets, reof the primary.
ceiving plate-voltages through rectification,
and for charging storage B batteries in high
Considering that the characteristics of the
The
secondary will be devoltage groups.
termined by the numstep-down transWhat the Lab Offers You This Month
ber of turns on the
former gives a reduced
transformer primary,
which
has
potential
How to design and build small iron-core
the logical first considwide use for A and B
A simple formula for calculatransformers.
eration in transformer
inbattery charging, bell
and
the
complete
ting
design of windings
structions on building the unit which may
design is to determine
ringing, and filament
the proper number of
1 1 is not
the
amateur
around
be
used
in
numberless
very
ways
lighting.
turns for the primary.
difficult to build a
laboratory.
How to build an adapter for small radio
It can
be demontransformer for any of
tubes, especially the Western Electric N and the
strated that a transthese purposes, or to
Radio Corporation uv-igg types.
former operates most
redesign and alter a
A simple method for winding and counting
transformer, adapting
efficiently when the
to a purpose other
than that for which it

it

was

made.
The usual transoriginally

former

consists

of

two windings, a primary and a second-

ary

wound on

a

multi-layer coils.
How to build an

can be used on

no

sired

,

impromptu
volt

rectifier,

which

lines, passing about -fa

ampere when charging a 45

volt

Suggestions for building

B

battery.

your own

labora-

tory.

Helpful hints on radio construction and operating.

counter e.m.f. built
in the primary is

up

equal (practically) to
the applied voltage.
That is, for the most
efficient operation of a
transformer from a 10
volt line, the primary
1

In the R.
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menter now has several fundamental facts with
which to work. They are:

EP=no
F =60

8=400

"

We

shall assume that the experimenter has
secured a commercially built core of adequate
size.
It is built
up of steel strips two inches
wide, to a height of two inches.
This provides
us with two additional facts, i.e.
A = four square inches (2x2).

6"

:

FIG.

I

B

The

simplest way of building up
core for small
transformers

a

= 40,000

We

are

now ready

formula for N.

N=
winding should be such that the counter
will also

no

be

e.m.f.

volts.

Therefore, regardless
of the size, and use to which the transformer
will be put, the primary should
always have
sufficient turns to fulfill this condition.
Various considerations determine this correct

amount

of winding
such as the voltage, the
quality of core iron or steel (the flux density)
and the frequency of the current. It is all
summed up in the formula

N=

100,000,000 x
4.44 x F x B

:

N

equals the correct number of primary
E is the applied voltage (usually 10).
F is the frequency of the supply line (generally
60 cycles, but quite often 25 and 40 cycles). A
is the cross section area of the core in
square
inches (the width of the winding leg times the
turns.

1

height).

B

is

material and

is

the flux density of the core
measured in maxwells or lines

of force per square inch.
This last will vary
with different grades of steel and iron.
Ordinary sheet iron may be calculated as having a
flux density of 33,000 lines; transformer steel,

Doing
100,000,000 x no

4.44 x

This

FX 40.000

x~4

= 2 50o

to
so,

substitute

in

r

j.

turns of wire.

the correct number of primary turns,
NP, and we may now substitute in the
formula for the number of secondary turns,
is

or

as follows:

_ Np
=

x

Es

=

25

Q

=930

The sizes of the wires are not considered in
these calculations.
They are determined by
the current they must carry.
In the case of the
transformer we are designing, the primary
should be capable of passing 1.2 amperes
continuously without undue heating. The
secondary should be similarly capable of

The primary and
secondary windings should be wound respectively with No. 20 and No. 32 wires.
Larger
sizes may, of course, be used, but
they are unnecessary and add to bulk and expense.
Transformers must be adequately insulated
for the potentials which they must withstand.
This applies equally to the separation of the
delivering 50 milliamperes.

40,000; and the flux density of some special
magnetic grades between 40,000 and 50,000.
If you are rebuilding a commercial transformer,
you may assume a flux density of 40,000 lines.

At

first

involved.

glance,

this

may

all

However, familiarity

seem rather
show it to

will

be quite simple. The formulas are easily
Let us assume that the experimenter
applied.
desires to build a step up transformer for use
with an S tube
substitute.
is

desired.

rectifier

and

filter

as a B battery

A maximum

plate voltage of 200
Allowing for a drop of 200 volts

across the rectifier

and

filter

system,

we

shall

need a transformer delivering 400 volts from the
secondary. The transformer will be operated
from a 10 volt, 60 cycle source. The experi1

the

we have:

GOOD DESIGN

POOR DESIGN
FIG. 2

Showing
Utilize

and good transformer designs.
the practically available winding space

inefficient

all

Radio Broadcast
individual windings and the insulation of the windings from the core.

Long narrow
avoided.

They

should

cores

result in

be

magnetic

leakage and attenuation of the magnetic field. The winding legs of the
core should be separated only far

enough to provide
for the windings.

sufficient

The

coils

space
should

be low and long rather than high
and short.
Fig. 2 shows a good
and a bad example of transformer
construction.

Where

nient, the secondary

over

the

it

may

is

be

conve-

wound

FIG.

The peanut tube ready

In the case of two secondaries, such
as the filament lighting and charging secondaries on a battery charger, the secondary delivering the highest current should be

wound

over the primary.
However, if it is more
convenient, both secondaries may be wound on
the leg opposite to the primary.
The primary and secondaries should be
wound on forms that will fit closely over the
core which is built up inside of the windings.
When the four sides of the core have been
fitted together, the iron strips should be
bration,

4

remounting

and the

finished article

primary with increased

efficiency.

clamped

for

firmly, eliminating leakage and viand at the same time permitting

convenient

mounting,

such as suggested

in

Fig. 3-

AN ADAPTER FOR PEANUT TUBES
VERY efficient and inexpensive adapter

A

for

Electric

small

bulbs,

such as

the

Western

N and the

\jv-\gc) tubes, fitting
into the standard six volt sockets, can be
from the bases of discarded tubes.

them
made

The burnt out or otherwise inoperative
standard socket tube is broken open and the
elements, glass, and cement cleaned away.
The wires are removed from the base by heating the plugs with a soldering iron and pulling
out the leads. The plugs, as
the experimenter will observe,
are small brass tubes, which
should be cleaned of obstructing solder by inserting a pin

while hot.

The tube is prepared

for its

solder-

auxiliary mounting by
ing three inch leads of approximately No. 22 wire to its

own

plugs.

A

pasteboard

washer, with four holes
punched
the

in

leads

it, is

slipped over

and pushed

flat

against the base of the peanut tube. The leads are then
threaded down through the

plugs of the large base, and
the small bulb pulled up
firmly into the adapter. The
leads are bent over the plugs
and secured with a drop of
solder on the tip of each.

The
A

3
completed transformer clamped and

surplus wire

is clipped.
of course, necessary
to run the leads from the base

It is,

FIG.

mounted

In the R. B.
of the tube to the corresponding connecting
plugs on the exterior base. This presents no
difficulty in the case of the

Western Electric N

tube, the base connections of which, in respect
to the pin, are the same as those of Shaw base

The

bulbs.

uv-i99, however,

is

a

different

proposition, and care must be taken to effect
the correct connections.

Look at the base of the uv-i99, or the
Cunningham 0299, with the pin up or "north."
The minus filament will then be in the upper
the plate plug in the upper right, the plus
filament in the lower right, and the grid, of
left,

course, at the lower

A

left.

washer should be cut
over the tube and slip snugly
inside of the large base, a sixteenth of an inch
A rim of sealing-wax is
or so below the top.
melted around the edge, finishing the job
large pasteboard

that will

firmly

fit

and

WINDING AND COUNTING
LAYER COILS

MULTI-

days when broadcasting was little more than
a dream in the minds of Fessenden and De
Forest.
Mr. Brand employs a Yankee handdrill, having a ratio of one hundred chuck turns,
to thirty turns of the crank.
Any other make
may, of course, be used with equal

of drill

success.

The winding form should be designed to
semi-manual winding. The bake-

older

FIG.

A handy

facilitate this

rubber or cardboard end pieces are fastened
to the spool with a nut and long bolt projecting
far enough through the spool to permit firm
lite,

clamping by the drill chuck.
It is not necessary to use two

experimenters whose radio
experiences date back to pre-broadcasting
days are acquainted with the ingenious devices
of the amateur operator-builder.
Many of

THE
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these arrangements are being rediscovered and
applied by the broadcast enthusiasts, and the
amateurs' method of winding multi-layer coils
will appeal particularly to the fan making his
own transformers for the intermediate amplifier
in
a super-heterodyne receiver. The
mechanical and electrical data on these transformers will be found in the April number in
the Laboratory Department.
Fig. 5 shows the arrangement used by Mr.
Leslie Brand, a reader of RADIO BROADCAST,
for winding these coils, that dates back to the

neatly.

Figure 4 shows an N tube in different stages
of remounting.

Lab

experimenter

any manner
it

vises.

The

secure the spool of wire in
his ingenuity suggests, providing

may

and smoothly.
turns of the crank are counted.

revolves free

The

5

arrangement for winding and counting the turns

in

choke

coils

and transformers

If,

5
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ammonium phosphate
slightly

more

which

is

a cleaner and

efficient electrolyte.

The electrodes are the lead strip and alumi-

num

is the more
narrow piece correto a No. 14 wire,
should be cut from it. The wire is more satisfactory than the usual sheet electrode which

wire.

aluminum

the sheet

If

easily obtainable, a very
sponding in cross section

requires a comparatively long time for forming,
whereas the wire electrode rectifies immedi-

The wire should be sandpapered clean.
Both elements are immersed about three inches

ately.
in

the solution.

operated from the no volt
in series with an electric
connected
being
light bulb (preferably 100 watts) and the
load generally a B battery under charge.

The

rectifier is

lines,

The aluminum
FIG.

6

An

can be built up
only a quarter
or two and some time may help you out

electrolytic rectifier that
It costs
in a few minutes.

using the Yankee hand-drill, it is desired to
wind one thousand turns of wire, the crank is

hundred times. While it is
wind
and count at the same time,
to
possible
turned
it is

three

ing

A

are

occasions

many

THERE
experimenter-fan

when the

will find use for a recti-

that can be made up quickly and inexThe use of a single charger for
pensively.
and B batteries and the simultaneous discharge
of both sources of power, is one of the several

fier

A

causes giving rise to this necessity. The
materials for an emergency rectifier are readily
found in the average lab and home. The
following will be needed:
marmalade or similar jar. (A drinking

terminal)

AMMETERS FOR PULSATING CHARGING CURRENTS

counting.

AN IMPROMPTU RECTIFIER

(positive

batteries.

better to call in the services of a friend for

This promotes accuracy, swiftness,
and permits the operator to devote his attention
to a neat and painstaking job.

electrode

should be connected to the plus side of the
storage B battery, as per the connections in
This rectifier will pass in the neighborFig. 7.
hood of one tenth -ampere when charging a
It cannot be used for charg45 volt battery.

ON

PAGE

231

of

RADIO BROADCAST

nately implied to some of our readers that the
D.C. meter was an inaccurate instrument.
Such is not the case, the D.C. meter in the

photograph being a precision instrument manufactured by a very reliable concern which has
specialized for many years in electrical measuring appliances.
As stated in the article in question, the D.C.
meter is to be preferred to the A.C. instrument
in

charging

circuits.

i

glass will do.)

A

small strip of lead (about one inch by four

inches).
foot of
i

aluminum wire

aluminum.
package of "20 Mule

or a six inch strip

of sheet

A

The

is

three

Team

Borax."
with hot

filled

quarters
jar
water, and as much borax dissolved as the water
will take up
more technically, a saturated
If the borax is not at hand, your
solution.
druggist will make you up fifty cents worth of

for

July, appears a photographic comparison
of a hot-wire meter with a Jewell D.C. meter.
The caption beneath the illustration unfortu-

FIG.

The circuit for
minum electrode

the
is

7
rectifier.

The

alu-

the positive terminal

In the R.

B. Lab.

than on the lower frequencies.

This is because
the higher rate vibrations represent a more
steady "bias" the negative charges are applied to the grid more times per second.

NOT fasten

antennas, poles, or antenna
supports to brick chimneys. It is contrary
to the advice of the National Board of Fire Underwriters.
1 weakens the structure, and under
the stress of high winds, the chimney
may
crack.
This constitutes a fire hazard that has
been responsible for many serious confla-

DO

1

%*F*i

FIG.

The
in

8

an indispensable instrument
markihg and engraving your panel

grations.

scriber

BUILDING YOUR

OWN

A STORAGE

LAB

October suggestions for the growing
laboratory are inexpensive, and so we are
prodigal in our recommendation of two purchases.
They are pictured in Figs. 8 and 9.
Fig. 8 is a scriber for which there is no satis-

OUR

factory substitute in laying out a panel. One
is bent at right
angles to its
to
facilitate
length
marking in tight places.

battery is often considered
messy. It is so only when neglected. Clean
your battery regularly every week, wiping all
moisture from the top. When signs of corrosion
appear on the positive pole, scrape and sandpaper it clean, and coat with vaseline.

A

BOTH

and B batteries

from the receiver when charging.
DISCONNECT

1

1

may

end of the scriber

not always be necessary, but

The

to work than
not warp, and takes
a more beautiful and
easy grain than the softer

scriber sells for forty-five cents.

a screw clamp an auxiliary vise
held in a standard vise.
It is designed
to hold No. 6, 8 and 10 screws with 32 threads
to an inch
the sizes most used in radio conFig.

that

9

is

is

struction.

impossible to clamp machine
screws for filing and cutting in an ordinary vise
without injuring the thread.
The jaws of the special vise are hardened
and may be used for rethreading the screws
after filing or sawing.
The price of the screw
It

is

is

more

hard rubber, but
BAKELITE

it

it is

safer.

difficult

will

material.

STATIC as yet cannot be elimi-

nated.
But
GENUINE

a lot of so-called

comes from socket prongs,
Look them over!

rheostats,

"QRN"

and

jacks.

clamp is $1.50.
Both tools are made by the Stevens Company, New York City.

HELPFUL HINTS ON BUILDING AND
OPERATING
C BATTERIES are required in the
conventional resistance-coupled amplifier circuit such as described in various

NO

numbers of RADIO BROADCAST. The functioning
of the resistance-coupled amplifier is, in effect,
that of the application of a negative bias at

audio frequency. The resistance-coupled ampli"modulates down." That is, if a milliampere-meter is placed in a plate circuit of such
an amplifier, it will show a decided drop in the
fier

current

drop

when

will

signals are being amplified.

The

be more marked on the high notes

FIG.

9

A

screw clamp that holds your machine screws
for filing and cutting without
injuring the
thread.

The clamp

is

held in a regular vise

Listening-in on the

World

The Story of RADIO BROADCAST'S International Broadcasting Tests Which Will Take Place this November

WING

BY WILLIS K.
listeners in

America

will

have

another wholesale opportunity this
year to listen-in for broadcasting
from stations in England, France,
possibly Spain, Holland, and Ger-

R^DIO

the RADIO BROADCAST International Broadcasting Tests take place during the
week of November 24 to 30. Arrangements on
the American continent are in charge of Arthur
Lynch, editor of this magazine, and organizer
of the tests.
European arrangements are in
of
charge
Hugh S. Pocock, edjtor of Wireless

many when

World and Radio Review who is cooperating
with Captain A. G. D. West, who is assistant
Chief Engineer of the British Broadcasting

Company.
For those who did not follow the transwhich occurred in November,
1923, we can review the results by saying that

atlantic tests

the eight stations of the British Broadcasting
Company transmitted special programs for
American radio listeners, and a great number
of the American and Canadian broadcasters
transmitted special programs for listeners on
the other side. American radio fans heard the
stations,
London,
English
especially 2LO,
and 5WA, Cardiff, and 550, Glasgow.
American listeners with some very modest
receivers found that their locations were

especially

good for long distance

receiving

and were thrilled by hearing the English programs from great distances. It is no exaggeration to say that broadcast listeners in every
corner of the United States heard the foreign
signals.

There were some difficulties last year for
American listeners. These, in order of their
importance were transmission by American
stations during the time when quiet was to be
preserved to listen for English programs, and
interference from oscillating receivers.
It is
probably true that there are fewer "bloopers"
in action this year than last because of the

growing sense of responsibility of the radio
public.

PROSPECTS FOR THIS YEAR

A

RRANGEMENTS

1\

made by

this

magazine

for the tests this year are far more ambitious and far more complete than were those

arranged for the

first

trans-atlantic test during

the last week of November, 923. Every broadcaster in the United States has been communicated with and without a single important
exception, they have agreed to cooperate to the
1

utmost
special

this

year,

not only

in

transmitting

and interesting programs, but

also in

guarding absolute silence during the transmission hours of foreign stations.
Stations in Cuba, Porto Rico, Hawaii, will
transmit as the United States and Canada unit;

and it is entirely possible that Australia will
enter the transmitting and receiving tests as
part of the foreign group.
It is now planned that American stations
will send for an hour between ten and eleven
each evening of the tests, Eastern Standard
Time, and the foreign stations will transmit
from eleven to twelve, Eastern Standard time.
This will allow a long enough time for adjusting
receivers to hear the distant stations.

band

of darkness will be

between

A

full

transmitting and .receiving stations during the transmitting hours.
The tests this year should accomplish even
more in the way of bringing the nations
closer together than did the Anglo-American
ones last year. There will be addresses by
public men, well known on both sides of the
water.
Complete announcement of the American
and foreign stations participating in the tests
and other details will be made through the
newspapers and from the various broadcasting
stations and in the December number of

RADIO BROADCAST.

all

and the Vacuum Tube

Oscillations

The Requirements and Governing Conditions for Oscillations in Tube
Circuits The Neutrodyne, the Meissner, and the Colpitts Oscillator Circuits

WHAT MAKES THE WHEELS GO 'ROUND:
BY WALTER VAN B. ROBERTS

VII

the seventh in the series by Walter Van B. Roberts which began in the
These informative discussions are written to appeal to the
broadcast listener who wants to know about the workings of the important units in his
article

THIS
March
receiver.

who

leave

is

RADIO BROADCAST.

Mr. Roberts has quite successfully evaded the common error of technical writers
much unsaid or confuse what they do say with a maze of technical phraseology

and turgidity of style.
While "Oscillations and the Vacuum Tube"
hendingly by the reader

method

who

is part of a series,
has not followed the previous articles.

of neutralizing vac-

uum tube capacity is used in the neutrodyne.

We have seen that the only

way
AETTER

energy

is

fed back (assuming

the grid circuit and plate circuit well
separated or shielded from each other) is by the
effect of the variations of plate potential acting
on the grid through the small capacity that
exists inside the tube itself between the grid and
plate and the wires leading to them. Now if we
could feed back to the grid another potential
of exactly the same magnitude as caused by
proximity of the plate, but exactly opposite
in "phase", the net effect on the grid would
be zero, so no energy would get back to the
circuit.

grid
source

all

struggling

This system wipes out at

tendency
to

to

should be, for good amplification), then the
"feed back" capacity shown (or neutralizing
capacity) should be several times less than the
grid-plate capacity in order that the two influences be of the same magnitude.

LOW CAPACITY TUBES

58.

INASMUCH
1

greater

as the tendency to oscillation

the

more the

is

grid-plate capacity

and the higher the frequency, two other

lines

immediately obvious. The first
is to build tubes with smaller grids and plates
and to keep the wires leading to them as well
Some of the small dry
separated as possible.

of attack are

cell-operated
this

line.

tubes represent progress along

The second way is to use lower
to amplify.
By taking advantage

instead

of

frequencies

A

of the curvature of the characteristic curve of

vacuum tube

typical neutrodyning arrangement is shown in
The secondary of the transformer is
Fig. 32.

the

wound

signals

in the opposite direction to the primary
winding so that the potential at the upper end
of the secondary is exactly opposite in phase
to the potential of the upper end of the primary.

Through the small capacity indicated
32, the

can be read compreEDITOR.

THE

oscillations.

oscillate,

overcome the

the

it

signals

it
is
possible to change
coming in at a very high frequency into
at some frequency low enough to be

in Fig.

upper end of the secondary influences

the grid in a fashion exactly equal but exactly
opposite to the way the upper end of the
primary influences the grid through the small
If the
capacity between the grid and plate.

voltage on the upper end of the secondary is
several times greater than the voltage variations on the upper end of the primary (and it

_T
FIG.

32
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In general it may be said that
frequencies.
when there is much resistance or anything else

FIG. 33

more easily amplified. After amplification,
these intermediate frequency currents are fed
to any sort of a detector which demodulates
them in the ordinary fashion, thus yielding the
This is the
"super-heterodyne" method and will be ex-

desired audio-frequency currents.

plained
59.

more

fully later on.

RADIO-FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS

transformers are classi"untuned." Fig. 33
"tuned"
or
fied
as
RADlO-frequency
shows three commonly used types of tuned
A tuned transformer must be
transformers.

tuned

means

FREdUENCY

FIG

-

34

(in Fig. 33 by
of the variable

condensers shown) to
the frequency that is
to be ampl ified.
Thus for a particular
setting of the condensers, the amplification would be great
for a narrow band of
frequencies but negligible for frequencies

even slightly outside

band as shown by Fig. 34. The untuned type have no tuning adjustment, but
even they work best at some particular frequency. The difference is that they work to

of this

that causes losses, the amplification will be less
than that theoretically obtainable by the use of
tuned transformers. A few stages of tuned
transformer-coupled amplification has the advantage of giving great selectivity, that is,

amplifying only one
frequency (strictly
speaking, only a
very narrow band
of frequencies) but
has the disadvantage that as each
stage must be care-

WIHKHHHKHHHJO]

t
FIG.

36

tuned, it is
tedious to change from one frequency to another and difficult to pick up weak signals
unless the proper setting for each tuning condenser is known in advance.
(In the superfully

heterodyne system this disadvantage disappears
because the intermediate-frequency amplification is done at a fixed frequency whatever the
wavelength of the station being received).
60.

REQUIREMENTS FOR A TUBE OSCILLATOR
CIRCUIT

A MORE

or less sketchy description of the
setting up of oscillations was given under
the paragraph on regeneration. The general
conditions that have to be satisfied by any
circuit in which a
vacuum tube is to

produce oscillations
(

are:
(1)

over a wide range of frequencies as shown by Fig. 35. This wider
range is due to the introduction of resistance,
or, if iron cores are used, by a combination of
the advantage of the iron core with the effective resistance introduced into the transformer by the losses that occur in iron at high
a certain extent

an

There must be

oscillation circuit,

the natural frequency

which will largely
determine the fre-

of

quency of the

oscil-

lations.
(2)

The

grid

and

filament of the tube

IRON
CORE

FREQUENCY
FIG. 35

should be coupled to the oscillation circuit in
such a fashion that variations of the grid
potential (with respect to that of the filament)
will be caused by oscillating or alternating
current in the oscillation circuit.
(3) The plate must then be connected to the
filament in such a fashion that the variations of
plate current (which are caused by the variations of grid potential)

act to increase rather

than decrease the alternating current which has
been assumed to exist in the oscillation circuit

Oscillations

and the Vacuum Tube

515

if the lube amplifies power an increased amount
flows through the transformer coupling at the
The
right, back into the oscillation circuit.
difference between these two amounts of

just takes care of the rate at which
energy is being dissipated in the oscillation

power

circuit.

63.

This

is

the Meissner circuit.

OTHER OSCILLATION CIRCUITS

39 shows the Hartley circuit which is
same as the Meissner except that the
couplings are "direct," that is, transformer type
coupling has been replaced by "auto-transformer" type coupling.
the
FIG.

FIG.

and which

38

responsible for the variations of

is

grid potential.

ANALOGY

61.

FOR

AN

OSCILLATOR

A

CLOCK

the

pendulum corresponds

is

a good analogy for a

tube oscillator

circuit.

CIRCUIT

vacuum

The swinging

of

to the alternating

current in the oscillation circuit, and the natural frequency of the pendulum is pretty close
to the frequency with which it will swing when
the clock is running.
Corresponding to the
alternating current in the oscillation circuit
operating the grid potential, we have the

swinging of the pendulum operating some sort
escapement mechanism that controls the
action of a spring or the falling of weights.
And just as the plate current controlled by
of

grid potential acts to keep the oscillating current going, so does the intermittent uncoiling
of the spring or falling of the weigHts released
by the escapement mechanism act to keep the

pendulum swinging.
AN

62.

ILLUSTRATIVE

OSCILLATION

CIRCUIT

WI LL build up an oscillator circuit by
following our list of conditions one by
The first condition is satisfied by the

WE
one.

simple oscillation circuit of Fig. 36. The
second condition is satisfied by Fig. 37 as the
transformer type coupling between the coil
L and the grid coil makes alternating current

In Fig. 40 we have what is usually meant by
the term "feed-back" circuit.
(All oscillator
or regenerative circuits are really feed-back
The coupling to the
circuits of some sort).
grid is direct while the plate circuit is coupled
to the oscillation circuit by mutual inductance

or transformer coupling.
Fig. 41 is exactly the reverse of the last

arrangement.
Fig. 42 is the Colpitts circuit, obtained by
interchanging all capacities and inductances in
the Hartley circuit. The only difference is
that the capacity has to be split up into two
condensers in order to connect the filament in
the middle of it, and a direct current path has
to be provided for electrons to get from plate
back to filament. The alternating current
however is kept out of this path by the high

reactance of the choke coil.
This is the circuit used in receiving
Fig. 43.
sets employing "plate-variometer" regeneraSometimes the tuning condenser is
tion.
In any case, the circuit between the
omitted.
functions as a simple infilament
and
grid
ductance, and as there is no mutual inductance
between the plate variometer and the grid coil,
this circuit is really a Hartley circuit with no
mutual inductance, the necessary capacity

L produce an alternating potential difference
between grid and filament. The last condition

in

38 for the plate coil is asin such a direction that the
reinforce the current
variations
current
plate
The flow of power
in the oscillation circuit.

is

satisfied in Fig.

sumed

is

to be

wound

by the arrows in Fig. 38. A
amount flows through the transformer

indicated

small

to the
coupling at the left side of the diagram
Then
tube.
the
to
grid and is the power input

FIG.

39

5
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example, the plate circuit

is

coupled too tightly

to the oscillation circuit, the tube

is

in effect

connected to an impedance greater than its
own plate impedance and will work with good
efficiency but less than maximum output of

'

11(1111
FIG.

40

being the internal grid-plate capacity shown
by dotted lines.

in the conventional fashion

64.

RELATION OF COUPLING TO TUBE OSCILLATIONS

MMMMMIMM

three conditions given at the outset
only qualitative. To obtain the
strongest oscillations, the amount of coupling

THE
are

FIG.

power.
efficiency
if

42

this same coupling is too loose, the
and output will both diminish and

If

the coupling is less than a certain value the
will not start oscillating at all but will

tube

merely give regeneration in case an alternating
voltage of the proper frequency is applied to
the grid bv some outside means.

FIG. 41

between the grid
oscillation

circuit, plate circuit,

circuit

must be

\TO ONE of the great
*

^

going

and the

correct.

If,

numbers

extraordinarily effective
to

affect

politics.

for

and

FIG.

that
know how radio
is
means of communication
being set, and history being made

interested seems to

influential

Precedent

is

before our very eyes in the present campaign.

known and
article

on

43

Mark. Sullivan, one of the best
a highly interesting

ablest political writers in the nation, has written

this subject

which will appear in the November RADIO BROADCAST

HATOui
Readers
Write Us
The

New Age

of Fable

E innocent searcher after radio informahas his trials and his tribulations.
Perhaps after he seeks he does find, more often
he seeks and does not find. And sometimes
when he seeks he finds fearful and wonderful
facts.
Casual listeners in some radio stores

TH

tion

have overheard much technical information
on radio which astounded their trained technical ears.
Many radio dealers who have
jumped hastily from their former mercantile
pursuits, whatever they were, to radio, have
not been able to make an equal mental jump
to keep pace with radio theory.
So it is small
wonder that some owners of radio sets have their
technical troubles, when one considers the
kind of information they have to depend on.
The following letter was written to us as a
voluntary contribution to radio lore by a radio
dealer, who must remain forever anonymous.
We take, it must be said, if indeed that be
necessary, no responsibility for the statements.
Editor,

RADIO BROADCAST,

Doubleday, Page

Garden City,

& Company

L.

I.

DEAR SIR:
What is

the advantage of a vertical aerial?
With a
vertical aerial, there is a two fold advantage.
First, because it is a good high-wave getter.
Second, because a
vertical aerial is not so inductant with the ground as is a
horizontal aerial which tends to get worse and worse the

longer

it is.

wire, for the reason that this vertical antenna does not lose
its charge of high frequency radio currents like the horizontal aerial does.

remarkable the natural amplitude of such an aerial.
comparison with the regular horizontal aerial about 100
feet long and 30 feet high, the natural or initial
amplitude
of the respective aerials was five times as great on the
vertical aerial, which was 200 feet high.
This initial amplitude without any particular "directional hard pan" is what is wanted, the same as in
photoIf you have a good, full negative, you can
graphy.
enlarge
indefinitely, but a dull or deformed negative is very difficult
It is

In

to enlarge.
E. S.,

A

This can be noticed in connection with the
grid leak, which can almost be discarded, or used on very
low resistance. This shows that with a vertical aerial,
you are using your tubes to better advantage without
It is unhaving to drown them with so many megohms.
derstood, then, that this local buzzing is caused by the
inductance between the horizontal aerial and the ground.
The vertical systems are the umbrella aerial, the vertical

Good Radio Shibboleth

asks some
thoughtless

and deadly earnest
sent us the following letter which
pretty searching questions of the
broadcast

listener

single-circuit regenerator.

We

who uses a
should like to

hear from readers of RADIO BROADCAST whether
or not they have noticed any decrease in interference from bloopers in their localities. A
tabulation of the figures would be very interesting.

RADIO BROADCAST.
Doubleday, Page & Company,

Editor,

Garden City,

L.

I.

DEAR

SIR:
Here are

some questions would like to have my fellow
I
have
broadcast listeners answer for their own benefit.
made them mild, to avoid hurting their feelings, but if I
had my way, those who are convicted by their answers to
these questions, would all be in jail from 8 to 12 p. M. daily.
I

ARE YOU A JAY TUNER?
Are you sure your set does not radiate? If so, read
no further.
When your filament or tickler is at the highest working
point, do you sometimes "give her a little more,"
in the hope of bringing in a weak, fading, or interrupted
signal?

Do you
well are

fuss around, trying for stations

Do you spend

It

stations

them?

you know

beyond your reach?

hoop

aerial, and for peak reception, the balloon aerial.
has been found that this vertical antenna functions with
the same intensity whether it be a fine or a heavy gauge

Island.

OUTSPOKEN

AM reader

With the vertical aerial, this inductance with the ground
and consequent tendency to choked reception is practically
overcome.

Rhode

every evening trying to see

you can

tune-in,

full

how many

and how often you can get

Radio Broadcast
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Do you
Do you

tune-in by the whistler
let six-year-old brother crank the dials

when

more about
by listening

you get tired?
Do you know that the sickly whine when you tune-in
carelessly becomes a piercing howl in your neighbor's
loud speaker? Or don't you care if it does?
Do you know that many a would-be fan is holding off
because innumerable bloopers, and jay tuners make

books.

the air hideous?

THE

Do you know how cheaply you

can make your blooping

stone-crusher into a clear-toned, selective receiver?
Dp you know that with ten cents worth of No. 22 DCC
wire you can in one hour add a primary to your
single-circuit receiver that will help a lot?
C. L. E., Wilkes Barre, Pa.

Radio News from Japan
27 Tatsuoka-cho
Hongo-ku, Tokyo, Japan

RADIO BROADCAST
Doubleday, Page & Company,
Garden City, L. I.

and other subjects
did from reading
I

C. M., Bradley Beach, N.

More Enthusiasm About

Roberts

the

J.

Set

experimenters have begun to test the
claims made for the Roberts Knock-Out

Two-Tube

which was explained by its
Walter
VanB. Roberts in RADIO
originator,
BROADCAST for April and May. And the
enthusiastic letters have begun to roll in
in no uncertain fashion.
Here is an interesting
one among many such.
receiver,

RADIO BROADCAST

Editor,

Garden City,
Dear Sir:

L.

&

Co.,

I.

is to express my appreciation of the two arRADIO BROADCAST for April and May on the
Roberts Two-Tube Knock-Out receiver, which
have
am located 17
experimented with lately at some length.

This letter

SIR:

am a Japanese boy and am going to a middle school
have heard often concerning to radio is very
my city.

I

programs than

to the radio

Doubleday, Page

Editor,

DEAR

electricity, music, history,

I

of
I
flourishing in your country from our foreigner teacher

and

have reads by the books.
In the Japan there is not only a broadcasting station,
but the Training School Institute of Communications.
Officials is broadcasting every day to a little radio fans.
Radio music concert held in every places. I thought you
would be interested to know about the radio in Japan.
Yours truly,
K. SUGITA.

ticles

in

I

I

miles southeast of Boston.

this receiver,

Using

which

I

Music Master loud speaker. With Brandes headphones,
had to remove the receiver caps ahead of my ears when
listening to WGY, WNAC, and WBZ.
In making the set,
did not follow Robert's suggestions
For a primary and secondary tuner,
used a
altogether.
pair of unwound Kresge hub and spoke forms that sell for
ten cents.
used No. 20 double covered wire because
did
am a firm believer in coarse gauge wire on tuners.
I

I

I

I

I

A New

World Jor Shut-Ins

1

made from your circuit, heard two stations in Chicago and
woe quite well across my i4-foot den last night, on a

I

did
not make all the taps so near the beginning because
fixed one form
not see the need of tapping so much.
permanently and arranged the other so as to draw to and
fro over a latitude of three inches, I find this adjustment of
value because I can use it to clear up interference as well as
I

ETTERS

such as this

make one

feel

that

times are growing better for those who
have to struggle along under heavy difficulties
Below is an inof physical shortcomings.
teresting and outspoken letter on the subject
which illustrates the point very nicely.

I

to put

volume into reception

The other

after tuning-in a station quite

forms used were black fibre
twenty-five cent Kresge wound spider webs from which
used the brass arms
took all the wire and rewound.
used a separate
Kresge sells for supporting the forms.
Bradleystat for the 2OI-A tube and a 3o-ohm resistance
Instead of neutralizing by your sugfor the 199 tube.
gested devices, I used a small 3-plate vernier condenser
bought of Kresges for fifty cents. I used a three-inch dial
on it, and wish to mention particularly that I change the
setting of this dial several points one way or another with
each different station received, to the great advantage of
find, adds about twenty five
reception. This adjustment,

clearly.

three

I

I

I

Editor,

RADIO BROADCAST

&

Doubleday, Page

Garden City,

DEAR

L.

Co.,

I.

SIR:

Radio is the greatest help to me, both as an amusement
and an education. Being a cripple and a shut-in, I think
appreciate radio more than those who have all their
I

I

strength.

became interested in radio through
got
reading a radio magazine. About a year after that,
Three years ago

I

I

consisted of a crystal detector, phone,
When the
condenser, and a home-made loose coupler.
secondary was pulled out all the way, it was two feet from
end to end of that loose coupler. I did not have the
strength to wind the coils, which had of course to be done
by hand, so my father wound them for me. After it was
finished, we found that the secondary would not work, so
we used the primary as a one-slide tuning coil. Not being
near any broadcasting station, we could not hear anything
but code, but we heard plenty of that.
Then a bit later, I added a tube in place of the crystal
I
have added a little now and then until at
detector.
At the age of
present I have a four-tube inverse duplex.
14, I was compelled to leave school, but have since learned

my

first

receiver.

I

It

per cent, clarity and volume and quite a little to distance.
Since this outfit in this irregular form works so well,
am reluctant to start on a cabinet and panel for it lest
boxing the thing may reduce its volume. The set now
In
spreads out fully twenty six inches from left to right.
used a Paragon audio transthe construction of the set,
former.
removed some wire from the tickler and then replaced it, for your number of turns seemed best for general
antenna is sixty feet out of doors with a thirty
use.
It is about sixty feet high at the
foot lead in the house.
far end.
Those who drop in to look at this receiver, seeing the
stuck them around expericrude assemblage of parts as
mentally on the bread board, smile at the junk pile, but
I

I

I

My

I

their expression changes

when

I

tune-in.

H. E. D., Hingham, Mass.

QUESTIONS
>o
QUERIES ANSWERED
WHAT ARE
How CAN
WHAT ARE

THE GOVERNMENT RADIO LICENSE REQUIREMENTS?
REFLEX MY AERIOLA SR. SET?
THE SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE uv-i7i6 TRANSFORMERS?
EXPLAIN THE REVERSE FEED BACK IN THE SUPERDYNE SET
How MAY A STORAGE BATTERY BE CHARGED FROM A 32 VOLT LINE?
WHAT ARE THE PARTICULARS OF THE HEAVY DUTY B BATTERY?

A. F.

0., Detroit, Michigan
E. 0. B,, Boise, Idaho
A. T. M., Miami, Florida

I

.

.

.

R. D. W., Champaign, Illinois
Q. A. R., Martins Ferry, Ohio
E. W. H., High Point, N. C.

.

.

.

ABOUT GOVERNMENT LICENSES

A

few inquiries have reached us asking for the
regulations governing the application and examination for an amateur's license.

NOT

would be well

It

5th Dist

New

6th Dist

San Francisco,

7th Dist
8th Dist

Seattle,

9th Dist

Chicago,

Detroit, Mich.

Amateur transmission

of Documents,
Government Printing
Washington, D. C., for the booklet Radio Communication Laws of the U. S., which sells for 15 cents.
This

special license

booklet gives in full, all the details for securing this license
and others more advanced, such as the experimental sta-

HOW TO REFLEX THE

Superintendent

low.

is

the
is

procedure to

be followed

by a

AERIOLA, SR. AND RADIOLA TYPE

instructions

The examination covers the regulations of the International Radio Telegraphic Convention, so that calls of
distress may be recognized, and the regulations concerning

necessary to

draw a

split

windings

in the tuners of these receivers

to apply the reflexit to

them without

circuit

diagram of the apparatus to be used

for

transmitting purposes.

Then, when

this

examination has been

successfully passed, it is necessary to obtain
a station license.
Radio forms No. 756 and

The in757 are furnished for this purpose.
formation required on these forms concerns
the type of transmitter and antenna used,
amount

of input power, wavelength, etc.
Examinations for the license are held at
the office of the Supervisor of Radio Depart-

ment

of

lowing

Commerce Custom House,

in the fol-

cities:

ist Dist.

2nd

Dist.

3rd Dist.
4th Dist.

reflexing

the single-

COMPLETE

interference, sending and receiving signals
at the rate of ten words per minute.
also

for

were contained in the June issue of
RADIO BROADCAST. Some of our readers have exThis
perienced a bit of trouble in making the adaption.
has been especially true of the owners of such receivers as
the Aeriola and Radiola type. On account of the peculiar
circuit receiver

Assuming that he knows about the technical and con-

is

and be-

RECEIVER

license

as follows:

structional features of the transmitter to be operated he
should apply to the Radio Inspector's Office in his district.

It

111.

limited to 200 meters

required.

and commercial license. The International
Radio Conventions and code are also included in it.
Briefly

is

For operating on wavelengths other than these, a

license

applicant

Calif.

Wash.

for those so interested to write to the

Office,

tion

Orleans, La.

Boston, Mass.
York, N. Y.

New

Baltimore,

Md.

Savannah, Ga.

FIG.

I

it is

difficult

affecting their over-all

Radio Broadcast
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Usually the entire circuit must be torn down
and the several parts re-placed so that there is no feedback
or inductive relation between the tuner and radio-frequency
efficiency.

The ordinary home-made receiver is quite
changed over in the manner previously explained.

units.

coil

easily

shows a

I

Fig.

into a reflex

diagram of the Aeriola Sr. converted
A rear panel view is illustrated.
receiver.
circuit

THE UV 1716 RADIO-FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER
SPECIFICATIONS

have asked

for the construction data for windvery scarce uv-iyi6 Radio-Frequency
Transformers, and the following coil winding table

CHARGING STORAGE BATTERIES FROM 32~VOLT LIGHTING
SYSTEM
of storage A and B batteries may be
and successfully recharged from a 32-volt
farm lighting system.
Fig. 3, shows how the
A and B battery may be charged merely by using the house
lighting receptacles connecting with a cord and 32-volt

types
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EXPLAINING THE REVERSE FEED BACK

IN

THE SUPERDYNE

outstanding feature of the Superdyne is its reversed feedback control.
In the ordinary regenerative set when tuning-in a station, oscillation occurs
over a wide range on the tuner dial.
Let us suppose it is,

THE

for example, from 40 to 50.
The signal can be received
clearly at about 39 but the point of greatest amplitude
would be obviously at about 45. On account of the oscilla-

tor noises,

it is impossible to use this point for undistorted
In the Superdyne, this point of greatest oscillareception.
tion can be obtained, and then, by using the reverse feed-

back

any

coil, this oscillation

can be effectively stopped without

loss in

amplitude.
Ordinarily, in the straight regenerative set we get an
amplification of 3, but with the Superdyne this is increased
about to 8. See Fig. 2. A and B represent the points
where the oscillations begin and end respectively.
re-

O

presents the point of

maximum

3 Z VOLT

BATTERY

The

oscillation.

is

most convenient

for charging

Screw in an attachment plug being careful
the battery.
Determine
that the two wires do not touch each other.
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TRF-50
(as illustrated)

A

5 -tube tuned radio

frequency receiver with
built-in Magnavox Reproducer unit which

New Broadcast Receivers
efficiency,

consumes no battery.
Cabinet measures:
height, 1424 in.; length,

20 %

in.;

depth, 18

& in.

Without tubes or batteries
$150.00
.

.

TRF-5
This is identical with
the above but encased
in smaller cabinet with-

out built-in Reproducer. Cabinet measures: height, 9^6 in.;

at last is the perfected

14# in.

instrument

permitting you to enjoy simultaneously the most desirable elements of broadcast reception.

Three decisive advantages go with the
Magnavox: unequalled simplicity of control,
reproduction of exceptional clearness
handsomely carved period cabinets.
Magnavox Radio Receivers, Vacuum Tubes, Reproducers, Power Amplifiers, and Combination Sets are
sold by reliable dealers everywhere

length, 20/4 in.; depth,

Without tubes,batteries
or reproducer $ 1 25.00

combining supreme

convenience and beauty

THE MAGNAVOX CO., OAKLAND, CALIF.
New

York:

350 W. 3 1st Street

San Francisco: 274 Brannan Street

Canadian Distributors: Perkins Electric Limited, Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg
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The Grid
Owing to the very low charging current needed for a
B battery the efficiency of a charging plant is not lowered
to any great extent by- charging it from the plant storage
rather than from the generator.
However, a
high charging current is needed for an A battery and it
should only be charged while the generator is being operated
After obtaining the polarto charge the plant battery.
ity make sure that the positive of the charging line is atbatteries,

tached to the positive of the 6-volt storage battery as indicated on the attached diagram for charging A batteries.
POSITIVE

32 VOLTS

is equal to the milliampere hour capacity which the
battery can deliver, divided by the current in milliamperes
which the set draws from the B battery. The milliampere
hour capacity of a B battery depends largely on two things,
the size of the individual cells in the battery-unit and the

set

rate at which the cells are discharged, that is to say, the
current drain.
"If the current drain is too small in proportion to the
size of the cells, the time required to discharge the battery
will be so great that the natural depreciation, which is so
characteristic of dry cells, will consume a measureable

proportion of the battery's capacity, leaving

D.C.

amount for useful
"On the other hand,

full

less

than the

service.
if

the current drain

is

too great for

this size of cells, the batteryjwill be overloaded and this, too,
Beresults in decreasing the capacity of the battery.
is a current drain at which the
battery will deliver its maximum capacity. This is the
normal rate of discharge for the battery. This normal
rate of discharge for B batteries depends primarily on the
The larger
size of cells of which the B battery is made.
the cells, the larger the normal rate of discharge.
"The normal rate of discharge for the customary large

tween these two extremes,

8

24 VOLTS EACH

TRAYS

FIG.
B
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BATTERY ECONOMY
and unnecessary noises

in

a radio

may be due to static, faulty or
UNPLEASANT
And some receiver noises are
wiring.

careless

receiver

directly

chargeable to the B battery.
If the B battery is imperfectly connected to the receiving
set, an intermittent crackling noise is sure to result in the
phones or loud speaker. In any circuit which is "made
and broken," a spark or arc will be set up at the point
where the actual make and break occurs. Even though
this loose contact in the B battery leads is slight, an abnormal amount of current will be drawn from the B battery
so affected, decreasing its life and resulting in a varied
voltage supply.

A

B battery which has been allowed to become damp
will eventually corrode and cause noises in the receiving set.
Corrosion attacks the copper inter-cell connections and the
zinc shells of the cells and finally eats away enough of the
metal to cause imperfect and quite frequently open and
short circuits.

Radio owners and purchasers will gain much by considering the type of battery best suited to their needs. Receivers
employing five or more tubes draw more current in milliamperes than those having only one or two tubes.

If,

for instance, a battery designed for a five-tube drain is used
with a receiver having two tubes, the current consumption

would be lower
So the battery
capacity and it
ation would be
capacity.

than the manufacturer's designated rate.
would not be operated at its maximum
would last much longer but its deprecimuch greater, than a battery of smaller
The National Carbon Company furnishes The

Grid with the following technical suggestions:
"To secure the most service at the least expense from a
B battery, it is important that a B battery be chosen which
is made of cells whose size is proportional to the work to be
performed.
Receiving sets which require a heavy current
from the B battery should be supplied with B units made
of

large

cells.

"The number

of hours a

B battery

will last

on a receiving

Most
45 volt B battery is from 5 to 12 milliamperes.
multi-tube receivers and power amplifiers draw much
heavier currents than this from the B battery usually
from 15 to 25 milliamperes. Consequently, the B batteries
of the usual size are seriously overloaded when supplying
current to these heavy-current receivers, and their life is
This makes the operating
therefore comparatively short.
cost of such receiving sets rather burdensome.

"To provide cheaper and more satisfactory power for
multi-tube receivers, battery manufacturers have developed and recently announced a special heavy duty B
battery, built specifically for use on multi-tube receiving

and power amplifiers which require
more from the B battery.

sets

or

15

milliamperes

"

Because of the large cells in this type unit, it is primarily
a heavy current battery and therefore will not serve light
current sets as economically as the usual 45 volt B battery.
Sets drawing less than 15 milliamperes from the B battery
can be operated more economically from the standard
B battery."

size 45 volt

NEUTRODYNE NOISES

ASSUME

thatthe noises inquestion aretheones
of a crackling, frying nature, differing from spasmodic static in that they are continuous in duration,

WE

varying only in intensity. Usually these noises are strongest
when the neutrodyne receiver is sharply attuned to any
wavelength within its range.
The causes of such noises can be summed up as follows:
1.

Incorrect values of grid leak.

2.

Poor or dirty contacts on socket prongs, jack blades,

etc.

Use of too much soldering paste or acid, creating
3.
leakage paths between adjacent wires.
4.
5.

Dusty variable condenser
Improper neutralization.

plates.

Improper neutralization is the chief cause of unpleasant
and unnecessary noises in neutrodyne receivers.
It is very necessary that each of the radio-frequency
Furthermore, it is imstages be completely neutralized.
setportant that they be neutralized on several wavelength
For this it is best to try the system on distant statings.

tions

where there

is

small chance of receiving a broad signal.
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Build

with the

it

KIT
the famous Ultradyne Receiver has been so simplified
that anyone can successfully build it with the Ultradyne Kit.
This Kit includes all the special parts required to build the
i
Ultradyne, designed by R. E. Lacault, the inventor,
Type
"A" Ultraformer, 3 Type "B" Ultraformers, i tuning coil, i
oscillator coil, 4 matched fixed condensers.

Now,

To

protect

the

public,

genuine Ultra formbear Mr. Lacault's
personal monogram seal
(R.E.L. )and are guaranteed so long as this
seal remains unbroken.
all

ers

The Ultradyne

incorporates the

new "Modulation System"-

a decided departure from the detector arrangement of radio
This "Modreception used in all other Super-Heterodynes.
ulation System" is the latest development of R. E. Lacault,

A.M.I.R.E. Consulting Engineer of this company and formerly Radio Research Engineer with the French Radio Research Laboratories.

Even Super-Heterodyne Engineers marvel at Ultradyne performance its unusual selectivity and great range on the
loud speaker.

There

is

no greater receiver!

Now

you can build

it

yourself!

Write for descriptive foMer.
Send

for

32

-page

il-

lustrated

book, giving
latest authentic instructions on drilling, wir-

and
assembling,
ing,
tuning 6 and 8 tube
Ultradyne receivers.

50c

Oi ,^

s/ie

improved

.*

\r~

SUPER-HETERODYNE
PHENIX RADIO CORPORATION

5-7

Beekman

St.
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New York City

The Progress

"

of the

THIS magazine

goes to press, the RADIO
BROADCAST COVERED WAGON has fin-

A~
tinental

RATORY are on display on the WAGON, and
they are creating a tremendous amount of

ished about one fifth of its transcontour.
Captain Jack Irwin and his

radio truck traveled from

New

York,

particularly the eight-tube superBut when a fan reported to the
heterodyne.
crew of the WAGON that he had receiving difficulty of one sort or another, Captain Irwin and
the WAGON would proceed to the spot and help
"
shoot" the trouble.
Radio dealers in various cities are conferring
with Captain Irwin and George A. Eckweiler,
interest,

down

New

Jersey cities to Philadelphia and Atlantic City, and from there to
Harrisburg and Altoona to Pittsburgh. The
WAGON then traced its course to Cleveland and
at the last writing was in Detroit.
Many radio enthusiasts in the various localities that Captain Irwin visited were greatly
bothered by local interference. Local interference is indeed not a myth, as he soon discovered.
While a great deal of local receiving
difficulties have their origin in improper conditions in local power circuits, a great proportion
of troubles certainly originate in oscillating

through various

technical assistant, and much radio gossip about
the best ways and means to arrange window
displays; they are exchanging technical information and in brief, spreading the gospel of radio.

we are to judge from the
crew of the WAGON
the
personal
have reported, and also the tenor of the letters
reaching this office, are much in sympathy with
the purpose of Captain Irwin's trip.
Power
companies in various cities have shown their
willingness to cooperate, and radio clubs, radio
amateurs, and the radio editors of various
newspapers are doing what they can to help
along these efforts to improve radio enjoyRadio

Letters are beginning to come in to the edifrom interested broadcast listeners
who have talked with Captain Irwin along the
torial offices

route and they are unanimous in their approval

work he

developed

in

is trying to do.
The receivers
the RADIO BROADCAST LABO-

listeners,

ment

for

Captain Irwin will have an interesting story of

all.

his experiences next

Supplemental List of Broadcasting Stations
LICENSED FROM JULY
CALL
LETTERS

if

reactions

receivers.

of the

Covered Wagon

19

TO JULY

31

in the
INCLUSIVE

month.

United States
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THIS BATTERY WILL
MATERIALLY REDUCE
YOUR OPERATING

ON HEAVY

COSTS

CURRENT

SETS

NEW/

Eveready Heavy Duty "B" Battery.
45 volts. Three Fahnestock Clips.
Length,
inches; width,

8%

inches; height,
13
pounds.

K

New

New Heavy
Extra large

cells

extra long service

3

low price, $4.75

No. 7:11
Eveready Radio

"A" Dry

a

4^

inches; weight,

Duty 45-volt "B" Battery No* 770

FOR maximum "B" Battery economy, use this ^[ew Eveready Heavy
Duty 45'volt "B" Battery, in the following general cases:
I

7%

Cell

Specially

manufactured for
use with dry cell
tubes

On all receiving sets operating at 90 volts or more, having four
tubes without a "C" Battery, and all sets having five or more
tubes, with or without a "C" Battery.
On all power amplifiers.
On all sets that pull heavy currents from the "B" Battery.

Eveready 6-volt Storage

"A"

Battery

Under the above conditions, the ^[ew Eveready Heavy Duty
45'volt "B" Battery will give much longer service than the 45-volt
"B" Battery of usual size.
equipment falls under any of the above classifiyou can make a big saving in "B" Battery costs by using
this J^etf Eveready Heavy Duty 45'volt "B" Battery No. 770. Buy
it and you get the biggest battery value on the market to-day!
If your receiving

cations,

Manufactured and guaranteed by

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,

No. 766
Eveready "B"
ai > volts. Six
Fahnestock Spring
Clip Connectors

INC.

No. 771
Vertical 4vvolt, large
size "B" Battery

Headquarters for Radio Battery Information

New

York

San Francisco

Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited, Toronto, Ontario

No. 771
Eveready

"C"

Battery

Clarifies tone

EVEREADY

prolongs

Radio Batteries
-they last longer
Tested and approved by RADIO BROADCAST

"B"

and

Battery

life

No. 764
Vertical

u#-

"B" Battery

New Equipment
THOROLA
LOUD SPEAKER

A

non-power loud speaker
by Mr. Frank
Reichmann, inventor of
the Thorite horn and the

designed

Thorophone loud speaker.

The Thorola

is

very sensi-

and will deliver great
volume with fidelity. It
tive

first time the
push-pull principle with a
permanent adjustment of

uses for the

the diaphragm.

Chicago,

Illinois.

WORKRITE NEUTRODYNE

Made by

The Reichmann Company,
Price $25

A

neutrodyne receiver employing two radio-frequency, one
The set condetector, and two audio-frequency tubes.
tains many refinements both in technical and mechanical
details.
One of the outstanding features of the above
model, the "WorkRite Radio-King," is the built-in loud
Made by The WorkRite Mfg. Co., 1810 East
speaker.
Price $220
30th St., Cleveland, Ohio.

TRANSCONTINENTAL RIBBON AERIAL

BAKER RADIO CABINET

A

copper ribbon antenna put out in four popular lengths
for broadcast reception.
Made by the Acorn Radio Mfg.
Co., 1806 S. Racine Ave., Chicago, Illinois

A

quality cabinet which is shipped knocked down. There
are four pieces to put together requiring the insertion of but
eight screws into holes already drilled. The assembled
cabinet is strong and built throughout of finely finished
mahogany. Made by the Baker Yacht Basin, Inc.,
Prices range from $4.75 to
Point, Mass.
$13.50 for cabinet sizes from 7 x 7 to 7 x 30

Quincy

RED SEAL VARIABLE CONDENSER

THE CROSLEY AMPLIFIER
Shown here is a two stage, single rheostat controlled audiofrequency unit. This unit gives very good results when
used with receivers requiring audio amplification.
Made
Price $18
by the Crosley Radio Corp., Cincinnati, Ohio.

A

high efficiency instrument using brass plates, which
are soldered to make a perfect electric joint at the
plates, and "pig-tail" connections thus eliminating
Made by the Manhattan Electrical
contact troubles.
Supply Co., Inc., 17 Park Place, New York City
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IRAKIA.
fL ad o
-M.

i

FADA

Nentrola Grind
No. 185/90- A

This

is the five-tube

Neutrola
185-A mounted on FADA
Cabinet Table 19 0-A. Price
(less

tubes,

batteries, etc.)

$295.

The high, sweet notes
of the violin the low,
rolling bass of the organ
TONE

true reproduction of voice and music
is one of the outstanding features
of the new
Neutrodyne. You hear the music
just as it is played or sung.
Neutrodynes can be depended upon at any
time, anywhere, to give you the utmost in radio. They
operate on a simple indoor or outdoor aerial and use
the types of powerful tubes which give maximum results.
Each bears the stamp of
engineering
skill plus the artistry of master cabinet designers.
You who have deferred buying a radio set waiting
for someone to produce just your combination of price,
perf6rmance, cabinet design and finish need wait no
Neutrolonger. In the new complete line of
dyne receivers you can find exactly what you want.
See your dealer. He will show you a
Neutrodyne that will delight you in appearance, perform-

quality

without distortion

FADA

FADA

FADA

FADA
FADA

ance and price.
You have a range from $75 to $295 from which to
six models, each a remarkable value.
select
F. A. D.

ANDREA,

INC.,

1581

JEROME AVENUE, NEW YORK

Tested and approved by RADIO BROADCAST

FADA

Neut
No. 175-A

Mahogany

cabinet.
Inpanel and roomy
battery shelf. Five tubes.
Price (less tubes, batteries,

FADA

etc.)

$160.

Neutro Junior
No. 195

Three-tube Neutrodyne.
A wonderful performer.
Price (less
teries, etc.)

tubes,

J75.

bat-

<iAmong Our ^Authors
MYRA

MAY

is

now

France where

in

writing and traveling about.
"
France has French-ized all the American
radio terms," she

she

writes.

is

The French broad-

pears in this number,

THE

twelve - hour- a-day
show, but broad-

only

are

during

He

RADIO PROGRAM

directors

still

for

we know. "I am looking forward
some excellent and greatly improved
radio programs this fall and winter," writes
Miss Mix.
criticism

MYRA MAY

which may be anything from a lecture
on roses to instruction on how to kill
tigers."

/CHARLES ORCHARD

is

associate edi-

Chesapeake and Ohio Rail-

the result.

PHOTOGRAPH shows McMurdo
J. Silver wiring up one of his portable
super-heterodyne receivers which he describes so ably
in this number.

It
in

was taken
RADIO

the

BROADCAST

My

from

New York

one

heard from, he was

fall

familiar call

2 PI.

ERNEST DUPUY

is a captain in the
United States Army,
now stationed at Fort Ethan Allen, Vermont. Like many
of us, he started
out to investigate

R. Field

Artillery,

simply wireless and

says, "has been

kilowatt
transformers were
as scarce as gold

exactly like

antenna wire.

that of any
first set used an

again, like many of
us, his interest in
radio hasn't ceased.

MORECROFT confesses that one of

J. his

favorite diversions is caring for his
Howtribe of bees at his place in Jersey.
a 3,000 foot lawn
ever, we would rather
than be friendly with the bees. Professor

mow

Morecroft has just returned from a vacation
and will soon resume instructing his Columbia
University classes in electrical engineering.

next

making

When the cool weather of
comes on, radio amateurs will begin
again to hear his staccato "fist" and his.
the

when one

in 1912."

When

hazard a guess.

at Garden
City. "My
history" he

day.

in Atlantic City,

feeble inquiries after the inventor of the
bathing suit, for what reason we won't even

the fascinations of
radio when it was

other radio enthusiast.
electrolytic detector and a thread spoon
tuning coil and brought in trolley car noises

with very good volume

BOUCK, after putting his radio
friends in a perfect stew of excitement
and envy over his elaborately planned and
advertised European vacation, disappeared

LABORATORY
life

MCMURDO SILVER

to

ZEH

On reading
road employees magazine.
Miss Mix's "The Listeners' Point of View"
several months ago, he says that he grew
interested in an angle of musical appreciation brought out by something she wrote.
"Is Radio Making America Musical?" was

H.

of .the

studio in Toledo, Ohio is the headquarters
some of the soundest and most delightful

You

tor of the

member

making life interesting for
Jennie Irene Mix, whose radio receiving

must take your
choice of what
they give you,

\_>

a

is

RADIO BROADCAST.

editorial staff of

casters don't run a

special hours.

whose "The Case

the Radiating Receiver" ap-

has "sold" wireless messages in the blueand-gold of a ship wireless operator ever
since 1915.
"My only claim to fame," he
says, "is that I have never said 'Radio is
only in its infancy.'" How odd!

"They say

radio with the same
"a" as in brad, and
an"e" for the "i."

cast

WING

K.

WILLIS
Against

And
CAPTAIN DUPUY

Few men

could write as

interesting a chapter from their experiences
as Captain Dupuy has done in this issue.

VAN.

transferred
WALTER

New

B.

ROBERTS

has

his base of operations to

York. For the time being, he has left
the classic confines of his alma materPrinceton. The next installments of this
readable, and helpful technical story of his
are even more interesting and more helpful
than those which have already been printed.
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Producing Graphite Discs in Allen-Bradley Electric Furnaces

Allen-Bradley Radio Products
are the best insurance against trouble
stepless control

is

not the only distinctive feature of Aller-

FINE,
Bradley

graphite disc radio devices. It is true that with no other
type of rheostat can you enjoy the noiseless, stepless, selective control
of the Bradleystat. No adjustable grid leak can equal the Bradleyleak.

But there also

the inherent reliability of the graphite discs, produced
of the electric furnace, and encased in porcelain
containers that cannot warp. Atmospheric changes mean nothing to
graphite discs. Corrosion cannot destroy them. Continuous use cannot
is

in the terrific heat

impair their perfect operation.

The

slight extra cost

of Allen-Bradley radio products

premium on insurance against interrupted
over! The quality endures after the price

c*
Electric Controlling Apparatus

278
78
Greeinfield

Ave.

fiCft

[Q|?

Milwaukee,

Wi.

is

an insignificant

Think

this

forgotten.

ALLEN BRADLEY CO.
2 78 Greenfield Av.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Please send

me

descriptive leaflets

Allen-Bradley radio products.

Manufacturers of Graphite Ditc Rheostati
for more than 20 yean
Address

Tested and approved by RADIO BROADCAST

is

radio reception.

.

on

Duality
"The Choice

Sold by
Good Radio

of Radio

Dealers

Experts"

Everywhere

Easily Recognized
When

you buy General Radio
apparatus you are buying certainties.

Vario Couplers

You can

definitely de-

pend upon its superior performance in broadcast reception.

Panel Switches

By insisting upon General Radio

Tube Sockets

apparatus at the start you avoid
the disappointments which so
often follow the purchase of in-

Wavemeters

Ammeters
Knobs and Dials

ferior parts.

for

the red cartons with

the General Radio label.

Ask your

dealer or write us for

our Descriptive Bulletin 917-B.

GENERAL RADIO Co
Cambridge,
THE COUNTRY LIFE

Coupling Coils
Insulators

Binding Posts
Potentiometers

Rheostats

Condensers

Look

Transformers

Mass.
PRESS.

GARDEN

CITY,

NEW YORK

